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RESUMEN
v
El incremento en el uso de arquitecturas orientadas a servicios en los últimos 15 años
ha propiciado la propuesta de numerosas técnicas para automatizar y dar soporte al
uso de dichos servicios. Un elemento fundamental en la provisión de servicios es el
Acuerdo de Nivel de Servicio (ANS), donde se formalizan los requisitos y garantías
de consumidor y proveedor respecto del rendimiento del servicio. Las propuestas pa-
ra servicios computacionales, además de proveer modelos formales para describirlos,
proponen la automatización de las diferentes etapas del ciclo de vida del ANS, tales
como la negociación de las garantías para crear un ANS, el despliegue de servicios ba-
sados en el ANS, o la gestión de los recursos para cumplir las garantías provistas en el
mismo.
Sin embargo, en los servicios tradicionales, no computacionales, es decir, los ser-
vicios que no son ejecutados por recursos computacionales, tales como los servicios
de logística o de desarrollo de software, la gestión de sus ANSs todavía se realiza por
medios ad-hoc. Así, las soluciones existentes no pueden ser reutilizadas por diferentes
servicios. Y, en la mayoría de los casos, esta gestión se hace de manera manual (p.e.
revisión de los objetivos acordados en los ANSs de servicios de transporte), por lo que
la evaluación de estos ANSs es susceptible a errores y se suele retrasar respecto a la
ejecución del servicio (p.e. cuando el ANS ha finalizado), por lo que no se pueden to-
mar acciones preventivas para evitar el incumplimiento del ANS o estas acciones no
son rentables. En estos escenarios, aparecen, además, acuerdos marco para un periodo
largo (p.e. 1 aõ), durante el cual pueden aparecen ANSs relacionados con éste para un
periodo más específico y el análisis de la coherencia entre acuerdos marco y acuerdos
específicos es complicada de hacer durante la ejecución del servicio.
En esta tesis, nos proponemos automatizar parcialmente la gestión de los ANSs de
servicios no computacionales.
Así, por un lado, proponemos que los modelos para servicios computacionales se
extiendan a servicios no computacionales, de manera que permitan describir la opera-
tiva del servicio y sus garantías. Y, por otro lado, basado en estos modelos, proporcio-
namos el diseño de operaciones para gestionar el ciclo de vida de los ANS. Concreta-
mente, estas operaciones se basan en las fases de despligue y evaluación del ANS.
De forma específica, esta tesis propone tres contribuciones principales. Primero,
(A) extender iAgree para dar soporte al modelado de los ANS de servicios no compu-
tacionales. Segundo, (B) dar soporte al ciclo de vida de dichos ANS mediante la for-
malización de las operaciones citadas (configuración del servicio basada en el ANS y
monitorización del mismo) y, a partir de estas operaciones, implementamos una arqui-
tectura de referencia para estas operaciones. Y, por último, (C) proveemos el modelado
de la relación entre acuerdos marco y específicos que relacione sus términos junto con
la formalización de las operaciones para el análisis que aparecen entre ellos.
Otros aspectos del ciclo de vida del servicio y del ANS, como la gestión de los
recursos para mejorar el rendimiento del servicio o el uso de técnicas (como machine
learning) para la predicción del cumplimiento de los ANSs están fuera del contexto de
esta tesis, pero se plantean como futuras líneas de extensión.
Este trabajo se ha basado en ANSs reales de diferentes dominios, tales como servi-
cios de Transporte y Logística, proveedores de Cloud or outsourcing de desarrollo TIC,
que se han utilizado para validar las propuestas. Además, las contribuciones presen-
tadas se han aplicado en el contexto de proyectos reales de soporte de sistemas TIC.
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ABSTRACT
vii
The rise of computational services in the last 15 years brought the proposal of a number
of techniques to automate and support their enactment. One key element in services
is the Service Level Agreement (SLA), where the requirements of service customer are
matched with the performance levels from the service provider to define service level
guarantees and related responsibilities. The proposals from computational domains
are oriented to automate the different stages in the SLA Lifecycle, such as the negoti-
ation of terms which will form the SLA, the deployment of services based on the SLA
artifact or the management of computational resources to accomplish SLA goals on
runtime.
However, traditional non-computational services, that is, services which are not
performed by computational resources, such as logistics or software development ser-
vices, are still supported by ad-hoc mechanisms. Therefore, the existing solutions for
the management of their SLAs cannot be reused for other services. This management
is usually manually performed (e.g.: reviewing of the goals of an SLA in transport ser-
vice), so their evaluation is error-prone and delayed regarding the service execution
(e.g.: when the SLA is finished), so preemptive actions to avoid SLA violations cannot
be taken or/and are expensive to perform. Furthermore, these SLAs are sometimes
described on a long term basis (frame agreements), and related SLAs can appear for
a shorter term (specific agreements) and the analysis of the validity among them is
complex to perform on runtime.
In this dissertation, we aim at partially automate the management of SLAs in non-
computational services.
On the one hand, we suggest that existing models for computational services can be
extended to non computational services and enable the description of the service oper-
ative and their guarantees. And, on the other hand, we provide a design for operations
to partially support the SLA Lifecycle, based on the previous models. Specifically, these
operations are mainly focused on the deployment and fulfillment stages of the SLA.
Therefore, the contributions of this dissertation are three. First, (A) providing a
model to describe Service Level Agreements of non computational services, as an ex-
tension of iAgree, an existing model for SLAs of computational services. Second side,
(B) supporting the SLA Lifecycle with the design of the aforementioned operations
(service configuration based on SLA and monitoring of SLA) and implementing a ref-
erence architecture for such operations. And, lastly, (C) providing a model for frame
and specific agreements which relates their terms and formalises the analysis opera-
tions among them.
Other related operations of the service lifecycle as the management of resources to
improve service performance or the use of novel techniques (such as machine learning)
to predict the SLA accomplishment are out of the scope of this thesis but planned as
future line of extension.
The current dissertation has been based on real SLAs from different domains, such
as Transport & Logistics, public Cloud providers or IT Maintenance outsourcing, which
have been used to validate the proposal. And, furthermore, the contributions have
been applied in the context of real IT Maintenance outsourcing projects.
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PART I

1INTRODUCTION
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Victory belongs to the most persevering.
Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821),
1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT
In an intuitive manner, a service is the bundling or packeting of something that is
consumed by someone, who requests and benefits from it and there is a provider which
take responsibility in delivering it according to some kind of agreement. In the last
decades, the use of computational services over Internet has enabled to make software
consumers independent from providers, specially on the global Internet. Together with
the rise of computational services, the definition of models and protocols to automate
the management of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) has been a research topic during
the last 15 years [6, 122]. SLAs are a fundamental key on the service interaction, as
they match the requirements of service customer and the performance levels from the
service provider to define service level guarantees and related responsibilities. The
proposals from computational domains are oriented to automate the different stages
in the SLA Lifecycle.
The SLA Lifecycle starts with the description of customer or provider performance
preferences which results in the definition of a formal agreement, sometimes after a
negotiation process among these parties. Then, the service is enacted according to
the SLA and its fulfillment has to be evaluated during its validity period. Different
mechanisms have been proposed to automatically negotiate guarantee terms based on
domain information or the management of resources to accomplish SLA goals on run-
time. This thesis has been developed in the context of the research group Applied
Software Engineering (Ingeniería del Software Aplicada-ISA) of the Universidad de
Sevilla, and it proceed from the research line within the area of analysis of computa-
tional services area, pioneered by A. Ruiz [156], O. Martín [116], Pablo Fernandez [60],
Manuel Resinas [153] and Carlos Muller [122].
However, traditional non-computational services, that is, services which are not
performed by computational resources, such as logistics or software development ser-
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vices, are still supported by ad-hoc mechanisms. Therefore, the existing solutions for
the management of their SLAs cannot be reused for other services. In this disserta-
tion we are going to base on non-computational services which are based on the pro-
visioning of known business processes. These services can be intra-organisationally
provided or partial or fully outsourced (i.e. business process outsourcing, BPO). Like
computational services, their execution is regulated by SLAs and supported by specific
software [81, 115]. In this case, since non-computational services are process-oriented,
the software that supports them is usually a process-aware information system (PAIS)
such as ERPs, Service Desk Management Systems, CRMs, or business process manage-
ment systems (BPMSs). However, unlike computational services, this management is
usually manually performed (e.g.: reviewing of the goals of an SLA in transport ser-
vice), so their evaluation is error-prone and delayed regarding the service execution
(e.g.: when the SLA is finished), so preemptive actions to avoid SLA violations cannot
be taken or/and are expensive to perform. Furthermore, these SLAs are sometimes
described on a long term basis, as a frame agreement for the service, and related SLAs
can appear for a shorter term and the analysis of the validity between SLAs in different
time terms is complex to perform on runtime.
One example of non-computational service is the transport and logistic of goods,
where people take action to deliver goods from one point to another together mechan-
ical resources such as cars for driving along a city or conveyor belts for movement
inside a factory facility. The execution of manual tasks hinders the automation of their
lifecycle, including the monitoring of their performance or the violation of their SLA.
These difficulties are decreasing as with the digital transformation, the information of
processes and services is increasingly supported by information systems.
A PAIS with SLA-aware capabilities, i.e. an SLA-aware PAIS, is a PAIS that uses ex-
plicit definitions of SLAs to enable or improve the automation of certain tasks related to
both the SLAs and their fulfillment such as performance monitoring, human resource
assignment or process configuration [179]. For instance, an SLA-aware PAIS could be
automatically instrumented according to the metrics defined in the SLA, so that when
there is a risk of not meeting an SLO, an alert is raised allowing the human actors in-
volved in the process to take measures to mitigate the risk. Another example could
be the automated configuration of the process, e.g. removing or adding activities, exe-
cuted by the SLA-aware PAIS depending on the conditions of the SLA agreed with the
client. Apart from the benefits derived from the automation of these tasks, the need for
a SLA-aware PAIS becomes more critical in a business-process-as-a-service scenario.
A business-process-as-a-service (BPaaS) is a new category of cloud-delivered service,
which, according to Gartner [73], can be defined as "the delivery of BP services that
are sourced from the cloud and constructed for multitenancy. Services are often au-
tomated, and where human process actors are required, there is no overtly dedicated
labour pool per client. The pricing models are consumption-based or subscription-
based commercial terms. As a cloud service, the business-process-as-a-service model
is accessed via Internet-based technologies." In this setting, the conditions of the SLA
agreed with each client may vary. Therefore, it is crucial for the PAIS that supports the
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business-process-as-a-service to behave according to the SLA agreed with the client.
An example could be the prioritisation of the execution of tasks for those clients whose
SLAs have bigger penalties if they are not met.
After the analysis of more than 20 SLAs in different scenarios and projects, such
as IT Maintenance, Transport & Logistics or BPaaS solutions research, different prob-
lems have been identified which lay the ground for this dissertation. On the one side,
as several tasks in the service execution involved human interaction, the related SLA
documents, including the service context, metrics, SLOs and compensations, are de-
scribed with natural language. This hinders an automated analysis and understanding
of these documents. On the other side, non computational services include the use of
heterogeneous resources, such as different information systems, human resources or
devices.
1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEMS
The main goal for this dissertation can be stated as follows.
Dissertation Goal
To partially automate the management of SLAs in non-computational
services.
In order to achieve this goal, we have identified the following two challenges to be
addressed in this dissertation:
• Provide a model to support the automation of the SLA management for non com-
putational services. This model has to enable the description fo business pro-
cesses together with metrics related to them in order to define the guarantees
provided for involved parties. Furthermore, the relationship between SLAs for
different time periods (long and short term) has to be addresses in the model.
• Address the management of SLA Lifecycle for non-computational services, pro-
viding systems to support it during the phases where the SLA is considered ac-
tive: deployment and fulfillment. These phases include the operations related to
the enactment of the service together with the evaluation of the included guaran-
tees and the decision making to accomplish them.
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Our approach to address the aforementioned challenges is highly inspired in the
solutions proposed to problems of automated management of computational services.
As outlined in the above discussion, in the automation of the Service Level Agreement
Management for non-computational services, a number of problems needs to be con-
sidered. Regarding the management of SLA Lifecycle, we focus on the late phases
of the SLA lifecycle, that is, deployment and fulfillment of SLA as the SLA creation
phases have been deeply analysed by Resinas [153] and Muller [122]. Regarding these
stages, we analyse the impact of a more specific agreement within a frame agreement
context, the adaptation of service according to the SLA and the monitoring the accom-
plishment of SLA during the fulfillment phase. The optimisation of resources to ensure
the accomplishent of the SLOs is out of the scope of this dissertation. Therefore, in
order to address the identified challenges, we identify four research questions related
to the real world scenarios. The current dissertation will address the following four
research questions:
Research question 1. How can we model a SLA for different domains supporting its
automatic management?
Research question 2. How can we model the relationships between frame and specific
SLAs together with the relationships that appear between their terms and goals?
Research question 3. How can we automatically configure and adapt the underlying
information systems based on the SLA for non-computational services?
Research question 4. How can we automate the monitoring of SLAs and their guar-
antees for non-computational services?
These research questions are analysed and answered in the following chapters.
In the Table §1.1, we summarize the relationships between the challenges identified
in existing scenarios, the research questions addressed and the contributions proposed
in this dissertation which are explained in next Section.
Regarding the modelling of SLAs, we identify two different research questions.
First, the Research Question 1 aims to model non-computational services including
service workflow, the related service metrics and the guarantees over them. While, the
Research Question 2 goals modelling different levels of SLAs that appear naturally
on frame agreements for non-computational services but also identify related analysis
operations between SLAs in different levels.
Regarding the operations to support the SLA Lifecycle, we have identified two dif-
ferent important mechanisms to support the deployment of the SLA and its fulfillment.
First, in Research Question 3, we aim to provide mechanisms to deploy service driven
by the SLA terms, such as adapting service workflow or resource assignment to party
requirements. And, in Research Question 4, we goal to provide a mechanism to eval-
uate the fulfillment of the SLA, based on the monitoring of its SLOs.
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1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
Our approach to the aforementioned issues is highly inspired in the solutions pro-
posed to problems of automated management of computational services. In order to
achieve such a goal we have used different real scenarios to design artifacts to support
this goal. Specifically this dissertation provides the contributions depicted in Figure
§1.1.
First, in order to address the Research Question 1, an SLA model based on iA-
gree is proposed to support non-computational scenarios, which provides the service
description, metrics and SLOs definitions for different parties and facilities to enable
their analysis independent on the supporting information systems. The description of
this model and how formalise a natural language SLA into this model is described in
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chapter §4.
Second, we also describe the operations to configure and monitor the service ex-
ecution regarding its related SLA, together with providing a reference architecture to
support them. This architecture consists of: (1) a monitoring component, which allows
the monitoring of service performance independent of the supporting system; (2) a
service adapter which allows the enactment of different service instances based on dif-
ferent SLAs of the same service. The described monitoring component addresses the
Research Question 3, while the adapter addresses the Research Question 4, and both
are described in the chapter §5 .
And third, we provide a model extension to describe frame and specific SLAs. To-
gether with this model, we formalise the operations related to manage the lifecycle of
more specific SLAs related to a frame SLA in the chapter §6, such as the conformance
between a frame and a specific SLA to address the Research Question 2.
The introduced contributions have been developed as component architectures.
These prototypes have been validated with a number of real SLAs (over 20) from dif-
ferent domains and further applied to real IT Maintenance outsourcing projects.
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This dissertation is conducted in the context of the Information Systems research
area. The research in this discipline commonly use design science methodology for the
proposal of innovative architectures solutions to stated problems. Design science ap-
pear fundamentally in engineering to address problems that are considered complex
because they do not have an strict formulation and their solution only can be evaluated
by utility. Therefore, it seeks create innovations to manage effectively and efficiently
information systems. Some general guidelines for this methodology are introduced in
[89]. In summary, this methodology proposes a sequence of expert activities to anal-
yse existing problems and create an innovative product. Then, the product enables
to re-evaluate the problem with new opportunities to improve the design in an itera-
tive process. The phases suggested by Peffer et al. [146] in this methodology are the
following:
1. Identification of relevant problems. The relevance of the research is based on the
awareness of a problem that is of value for a community. The interest may come
from industry or a research discipline. The general relevance of the research pre-
sented in this dissertation comes from the interest of different industrial part-
ners that deal with the limitations on the state-of-the-art solutions to manage the
lifecycle of SLAs, regarding specially the evaluation of SLA accomplishment of
non-computational services identified in Chapter §5.
2. Proposal of research goals. After the analysis of certain scenarios, in this phase, we
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evaluate related works and propose a solution to the stated problem which is
used as a starting point for the research efforts. Abstract designs can be pro-
posed in this phase. In this dissertation, we propose the research goals identified
in previous Section §1.2, together with the Figure §1.1 to identify the expected
contributions.
3. Artifact design and development. The goal of this phase is to produce a viable arti-
fact including models, operations and software products following the previous
proposal. This artifact can take the form of models, methodologies or software
architectures. In our dissertation, we propose a model to describe SLAs together
with the description of monitoring and configuration operations and an architec-
ture to implement them (Chapters §4 and §5.
4. Demonstration. Once the artifacts have been developed, they are applied to the
analysed scenarios to demonstrate that they can conduct the stated problems.
We apply our model, which extends iAgree, to the IT Maintenance outsourcing
in the Section §4.4 and implements the proposed operations in Chapter §5 to
demonstrate the compliance of our models with the identified requirements.
5. Evaluation. Once demonstrated the feasibility of the artifacts, they are evaluated
regarding further scenarios to validate the goals proposed in phase 2. Then, de-
viations from expectations are gathered and the additional information gained in
the construction and running of the artifact is used to another iteration. In the
Section §4.5, we describe more than 10 different SLAs from different scenarios,
apart from the example one, to verify that our model can be applied to non-
computational scenarios independently of the domain. This evaluation has been
extended in the context of a transfer of technology project with local government
and in an European project with logistics partners.
6. Communication of research. As the artifacts are proved effective, it is expected that
they are communicated in relevant fora for the topic. In the case of this dis-
sertation, we have published different contributions in relevant conferences and
journals. Specifically, our proposal to model Business Processes has been com-
municated in International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engi-
neering in 2015 [46] and extended results have been submitted to the IEEE TSC.
Furthermore, we have also applied our model to different industrial projects re-
lated to the monitoring of SLA accomplishment.
In general, we follow this approach in each Contribution (Chapters §4, §5 and §6)
to introduce and discuss our work.
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1.5 PUBLICATIONS
Our research work in this dissertation has followed a clear path of communication
of results. The preliminary results have been communicated in Workshops and na-
tional conferences and then to relevant conferences of the area, such as CooPIS, CAiSE
or ICSOC. The main contributions have been also submitted to high impact journals,
although the PhD time window has not allowed to receive reviews in some cases. As
this dissertation proposes the integration of previous research, the contributions are
mainly the result of collaborations with researchers in different areas (from Business
Processes and SLAs). Furthermore, some research stays have been performed in the
context of the thesis which have started a number of collaboration whose results are
also pendant of publication.
Additionally, as result of studying different adjacent areas, some contributions have
been proposed out of the scope of this dissertation but during the PhD period, which
are added at the end of the contribution list.
1.5.1 Publications Supporting this Dissertation
The Figure §1.2 depicts the map of publications developed during this dissertation.
The blue track follows the main contributions related to the management of SLAs
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of business processes, while the red track follows approaches related to SLAs of com-
putational services and the green track are related to the collaborations in the analysis
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1.6 OUTLINE OF THIS DISSERTATION
Part I: Preface. It comprises this introductory chapter, in which we have introduced
the research context of the work developed necessary to understand the content of
the dissertation, we have detailed the drawbacks of existing proposals, and we have
summed up our contributions to overcome drawbacks identified. Finally, we have
described the context in which the thesis has been developed and the supporting pub-
lications.
Part II: Background Information. It provides specific information about the elements
involved in the scope of the research context of our work. Specifically, Chapter §2
presents the BPM lifecycle and aspects related to its enactment and performance eval-
uation in the dissertation. Afterwards, in Chapter §3 the concepts related to SLAs that
are handled in this dissertation are introduced together the SLA lifecycle and an study
of the existing proposals regarding to support any stage in this lifecycle.
Part III: Our Proposal. This is the core of the dissertation and it is organised in three
chapters. First of all, in Chapter §4 we propose a model to describe SLA for Busi-
ness Processes. This proposal relies on WSAgreement [6], which provides the general
SLA structure, BPMN [138], which is used to model the business process related to the
service, PPINOT [41], which allows the definition of metrics, and iAgree [126], which
provides a language to define SLOs and penalties. In Chapter §5, we introduce an ar-
chitecture to support the SLA lifecycle, using our previous proposed model. In Chapter
§6 we propose a model for frame and specific agreements together with a catalogue of
analysis operations to support their evaluation regarding thier hierarchy.
Part IV: Final Remarks. Chapter §7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of
the contributions and their added value, a definition of the limitations and the future
work identified.
Part V: Appendices. Two appendices have been attached to this dissertation to com-
plement the content of this dissertation. In particular, Appendix §A includes the formal
analysis of the validity of compensable functions related to the SLA Guarantees, and
Appendix §B contains an incipient proposal to optimize the management of human
resources based on the service performance regarding its SLA. Lastly, a list with the
complete examples of SLAs used in dissertation is also provided as Appendix.
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A goal without a plan is just a wish
Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1900 - 1944),
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Business process management (BPM) focuses on improving the organization per-
formance through the definition, development and optimization of the business pro-
cesses. Processes are seen as a principal asset to manage business. The business process
management approach is adopted by companies as part of the quality management to
improve their performance. Furthermore, in business outsourcing, the services that
the organization provides to customers are seen as the outcomes of the activities per-
formed in processes. The analysis of the involved activities helps to identify the most
valuable steps, increase quality or save time [27]. Business process management usu-
ally involves the use of supporting technology, such as BPMS or other kind of enacting
software. BPM approach is increasingly adopted by industry and it also discussed
in academia articles focusing mainly on two viewpoints: resources and/or technol-
ogy. The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of the major concepts of BPM,
focusing on those aspects that are most relevant and useful for the purpose of this
dissertation.
2.2 BUSINESS PROCESSES
The concept of business process is traditionally defined around the concepts of
tasks, related human resources and outputs, arising from job scheduling problems in
the early 20th Century. Weske [191] describes: "The formal definition and technical
modeling has evolved from the process orientation trend of the 1990s, where a new
way of organizing companies on the basis of Business Processs (BPs) was proposed"
. Hammer et al. define a business process as a collection of activities that take one or
more kinds of input and create an output that is of value to the customer [85]. How-
ever, this definition does not consider any relationship or constraint between this col-
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lection of activities, but Davenport does it in [37], where he defines a business process
as "a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome
for a particular customer or market", emphasizing how processes can be supported by
information technology.
Based on these definitions, Weske defines a business process as "a set of activities
that are performed in coordination in an organizational and technical environment.
These activities jointly realize a business goal. Each business process is enacted by a
single organization, but it may interact with business processes performed by other
organizations" [191]. A process is a set of activities related to each other targeted at
the same goal. This may be the simplest and most straight definition of a process.
Consciously or not, we participate in plenty of processes daily. For instance, cooking
a recipe is a process in which a set of ingredients have to be cooked and mixed in a
specific order to obtain the desired dish. When the process is performed in the scope of
an organisation, it is called business process (BP). Thus, a BP is a collection of activities
that are executed in a logical order along time to achieve a defined goal within an
organisational and technical environment. To do so, they take one or more kinds of
input and create an output that is of value to the customer or the market [37, 85, 191].
As stated by van der Aalst et al. [181] and Decker [39], the basis of BPM is the
explicit representation of BPs. The modelling of activities is performed by business
domain experts who have a specialized knowledge of the business processes. Repre-
senting a BP helps to discover weaknesses related to the order in which activities are
performed, the information that is handled, and any other issue involved in BP exe-
cution. Hence, an easy-to-understand-and-use, editable, and executable mechanism to
represent BPs is convenient. BP models are defined for that purpose, that is, a business
process model is the representation of the activities, documents, people and all the el-
ements involved in a BP, as well as the execution constraints between them [191]. It
serves as a starting point to be analysed and improved before, during and after execu-
tion. The use of technology to manage BPs focuses on the automation of tasks together
with supporting the human interaction. Current techniques enable the derivation of
process models automatically from enterprise logs with process mining tools.
As simple example of BP we propose the simplified process of developing an out-
sourced work order by a software development company depicted in Figure §2.1 with
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). The goal is to develop and deploy a
work order (or deliverable) with some requested features. In this example we can
see the set of activities that allows realizing such a goal. The core elements in a BP
are the activities and their execution order. However, there are other elements also
involved in BPs, which must be also considered when designing and modelling the
processes. These elements are called business process perspectives or business process
dimensions. There are typically 5 different perspectives in BPs [39, 57, 191]. In this
example we can identify examples for the five perspectives of BPs. (1) The functional
dimension describes the activities to be performed in a BP: Plan, Develop, Deploy or
Billing are part of the functional dimension. (2) The behavioural dimension specifies
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Figure 2.1: BPMN model for Work Orders Management
the control flow dependencies between these activities, e.g. the Work Order has to be
planned and the plan accepted before the development starts. (3) The organisational
dimension focuses on the people, roles or organisational units involved, e.g. the team
responsible for development or the project manager responsible for planning. (4) The
informational dimension defines the information that must be produced or consumed
by activities, i.e. the data flow, e.g. the Work Order plan or the billing info. (5) Fi-
nally, the technical dimension makes reference to the different tools or machines that
may be required in order to perform certain activities, e.g. the activity of deploying
the Work Order to the customer infrastructure is not feasible nowadays if no computer
and internet connection are available.
2.2.1 Business Process Modelling
Apart from BPMN, depicted in previous figure, there are other notations that allow
the definition of BP models. The basis of business process management is the explicit
representation of business processes, since it helps to discover weaknesses in the cur-
rent organisation of activities and serve as starting point to be analised and improved.
Furthermore, process documentation serves educational purposes so new employees
entering the organization can quickly take up how things are done, or during organi-
zational change programs, it can be shown how activities should be carried out in the
new way [39].
This explicit representation of business processes is accomplished during the de-
sign and analysis phase of the BPM lifecycle and it is also called business process mod-
elling. It has a long tradition and consequently several research directions can be iden-
tified. The most prominent one is related to graphical modelling notations. Between
them we can highlight Eventdriven Process Chain (EPC), Unified Modeling Language
(UML) Activity Diagrams, Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) and Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN). All of them have in common that they support
the specification of a process control flow, defining activities, decision points with al-
ternative paths of execution, exception handling, event handling and additional rules
and constraints [176].
EPCs [163] are part of a holistic modelling approach called the ARIS (Architecture
of Integrated Information Systems) framework, that defines a number of views which
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are similar to the dimensions previously defined for BPs, namely: the functional view
(enterprise goals and subgoals and their relationships), the organisational view (en-
terprise organisational structure and its instanciation), the data view, the output view
(outcome of BPs, i.e. products and services), and the control view, that integrates all
the previous views and use EPCs to describe BPs [191].
UML [159, 160] is a language proposed by the OMG for the object oriented visual
modelling. It is especially focused on the development of software systems. It provides
several types of diagrams that can be used in conjunction with activity diagrams (class
diagrams, component diagrams, sequence diagrams and use case diagrams between
others). Activity diagrams allow to capture the process’s control flow requirements
by depicting what activities are performed, in what order and under what conditions.
These activities are triggered by events as well as generate new events, which can be
described using state chart diagrams.
Apart from these modelling notations, there exist other more formally oriented
modelling languages, that allow the verification of BP formal properties such as cor-
rectness or completeness. One example is simple finite state automata [91, 107], with
which processes are described as devices that maintain the state of something at a cer-
tain time and can alter this state in reaction to input as well as cause an action or output
as a result of a changing state. Petri nets [3, 131] offer another graphical technique, and
are a special form of graphs constituting of places, transitions, directed arcs and tokens.
Places are connected to transitions via directed arcs and vice versa. Places contain to-
kens, which may represent signals, events, conditions, and so on. Transitions are fired
through the presence of tokens in their in-place(s). As a result, the distribution of to-
kens is changed [176]. Petri nets present some limitations when modelling complex
BPs, in these cases Workflow nets are used [2]. Workflow nets are an extension of petri
nets with concepts and notations that ease the representation of BPs, like the possibil-
ity for tokens to carry information about the process instance they belong to. One of
the main drawbacks of all these approaches is that they require expert knowledge to
be used.
2.2.2 Business Process Management Lifecycle
As stated before, the basis of BPM is the explicit representation of business pro-
cesses. Nevertheless, BPM also comprises other activities as described in the BPM
lifecycle presented in this section. In the literature there is no consensus about the
number and the name of the phases in the BPM lifecycle. They vary depending on
the granularity for identifying the phases and the way of grouping the functionality
in the different phases [132, 176, 181, 191, 192]. In this dissertation we will present the
BPM lifecycle described by Weske in [191]. He proposes the four-phase BPM lifecycle
depicted in Figure §2.2.
This lifecycle starts with the design and analysis phase. If no process exists, the
goal of this phase is to define a new one; but if there is already an existing process,
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then the goal is to create an alternative for the current process. The new process need
to be identified based, in the first case, on surveys on the organisational and techni-
cal environment, and in the second case, on the identified improvement possibilities.
In either case, the informal business process description is translated to a particular
business process modelling notation (usually a graphical one). Once a BP is defined,
it needs to be validated to check whether all valid process instances are reflected by
its corresponding business process model. Furthermore, simulation techniques can
help during the validation by allowing possible undesired execution sequences to be
detected and also verifying that the process actually exposes the desired behaviour.
Finally, verification techniques allow to check correctness properties.
Once the business process model is designed and analysed, it needs to be imple-
mented. This is carried out during the configuration phase in a number of different
ways. If a set of policies and procedures that the employees of the enterprise need to
comply with are used to implement it, no system is required. Otherwise, if a dedicated
software system is needed, it must be selected and configured in order to take into
account the interactions of the employees with the system and the integration with
existing software systems. This integration with existing systems may involve some
implementation work, for instance to attach legacy system to the current BP manage-
ment. Finally this configuration must be tested, where traditional testing techniques
from the software engineering area can be applied, and deployed in its target environ-
ment.
Next phase is the enactment, that encompasses the execution of the business pro-
cess. On the one hand, a correct orchestration is necessary for the business activities to
be performed according to the business process’s execution constraints. On the other
hand, process monitoring is an important mechanism for providing information about
the statuses of running business process instances (BAM techniques [53] are used for
this purpose). During this phase, valuable execution data is gathered. Typically, exe-
cution logs are used to orderly storage information about processes such as the start or
the end of activities.
Finally, the evaluation phase uses information collected to evaluate and improve
business process models and their implementations. Techniques from the fields of
business process intelligence [77], and hence, process mining [182, 184], data ware-
housing and classical data mining [185] are applied in this phase.
Note that there not exists a strict temporal ordering in which these phases need to
be executed; incremental and evolutionary approaches involving concurrent activities
in multiple phases are, thus, common.
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Figure 2.2: Business process management lifecycle as described by Weske in [191]
2.3 PROCESS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of BPs, quantifiable metrics are
defined that measure the data generated by process flow. These metrics are commonly
named Process Performance Indicators (PPIs). They are aimed at process controlling
and continuous optimisation [28]. Often, the terms PPIs and KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators) are used interchangeably, although, there is no consensus in the literature
regarding the relationship between PPIs and KPIs. Some authors do not establish any
difference between them [121, 148], while others consider PPIs as a particular case of
KPIs, i.e. process-related KPIs [48, 193]. Finally, there are others who give different
definitions to each one, placing them at different levels, KPIs nearest to the tactical and
strategical level, while PPIs nearest to the operational level [28]. For this dissertation
we consider PPIs as a particular case of KPIs defined for measuring the performance
of BPs.
For the given process in previous section, a set of six PPIs was defined. They were
defined in natural language and collected in a table (an excerpt is shown in Table
§2.3). Like other KPIs, PPI definitions are recommended to satisfy the SMART cri-
teria [51, 118, 165]. SMART is a mnemonic that broadly conforms to the following
words: Specific, it has to be clear what the PPI exactly describes; Measurable, it has to
be possible to measure a current value and to compare it to the target one; Achievable,
it has to be able to achieve the target set in the PPI; Relevant, it must be aligned with
a part of the organisation’s strategy, something that really affects its performance; and
Time-bounded, a PPI only has a meaning if it is known the time period in which it is
measured. The definition of SMART PPIs requires a detailed specification of several
characteristics of a PPI such as how it is measured or which is its target. There are a
number of PPI languages, but for the purpose of this research we have chosen PPINOT
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PPI
+identifier: String
+name: String
+goals: String[0..*]
+responsible: HumanResource
+informed: HumanResource[0..*]
+comments: String[0..1]
ProcessInstanceFilter
Process
+relatedTo
*
1
MeasureDefinition
Target
SimpleTarget
+upperBound: any[0..1]
+lowerBound: any[0..1]
ComposedTarget
CustomTarget
+restriction: String
*
1
+Value: String
+scope
1..*
1
+definition
1..*
1
+target
1 1
Figure 2.3: PPINOT Class Diagram
[41] because of its expressiveness and its traceability with BPMN models. Furthermore,
PPINOT has been used at the core of a software tool called the PPINOT Tool Suite [42],
which includes the definition of PPIs using either a graphical or a template-based tex-
tual notation [44], their automated analysis at design-time, and their automated com-
putation based on the instrumentation of open source BPMSs. Specifically, metrics are
defined using PPINOT measure definitions. As described in [41], they can be classi-
fied into three main categories depending on the number of process instances involved
and the nature of the measure: base measures, aggregated measures, and derived mea-
sures.
The full model for PPI is depicted in Figure §2.3, where we can see that a PPI is
formed by a Measure Definition and a Target. The class diagram for measures is de-
picted in Figure §2.4, where the four base types of measures are displayed: (i) Time
Measure, (ii) Count Measure, (iii) Condition Measure and (iv) Data Measure, and how
these types are related to different elements in processes such as Time Instant or a State
Condition. Aggregated measures handle the set of base measures for a set of instances
with an aggregation function such as Average, Sum, Maximum or Minimum. And,
lastly, we have the derived measures to apply simple math or logic operations over a
measure.
In the Figure §2.5, we display the class model for the scope of the measure. A
measure can be limited by time events, by period criteria such as monthly, daily, etc.
periods.
These types can be classified according to two different dimensions (cf. Figure §2.6):
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PPI
MeasureDefinition
+scale: String
+unitOfMeasure: String
CyclicTimeMeasure
BaseMeasure
AggregatedMeasure
+samplingFrequency: int
Variable
+name: String
DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure
DerivedMeasure
+function: String
TimeMeasure CountMeasure DataMeasure
«enumeration»
AggregationFunction
Maximum
Minimum
Average
Sum
DerivedMultiInstanceMeasureConditionMeasure
BPElement
ProcessInstanceCondition
StateCondition
+state: RuntimeState
DataPropertyCondition
+restriction: String
+statesConsidered: RuntimeState
Condition
TimeInstantCondition
+changesTostate: RuntimeState
LinearTimeMeasure
DataContentSelection
+definition
1..* 1
+refersTo
11
+aggregationFunction
*
+1
+aggregationFunction
*
+1
+aggregates
*
1
+isGroupedBy
*
1
+precondition
*
1
+from
*
1
+to
*
1
+when
*
1
+appliesTo
*
1 +meets
*
1
+prec
* * +measuresData
*
1
Figure 2.4: PPINOT Measure diagram
PPI ProcessInstanceFilter
+id: int
ComposedFilterTimeFilter ProcessStateFilterLastInstanceFilter
+numberofInstances: int
TemporalCondition
Period
+every: int[0..1]
+ends: String[0..1]
And Or Not
Daily
Weekly
+dayOfWeek: String
Monthly
+dayOfMonth: String
+dayOfWeek: String
Yearly
Composition
AndComposition OrComposition
TimeDefinition
AbsoluteTimeDefinition
+date: String
RelativeTimeDefinition
+timeFromNow: int
Unit
«enumeration»
Moment
start
end
«enumeration»
ConditionType
before
beforeOrAt
after
afterOrAt
«enumeration»
ProcessState
Active
Finished
1..*
+scope
1
+filter
*
1..*
+processState
1
+temporalCondition
1..*
0..1
+periodicity
1..*
1
+composes
*
2..*
+moment
1..*
1
+condition
1..*1
+unit
1..*
1
Figure 2.5: PPINOT Scopes
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PPI1 Open WOs per day ≤ 4 Weekly
PPI2 Average time of WO Planning ≤ 1 Working Day Weekly
PPI3 Average time of WO Resolution ≤ 4 Working days Weekly
PPI4 Average time of WO Billing ≤ 2 Working days Weekly
PPI5 Number of WO deploy rejections per WO ≤ 2 Weekly
PPI6 Number of simultaeneous WO ≤ 10 Weekly
Table 2.1: Committed PPIs for the Work Order process
the number of process instances necessary to compute the measure value, and the na-
ture of the measure. As for the former, the measure definitions are single-instance
measures if a single process instance is used to take the measure, and multi-instance
measures if the measure value is calculated using a set of process instances. As for
the latter, measures can be classified as: time measure to reflect the duration between
two time points in the process, for instance, the duration of Plan WO, being the in-
stants the start and the end of the activity; count measure to count the number of times
certain condition is satisfied, such as the number of times that a WO is rejected; con-
dition measure to check if certain condition is (for running instances) or has been (for
finished instances) met, e.g. if Plan is accepted; data measure to take the value of a
property of certain data object, for instance, the cost of WO billing; and derived mea-
sure, when it is calculated by performing a mathematical function over any number
of measures previously defined, e.g. the percentage of the duration of activity Plan
WO out of the duration of the whole process. Consequently, according to these di-
mensions, base measures group all the single-instance measures that can be calculated
without using any other measure. They include time, count, condition and data mea-
sures. Aggregated measures are multi-instance measures calculated by applying an
aggregation function on different instances of a single instance measure. Finally, de-
rived measures, as stated above, are those whose value is calculated by performing
a mathematical function over other measures. Derived measures can be both, single-
instance and multi-instance measures, depending on the measures used to calculate its
value.
Note that aggregated measures and derived measures are adjoining in Figure §2.6
because a derived multi-instance measure of an aggregated measure and an aggre-
gated measure that aggregates a derived single-instance measure are two different
types of measures. For instance, let ∆tPOW be the duration of activity Plan Work
Order, and ∆tP be the duration of the whole process, a derived multi-instance mea-
sure of an aggregated measure could be defined as max(∆tPOW)max(∆tP) , whereas an aggregated
measure of a derived single-instance measure could be something like max(∆tPOW∆tP ).
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Figure 2.6: PPINOT Dimensions according to [41]
2.4 PROCESS-AWARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The phases of the BP lifecycle are increasingly supported by software aware of the
executing process. The enactment of different BP has been traditionally supported
by software tools, such as bug tracking tools in software development or purchase
tracking in Enterprise Resource Planning tools (ERP). These systems also facilitate the
definition or monitoring of BPs. Dumas et al. introduced the concept of Process-Aware
Information System, henceforth referred to as PAIS [54]. This system is defined as "a
software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people,
applications, and/or information sources on the basis of process models" [189].
Weber et al. [189] used a PAIS architecture in order to discuss the different perspec-
tives of PAIS. This architecture can be viewed as a 4-tier system:
• Persistence Layer enables the necessary support for a database management sys-
tem to maintain the data persistence.
• Application Layer is responsible for storing the application codes and implemen-
tations of the various functionalities of the activities. These implementations can
be owned by different organizations.
• Process Layer runs the process logic. In particular, it contains the schema and
complete specification of the process model which is used for the process execu-
tion.
• Presentation Layer provides different build- and run-time tools for customers,
e.g., a process template editor and an application program interface that enables
the different components to be monitored.
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BPMS
BP modelling & analysis
BP configuration
BP evaluation BP execution and monitoring
Figure 2.7: BPMS support
When a PAIS handles explicit BP models created with a generic BP language are
named Business Process Management Systems. Open Source BPMSs are YAWL [64],
jBPM 1, Activiti jBPM 2 or Camunda 3. Others, such as Architecture of Integrated
Information Systems (ARIS) 4, IBM Business Process Manager 5 or AuraPortal 6, are
commercial. They are composed of a number of subsystems that address functions
belonging to the different phases in the BP lifecycle. An overview of the typical archi-
tecture of a BPMS is depicted in Figure §2.7. In the following we provide definitions
for every subsystem (inspired by the descriptions given by Weske [191]), specifying
the BP lifecycle phase to which each it is related.
• Modelling and Analysis. A BP modelling tool is used for creating BP models, in
which all the BP perspectives (cf. Section §2.2) involved in a process should be
properly represented. The BP models can be then used by process analysts for
analysis purposes. Thus, after modelling, the role of the BP analysts comes on
stage. They deal with the more tactical aspects of BPM (discovering, validating,
documenting and communicating BP-related knowledge) and typically do pro-
1http://www.jbpm.org/
2https://www.activiti.org/
3https://www.camunda.org/
4http://www2.softwareag.com/corporate/products/aris_alfabet/bpa/aris_architect/
default.aspx
5https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/business-process-manager
6https://www.auraportal.com
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cess and data analysis, make changes to processes, and make sure that any ram-
ifications downstream and upstream from the process have been checked over.
BP models that are created with the BP modelling tool are stored in a BP model
repository.
• Configuration. When processes and system are prepared, the BP environment
triggers the instantiation and enactment of BP instances based on the BP models.
The BP architects may also participate in the preparation of the system during
the Configuration phase of the BP lifecycle.
• Enactment. The Process Engine is the core component of a BPMS. It is responsi-
ble for instantiating and controlling the execution of BPs. It orchestrates the ex-
ecution of activity instances, calling entities that act as providers of the required
functionality. Typically, these providers are human resources of the organisation
(i.e. people), or service providers (in service-oriented architectures). In the case
of having human participants, an activity typically generates one or more work
items (a.k.a. tasks) which together constitute the work to be undertaken by a user
(or a group of users). The list of work items associated with a given participant
(or with a group of people) constitutes his/her (their) worklist. The work item(s)
are normally presented to the user via a work-list, which maintains details of the
work items allocated to a user, and a worklist handler, which interacts with the
work is on the behalf of the user 7. The event logs (a.k.a. history logs, or execu-
tion logs) are used to store the information generated during BP execution, which
is necessary to perform runtime and post-mortem analysis.
• Evaluation. Dashboards can be generated as a result of the analysis (specially
design-time and post-mortem analysis) with the aim of studying the actual be-
haviour of a BP in order to identify and correct potential problems (at design
time), or define improvement mechanisms to be applied in subsequent execu-
tions. The BP analysts are usually also in charge of performing such evaluations.
It may have four main goals: (i) to check whether the process instances worked
as expected, and detect unexpected behaviour of the process under certain cir-
cumstances. This check is related to the degree of compliance of the process with
the rules that must be fulfilled in the organisation; (ii) to find out bottlenecks or
conflicting activities; (iii) to perform any kind of statistical analysis over one or
more BP perspectives; and (iv) to identify changes that lead to an improvement of
the process. Techniques from the fields of BP intelligence [77], and thus, process
mining [177, 182, 184], data warehousing and classical data mining are usually
applied in this phase.
7http://www.wfmc.org/
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2.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have introduced the main concepts related of BPM. In particular
we have provided definitions for BP and BP Management Systems. We have also de-
scribed a notation for BP performance indicators, which is relevant for the context of
this dissertation. Finally, a brief description of other tools related to process automation
have been provided.
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Let each man exercise the art he knows.
Aristophanes ( 427 BC - 386 BC ),
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In scenarios where a party consumes services from a service provider under a pre-
vious agreement, the service consumer usually requires some expected performance
on the services they intend to consume. These expectations are defined over quality
or non-functional properties that can be measured so both parties can check if the ser-
vice fulfills them. These measures and fulfillment conditions are defined as service
level objectives (SLOs). The service description and SLOs, are included in a Service
Level Agreement (SLAs) agreed between consumer and provider. The evaluation of
SLA fulfillment is a key part to enforce service quality. A number of research efforts
have focused on proposing models for SLA management in computational and non-
computational domains.
In the industry, most of the SLAs are described by means of natural language and
are intended to be used only by humans for legal procedures. With the rise of ser-
vice oriented architectures, a number of research proposals have defined different for-
mal languages with the aim of analyzing some properties of the SLAs [18, 31, 158]
or enabling the interoperability between consumers and providers easier [6, 111, 135].
Among the approaches of the latter group we find the WS-Agreement [6] recommenda-
tion that provides an SLA specification based on a XML language to describe domain-
independent agreements, offers and templates. The recommendation also provides a
lifecycle for the agreements, including the creation, validity stages and the different
reason to finish an agreement (agreed period, violation or cancellation). It lacks of a
language to provide semantics to the service description and SLOs but is extensible
to achieve a fullyfledged language to describe the service functionality and the SLOs.
One of the proposals to fill this gap is iAgree, a human-readable language based on
WS-Agreement. In this chapter we explain in detail the WS-Agreement structure to-
gether with iAgree and a full tool suite to manage SLAs, Governify. In addition, we
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also short review the different scope and elements supported by other SLAs specifica-
tions.
3.2 WS-AGREEMENT AND IAGREE
WS-Agreement is a specification that describes computational service agreements
between different parties. It defines both a protocol and an agreement document meta-
model in the form of XML schema [6]. The general structure of WS-Agreement doc-
uments is depicted in Figure §3.1 using a class diagram to clarify the XML schema
proposed in the recommendation [6] for the documents. Some of the elements, such as
ServiceDescriptionTerm, ServiceLevelObjective or Constraint, can be extended with a new
sublanguage to describe them. Thus, a WS-Agreement document is composed of an
agreement Context, and agreement Terms. Template documents can be described to in-
clude agreement creation constraints to restrict the space of offers that can be created
from them. For example, a sea carrier defines a template document for their shipments
from one port to another where they describe the generic terms of the shipments, such
as origin and destination port, standard transport conditions, such as container size or
weight, and estimated transport duration. Any customer who contracts this carrier can
use this template to make an agreement offer with specific transport dates and includ-
ing penalization terms in case of not accomplishing the estimated transport duration.
According to WS-Agreement the terms included in the template are not mandatory for
the agreements based on it.
iAgree syntax, defined by Müller [126], is designed for making WS-Agreement doc-
uments more human-readable and compact than with the original XML syntax. All
examples included in this paper are defined using iAgree. Although iAgree struc-
ture lightly differs from WS-Agreement, iAgree sections can be easily mapped to WS-
Agreement structure. The class diagram for iAgree is depicted in Figure §3.2. Through
next sections we describe the agreement structure referring to the example in the code
in Figures §3.3, §3.4 and §3.5. This example is based on the SLA defined by Amazon
Web Services for its computation service, Amazon EC21. In order to know the map-
ping with WS-Agreement, we will refer to its sections in the corresponding iAgree
description. The complete example is listed in the Appendices, Section §C.1. iAgree
is evolving as it is applied in different projects. Refer to the website for the current
specification: http://iagree.specs.governify.io.
3.2.1 Context
The agreement context contains information about the roles in service provision.
Apart from who is the service provider and consumer, the initiator of the agreement
proposal is also included, i.e. who creates the agreement offer and proposes to the
1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla/
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id : Amazon_EC2
vers ion : ’ 1 . 0 ’
type : agreement
context :
provider : Amazon
consumer : Consumer
v a l i d i t y :
timeZone : Europe/Madrid
i n i t i a l : ’2018−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
d e f i n i t i o n s :
schemas :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
d e s c r i p t i o n : Percentage to decrease in the next b i l l
type : i n t e g e r
uni t : ’% ’
scopes : { region }
Figure 3.3: Context section using iAgree syntax
other party. The service provider can be either the agreement initiator either the agree-
ment responder (and reverse for the service consumer). The context also includes the
service description and data types definitions for non monitorable properties. Non
monitorable properties are those which do not depend on the service execution or are
significant for the evaluation of the service performance. The monitorable properties
are defined later in the document and will be described in next subsection. For in-
stance, in our example in Figure §3.3, Amazon, who is the provider of the computing
service, plays the role of responder because it receives agreement offers from other
parties. And the Amazon penalization is defined with a schema for Service Credits as
a percentage value. Additionally, the scopes where the guarantees shall be parame-
terized are also described in the Context section. In the case of Amazon, the service
billing and compensations depends on the computation region, so the region is one
scope value for Amazon EC2.
In addition, it optionally provides information about the agreement parties end-
points, the agreement’s lifetime or references to the template from which an agreement
offer is created, if this is the case. The infrastructure object relates the SLA to the specific
information systems supporting the service execution in order to provide the required
execution information (e.g.: performance values). In the example in §3.3, the definition
of validity periods (VPs) is included. The WS-Agreement context section is similar to
iAgree but it does not include data types.
3.2.2 Terms
The terms section of an iAgree document describes both the characteristics of the
services to be provided and the guarantees on such services by involved parties. in
iAgree, the service terms are divided into pricing, metrics and guarantees.
Pricing section defines the properties to properly process the service billing such
as currency, accounting period or cost. The cost depends on the service and can be
measured by time units (e.g. 3e/hour) and/or other metrics (e.g. number of executed
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instances). Commonly, compensations are described with a percentage discount or fee
over the billing, as consequence of under- or over-fulfillment of SLOs. Therefore, the
percentage property is named in the pricing but the compensation definition is related
to the SLO in the corresponding Guarantee.
Metrics use iAgree schemas to describe the data types of the service properties that
are monitorable or computed (e.g. availability of a computation unit). A metric defini-
tion can include an endpoint to get the execution values. The values can be monitored
in a specific time window (monthly, hourly, ...) and this window can be static (e.g.:
natural weeks from Monday to Sunday) or dynamic (the previous 7 days from a given
moment). The monitoring mechanism is not defined in the model, just the service end-
point that provides the metric. These metrics can be used to define guarantees, which
are detailed in next subsection. In our example, we include the metric Monthly Uptime
Percentage (MUP), which measures the availability of the computing units in Amazon
EC2 for a given user. It is measured by natural months according to the computing
regions defined by Amazon Web Services 2.
terms :
pr i c ing :
b i l l i n g :
period : monthly
i n i t i a l : ’2017−11−12T10 : 3 5 : 3 6 . 0 0 0 Z’
pena l t i e s :
− over :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
$ r e f : ’#/ context/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas / . . . ’
guarantees :
. . .
Figure 3.4: Terms section using iAgree syntax
In the example in Figure §3.4, we describe the pricing term and the metrics for
Amazon service. In this case, the billing is monthly required and the compensation is
defined with a variable ServiceCredit over it. The only metric in this service is the MUP.
Guarantee Terms
The guarantee terms (GTs) describe the SLOs that an obligated party, usually the
service provider, must fulfill as part of the agreement. The SLO of a guarantee term is
defined with an assertion over a monitorable variables which were described in Met-
rics section and over external parameters such as date, time, etc.
Each guarantee term can be parameterized with additional properties to specify
the scope where it is applied such guarantee. In the Amazon computing service, they
define an SLA with a single SLO. However, they organize their global computation
service by regions and the billing and the context to apply the guarantee is limited to
each single region (Amazon currently defines more than 15 computing regions). That
is, if the objective of 99.95% is not accomplished in a region, the penalty is applied
2https://aws.amazon.com/es/ec2/sla/historical/
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for the billing of that same region. We can parameterize the guarantee using the re-
gion as scope. Then, the guarantee is evaluated for each region value (e.g.: Canada,
US East, ...). In practice, adding a scope variable with N possible values to a guaran-
tee, it is as defining N guarantees (e.g.: G1.1 : MUP ≥ 99.5 AND region = Canada,
G1.2 : MUP ≥ 99.5 AND region = USEast, etc). We have described in the Figure §3.5
the SLA from Amazon EC2, with the clause offered by Amazon to penalize itself by
a service unavailability. In the clause, the customer is able to claim for a reward of
a Service Credit when MUP objective is not achieved. However, information such as
the claiming procedure or the fact that Amazon requires that the customer proves this
violation, is not supported by iAgree formalisation. In order to prove the violation the
customer has to monitor and compute the MUP by subtracting from 100% the unavail-
able period. It is not the case of Amazon, but the SLOs can be defined different for each
value of the scope variables (e.g. to define a different goal and compensation for each
specific region).
id : Amazon_EC2
. . .
terms :
. . .
guarantees :
− id : Amazon_GT
scope :
region : *
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : MUP >= 99 .95
scope :
region : *
with :
MUP: { }
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
i n i t i a l : ’2016−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
pena l t i e s :
− over :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
$ r e f : ’#/ context/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas / . . . ’
of :
− value : ’10 ’
condi t ion : MUP >= 99 .00 && MUP < 99 .95
− value : ’30 ’
condi t ion : MUP < 99 .00
Figure 3.5: Guarantees using iAgree syntax
Regarding the penalties, Rana et al. in [151] provide an approach to (1) identify
classes of penalty clauses that can be associated with an SLA; (2) define how to spec-
ify penalties in an extension of WS-Agreement; and (3) specify to what extent penalty
clauses can be enforced based on monitoring of an SLA. An extended analysis of com-
pensations have been described during the current work and it is included in the Ap-
pendix §A.
As summary, a compensation function is usually defined as a function from the
metric M guaranteed in the SLO toR that associates a compensation to each of the val-
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ues of M. The compensation function is usually proportional to the utility of the met-
ric values (i.e.: Poor availability can be penalized, high availability can be rewarded).
As in the SLA, both service parties, customer and provider, can commit to different
SLOs, the responsible of the compensation can be either the service provider or the
service customer. Therefore, the compensations have two roles, namely guarantor and
beneficiary of a guarantee, and they are usually provider and customer but it can be
the opposite. For example, in a cloud scenario, the availability guarantor is the cloud
provider and the beneficiary is the customer.
WS-Agreement also proposes to add other service properties as Terms to describe
the service as it is, not to negotiate about them and their performance. An example of
these properties, namely Service Description Terms, would be origin and destination
cities in the Transport Service example.
In order to simplify, the Agreement definition in iAgree, all the terms are manda-
tory. However, the terms in a WS-Agreement document can be grouped using three
different terms compositors denoting that the comprised terms are either mandatory,
optional, or alternative, as it is depicted in Figure §3.1.
• All terms compositor: every comprised term or compositor is mandatory. In
other words, all of them must be fulfilled. WS-Agreement specification imposes
that at the top level of the terms section, all terms must be inside a mandatory
terms compositor. For the sake of simplicity we consider as implicit such a top
level mandatory terms compositor.
• OneOrMore optional terms compositor: every comprised term or compositor is
optional. In other words, a set of them, but at least one, must be fulfilled.
• ExactlyOne exclusive terms compositor: comprised term or compositor are ex-
clusive. In other words, only one of them must be fulfilled.
Term compositors can be nested, therefore enabling the specification of alternative
branches with potentially complex nesting within the agreement terms. Choices ex-
pressed using compositors can be exercised by the party that makes the next step in
the agreement creation process, i.e., by the agreement initiator if it is creating an offer
from a template, by the agreement responder if it is creating an agreement from an
offer, or by the service provider if it is delivering the service according to a previously
created agreement.
Note that parties can exercise the choice but it is not mandatory to do so. In other
words, the term compositors can remain in an offer and even in a final agreement,
exactly as they were defined in the former template.
Furthermore, in WS-Agreement, the guarantees can be categorised using also asser-
tions, namely qualifying condition (QC), or a set of service operations, which express
the conditions under which the guarantee holds. WS-Agreement also considers that
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Figure 3.6: WS-Agreement and sublanguages
SLOs can be related to externally defined key performance indicators (KPIs), i.e. exter-
nally defined monitorable variables and to a list of business values (BVL) to describe
the relative importance between the terms, penalties, etc.
3.2.3 iAgree Configurations
As WS-Agreement do not provide a specific language for service terms, different
languages such as JSDL (Job Submission Description Language) and the WSLA [94]
expression language, have been used for this task since WS-Agreement do not im-
pose additional constraints on their expressiveness. Therefore, in order to create a
WS-Agreement document is required to decide which are the languages that are going
to be used in it. The optional and mandatory sublanguages than can be described in
WS-Agreement are depicted in the Figure §3.6. On the one side, we can define a lan-
guage to describe the service context, which can be domain specific. On the other side,
we have different language/s required to describe the terms, which can include a lan-
guage for metrics, other for service description terms, other the guarantees (including a
language for qualifying conditions), another for SLOs and another for Business Value
Lists, which are values added in WS-Agreement in order to the parties can express
the importance of the SLO. This importance can be expressed as a priority parameter, as
the confidence on the accomplishment of the SLO or as a compensation function. The
specific set of languages used to describe an SLA is called a WS-Agreement Config-
uration (WSAC) in Müller [122]. For instance, the implementation of WS-Agreement
developed by the Open Grid Forum (OGF), WSAG4J [134]3, configures a WSAC that
involves using JSDL as the language for specifying service description terms and JEXL
as the language for specifying service level objectives. SWAPS [139] also proposes a
WSAC by using WSDL-S/OWL as language for the service functionality, and WSLA
[94] expression language for SLOs.
Regarding iAgree, it provides its own WS-Agreement configuration. iAgree defines
3WSAG4J
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service terms as attribute-value pairs. The metric language which is used to define the
metric of a service property, provides the domain of the service property, i.e., it de-
scribes its data type and its allowed values. And also defines expression languages to
specify SLOs and creation constraints. In this case, the expressions are described with
assertions using logical, relational, and algebraic operators defined on the domain of
the service descriptions, service properties and literals. In practice, in order to support
different analysis operations as we will describe in Sections §3.4 and §3.5, the expres-
sion language used shall be restricted by the types of expressions that a particular
solver can use as these expressions.
3.3 THE SLA LIFECYCLE
During the last decade SLA management has become both: (1) an increasingly im-
portant issue in the IT infrastructure [120, 170], and (2) a fundamental aspect to achieve
a quality-driven service consumption. In this context, in order to ease the management
of SLAs, it is necessary to identify the different phases that should be followed during
the so-called SLA lifecycle to create and make use of SLAs [90].
Several proposals mention different phases of the SLA lifecycle depending on their
relationship with the related service lifecycle. Thus, authors like Comuzzi [31], Radha
Krishna [101] and Vonk [186] consider the early SLA phases performed before the
agreement is considered firm and services executions are ruled by it. Other propos-
als, such as the WS-Agreement specification [6], pay more attention to such late SLA
phases performed from the beginning of execution of the agreed service to the termi-
nation or expiration of the agreement. Finally, authors like Koller [98] try to consider
each and every SLA management phase in its approach. In such general-purpose pro-
posals a full SLA lifecycle is presented. Among these proposals we focus on the phases
mentioned in the Fernandez-Montes PhD [60], where a model for trading architectures
is presented. These phases are really shared with the proposals with limited scope in-
troduced before. Thus, the phases we consider in this dissertation for the SLA lifecycle
are the followings:
• Preparation. It is a special stage that involves the creation of a document with
the service offered by the provider and the analysis of its functional and non-
functional requirements by the consumer (also called preferences).
• Information. The goal of this phase, which is also called as discovery and selec-
tion, is to match service providers with potential consumers and vice versa. In
other words, either consumers try to find a suitable provider for their desired ser-
vices and service levels, or providers try to find service demands from potential
consumers. In order to locate and select a suitable counterparty, the parties inter-
change public information during this phase that can be eventually aided by an
intermediary party that provides an ordered list of potential counter parties [68].
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• Negotiation. It is the phase in which parties try to achieve an agreement on the
service level for the service provisioning. Several offers and counter-offers are
usually exchanged at this complex phase in which several strategies can be fol-
lowed in the pursue to achieve a final agreement signed by the parties [153].
• Deployment. In this phase both, the service provider and consumer set up a de-
ployment plan to make it possible to follow all terms established in the agreement
settled in the previous phase. The phase delimits when the service subject of the
agreement can be started to be consumed or provided.
• Fulfillment. This is the last phase in the contracting process and it involves the
monitoring of the whole process in order to ensure that both parties observe the
obligations established in the agreement, correctly. This phase requires specific
monitoring tools and approaches [113, 141, 151].
• Termination. This is the last phase of the SLA lifecycle and it delimits when
the SLA expires and then, the service provisioning is stopped for the specific
consumer. At this moment if the agreement includes termination clauses they
must be considered.
In order to automated the operative of theses phases (detailed in subsections), the
SLA is considered as a first-class citizen to analyze service performance. The most
relevant aspects for these operational analysis is described in next section §3.4.
3.3.1 Early SLA phases in iAgree/WS-Agreement
The agreement creation protocol supported by the WS-Agreement recommenda-
tion proposes the use of agreement offers and templates to perform Preparation, Infor-
mation and Negotiation phases of the SLA lifecycle mentioned previously.
The most common usage scenario of the agreement creation protocol starts with
the Preparation of an agreement template. A template is a partially completed offer
that specifies customizable aspects of the documents, and rules that must be followed
in creating an agreement, which are called agreement creation constraints. Creation
constraints (CCs) are optionally included in an agreement template in order to specify
the mandatory presence of specific elements and their acceptable values for resulting
offers created from such templates. To this end, the template may define specific items
using XML Schema [188] to delimit the possible value assignments for the service terms
or, if the creation constraint involves several elements, they can be specified using any
suitable constraints language that must be described by means of one or more sublan-
guages. Since items can be considered as a particular case of constraints, in iAgree we
just consider a sublanguage for the constraints. Therefore, an agreement offer created
from such a template must observe these constraints. We detailed the SLA lifecycle in
section §3.3.
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Once the template is published, it can be found by any potential customer demand-
ing the service at the Information phase of the lifecycle. Such a potential customer pre-
pares an agreement offer compliant with the published template and initiates the cre-
ation process by sending it to the provider. Finally, the provider either accepts or rejects
the agreement offer. If rejected, new offers may be sent to the provider in this Negotia-
tion phase, but if accepted, such an offer is deployed as the agreement that regulates the
service provision. As can be seen, the customer initiates the interaction and therefore
it plays the role initiator in the agreement creation process, whereas the provider plays
the role responder. Although the previous is the usual usage scenario, two additional
considerations are included in WS-Agreement. First, the publication of a template is
optional and thus, any party may send an agreement offer to other party without any
template published.
However, the acceptance of an agreement offer is more likely if it is defined based
on a previously published template. Second, although the service provider usually acts
as responder, WS-Agreement also allows consumers to play the role of responders by
publishing templates with the service they intend to consume and some desired guar-
antees. In these cases, providers would initiate the SLA creation process by sending
agreement offers including the service they provide and their capabilities.
3.3.2 Late SLA phases in iAgree/WS-Agreement
Once an SLA is signed, service set ups are arranged, such as resources allocation
or internal process customizing during Deployment phase. During service execution
the parties have to provide some mechanism to check whether the service fulfills the
committed service level objective (SLO) during its provisioning, that is the Fulfillment
phase. This checking implies monitoring the service performance.
SLAs must provide the information of how SLOs and metrics must be monitored to
enforce the trust by involved parties. In WSLA [111] documents by means of the mea-
surement directives element. In turn, WS-Agreement provides a metrics for each ser-
vice property that may include such a kind of measurement information, and the scope
to denote which SLO must be monitored when a service operation is being providing.
When an SLO is violated, the penalties and rewards included within the guarantee
term apply. In iAgree, the computer attribute of each metric provides the measure-
ment for this metric. The computer is a reference to an external service which provides
the measures for a metric. It is out of the scope of iAgree how this measure is obtained.
It can be queried from a database, listened from an event sequence or processed as a
derivate value from other more simple metrics. The monitoring usually depends on
the system which performs or supports the service execution. The former is the com-
mon case in computational service and the second in services which include manual
tasks but performance evidences are captured in an information system. Therefore,
defining mechanisms for measuring each metric would require consider the domain
where the service belongs, the supporting systems, etc.
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Figure 3.7: Agreement states in WS-Agreement
In order to avoid this ad-hoc dependence, WS-Agreement does not provide a tech-
nique to monitor the service in order to check the fulfillment of WS-Agreement doc-
uments, but it considers several states of the SLAs and Guarantee Terms (GTs). As
depicted in Figure §3.7, an SLA in WS-Agreement can be in one of the following states:
(i) Pending, (ii) PendingAndTerminating, (iii) Observed, (iv) ObservedAndTerminat-
ing, (v) Rejected, (vi) Complete and (vii) Terminated; and as depicted in Figure §3.8,
the GTs can be in one of the following states: NotDetermined, Fulfilled, Violated. Such
states are thoroughly described in the recommendation [6] and we do not intend to
explain them in this dissertation but to remark that an SLA or a GT would change its
state by the use of an external monitoring technique that provided information about
the current SLA and GT fulfillment.
The monitor component included in such external monitoring technique should
consider some aspects related with the monitoring information that SLAs comprise:
The monitor must be aware of such a monitoring information in order to monitor spe-
cific SLOs and metrics when the scoped service operations are executed at runtime. In
addition, if the guarantee terms have local periods specified they must be considered
as the periods in which the terms must be monitored.
The monitor must include enough monitoring logic to obtain the term state. Such
a logic depends on the complexity of monitoring and measuring the SLOs and met-
rics. For instance, the monitor must compute the MUP of the AmazonEC2 scenario,
explained in Section §3.2, by subtracting from 100% the average of the error rates,
i.e. internal server errors divided by the requests during each five minute period of
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Figure 3.8: Guarantee Term states in WS-Agreement
a monthly billing cycle. The responsibility of monitoring and demonstrating an SLA
unfulfillment uses to fall into the customers, or an intermediary third-party. For in-
stance, a low MUP in the AmazonEC2 scenario must be monitored and demonstrated
by the customer, as in other commercial services such as Google Cloud Storage4, or
RackSpace5. In the AmazonEC2 case, the customer must provide within ten business
days after the end of the billing cycle in which the errors occurred, both: (1) the time
instants in which it suffers the lack of service; and (2) a log including the requests and
error messages provided by Amazon.
The monitoring result can be used both in proactive and reactive procedures. The
proactive behaviors take actions to avoid an SLO is unfulfilled when performance lev-
els are close to the SLO limit values or is predicted that it could happen. These actions
can be related to scale computational resources, plan different human assignments or
decrease other performance attributes (e.g. increase speed over quality) in order to
accomplish SLO. Reactive decisions are commonly defined with compensations func-
tions so when an SLO is unfulfilled, a penalty is automatically applied. In other cases,
similar actions to preemptive ones are taken (e.g: scale resources).
When there are not explicit actions defined for unfulfilling SLOs, manual decisions
has to be taken. In the worst case, the SLA is considered broken so both parties have to
renegotiate a new agreement (e.g.: with less restrictive performance objectives) or fin-
ish the service interaction. Renegotiation can follow similar mechanisms to the original
negotiation phase.
In the Termination of the relationship between provider and consumer ruled by the
SLA terms, some assessments about termination arrangements such as final billing,
service data ownership, etc can be performed. As it was stated, the agreement can
finish because its violation, a manual decision or just because its validity period is
ended. The consequences of the termination will also depend on the termination cause.
4https://cloud.google.com/products/cloud-storage
5https://www.rackspace.com/
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3.4 SLA ANALYSIS
In order to support the SLA phases introduced before, different analysis operations
can be performed. For example, to define the SLO thresholds in the SLA, the customer
can evaluate existing service execution logs to define a reasonable threshold. Or to
define negotiation strategies, the provider can analyse the utility of the different terms
of an SLA offer in order to accept or reject it. The PhD Thesis from Carlos Müller [122]
defines an extensive catalog on possible operations over SLA documents. The origin
of this dissertation is developing these operations to different scenarios where there
are no existing approaches to implement them. For the sake of this work, among these
operations, we highlight the following ones:
3.4.1 Compliance between Offer and Template
According to WS-Agreement, it is defined that "an agreement offer is compliant
with a template advertised by an agreement responder if and only if each term of ser-
vice described in the Terms section of the agreement offer complies with the term con-
straints expressed in the CreationConstraints section of the agreement template". In
addition, in the Context of the offer, the AgreementResponder value must match the
value specified in the template; and the TemplateId must exactly match the name pro-
vided in the template document against which compliance is being checked.
Then, we interpret that there exists compliance between an offer and a template if
and only if none of the offer terms contradicts the template creation constraints which
is included and proposed in the PhD Thesis from Carlos Müller [122]. In this proposal,
as service terms are expressed as constraints over metrics in iAgree, the compliance op-
eration is described with a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) using the metrics as
variables, and the Terms as constraints. The statement "if and only if none of the offer
Terms contradicts the creation constraints" is described with the CSP operation Sat-
isfiability (i.e.: logic operator "exists") with the additional constraint: CC AND !(ST),
where CC is the set of Creation Constraints and ST is the set of constraints related to
the Terms. With the evaluation of Satisfiability of this constraint, it is evaluated if exists
a possible value for the metric that solves the creation constraints but does not solve
the service Terms.
3.4.2 Agreement validity
Although some services are ruled by simple SLAs (such as SLA from Amazon EC
where only Availability is guaranteed for values greater than 99.99% and 99.0%), in
other scenarios, a single SLA can include a great number of guarantees with more
complex SLOs (e.g.: in IT Maintenance, the average accomplishment of the committed
times in the SLA have to be over 95%, where the committed times depend on factors
such as the Severity of the maintenance or work force assigned). As SLAs are humanly
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Figure 3.9: Inconsistent guarantees
created, even in simple cases the definition of an SLA can be a tedious and error-prone
task. One complex analysis operation is the evaluation of the validity of the agreement.
Some validity evaluations require a domain or semantic knowledge. For example, the
guarantee:
G1 : Availability< 80%
in common cloud computing scenario can be considered an error, as providers usu-
ally guarantee that the time when machines are available is greater than a percentage of
total time, not the opposive, lesser than %.
In spite of domain criteria, other validity checking can be performed. This is the
case of the agreement self-consistency. An agreement is considered consistent if there
are no contradictions among their guarantee terms. For instance, these SLOs are con-
tradictory:
G1 : MUP> 99
G2 : MUP≤ 99
This kind of inconsistency is depicted in Figure §3.9. We represent orange coloured
the metric values which fulfill the SLO in G1 guarantee and blue coloured the metric
values which fulfill the SLO in G2. As there is no overlapped areas for such values, G1
and G2 can never simultaneously be accomplished. Therefore, there was an error in
the modelling of these guarantees or one of them is never going to be fulfilled.
Inconsistencies can even be isolated to single guarantees:
G1 : MUP> 99 AND MUP≤ 99
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The consistency operation takes the guarantees as input and returns a boolean re-
garding the consistency or inconsistency of the guarantees. Depending on the solving
technique, we could consider to return the explaining of errors in case of inconsisten-
cies.
Another evaluation to check the validity of the agreement is analysing if there are
dead terms, i.e. terms that are never evaluable. A guarantee term is a dead term if it can
never be applied. For example, when the scope of the guarantee can never be achieved
(e.g.: a guarantee term which only applies when Availability < 0% and Availability is
measured as a time percentage). Other more complex cases appear when the qualifying
condition for a guarantee is inconsistent with other guarantee SLO:
G1 : ResponseTime< 2 hours
G2 : If ResponseTime> 2 hours then SolvingTime< 1 day
In this example, G2 assumes that G1 can be violated. Without any information
about what happens when an SLO is broken (i.e.: the SLA could be considered can-
celled), this example can be either a model error either a model decision to apply dif-
ferent guarantees.
3.5 TOOLING SUPPORT: ADA AND GOVERNIFY
Originally, the WS-Agreement specification has been successfully applied in the
Grid computing arena within grids services in projects such as Assess Grid, a project
funded by the European Commission [1], BEinGRID SLA negotiation component [50],
UNICOREVIOLA, of CoreGRID and Viola [62], or decentralized, cross-middleware
grid job submission service (JSS) [174], between others. Furthermore, The GRAAP
Working group of the Open Grid Forum, lead by researchers of the Fraunhofer SCAI,
developed WSAG4J, a framework developed with Java supporting the WS-Agreement
protocol and considering all phases of the SLAs lifecycle. And it provides some op-
erations as agreement offer validation based on template creations constraints or the
evaluation of penalties and rewards for guarantees.
A more complete component stack is provided by Governify Platform, http://
www.governify.io. This stack includes different components to provide a full ecosys-
tem for the management of SLAs, including: (i) an editor with facilities to support the
creation of valid SLAs, (ii) an SLA repository, (iii) an SLA monitor. In the Governify
website, there is extensive information about SLAs modelling and analysis with a suite
of the examples used in this work.
Governify is built on a microservice architecture basis so each service is developed
and deployed independently and they are connected through REST APIs.
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3.5.1 ADA: SLA Analysis
The analysis support in Governify is provided by ADA, which is a complete analy-
sis tool that was developed in the context of Thesis from C. Müller [122] and delivered
as a library for Agreement Documents’ Analysis (ADA)[124]6. The basis of ADA is
defining each analysis operation as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and solve
it (logic satisfiability operation). In an SLA, we find assignments to describe pricing or
other service functional terms (e.g.: billing period: monthly), inequalities to describe
SLOs (e.g. Availability > 99%) or piecewise functions to describe compensations func-
tion:
Penalty = 10% when 95%≤ Availability< 99%
Penalty = 30% when Availability< 99%
These sentences can be directly mapped to constraints. The ADA library provides
the mapping to the different CSP related to each analysis operation. These CSPs are
solved with Minizinc CSP. Each operation (including the mapping from iAgree to CSP)
is exposed with a REST API.
3.5.2 SLA Designer
Governify provides an SLA editor, named SLA Designer, which internally uses iA-
gree with yaml syntax but it can be extended to other syntaxes such as json or xml.
Figure §3.10 displays the main interface of SLA Designer. The rendering of the doc-
uments can be customized with document templates to speed up the creation of new
SLAs just filling certain sections, such as target values in SLOs or even to enrich it with
graphic visualization for compensation or metric functions. The use of iAgree enables
to interact with ADA, the analysis library, to use their analysis operations to create
valid SLAs in design time.
The editor window is divided in 4 sections. On the left side, section 1 in Figure
§3.10, we find the project and file browser, where new documents can be created, orga-
nized or deleted. The documents are stored in the SLA Repository which is accessible
with a REST API. In the main window, section 2 in Figure §3.10, the documents are
edited. SLA Designer provides coloured syntax and other automatic features to speed
up edition. The command panel, section 3 in Figure §3.10, provides the different anal-
ysis operations depending on the document (template, offers, SLAs). And, finally, the
results of the operations are output into the console, in the section 4, where operations
can be also manually invoked with autocompletion.
6http://www.isa.us.es/ada
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Figure 3.10: SLA Designer
3.5.3 SLA Repository
The SLAs are stored in a external component, the SLA Repository, which is exposed
through an API to be integrated with the editor or the Monitor component. This API
has been developed with Swagger Framework following the OpenAPI Specification to
enable the development of the entire API lifecycle and can be completely consulted in
http://datastore.governify.io/docs/index.html.
3.5.4 SLA Dashboard
Figure §3.11 depicts the main Dashboard of Governify, where the monitoring and
evaluation of SLOs are graphically displayed. The Dashboard depicts the monitoring
values which are consumed from the computers indicated for each metric in the SLA.
A Computer is a specific object to process performance values (aggregating them, cal-
culating averages, etc.) and have to be instantiated with parameters such as the URL
where the related performance value can be queried (e.g.: pooling a REST API). The
performance values are depicted together the KPIs values, the SLA status, etc.
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Figure 3.11: Guarantee terms monitoring with Governify
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3.6 OTHER SLA MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS
We have developed an extense review of the research efforts related to the auto-
mated analysis of either namely SLAs or just quality of service (in the form of perfor-
mance metrics) in different domains. The research sources were the common research
databases, such as Scopus 7 or Google Scholar 8.
To introduce this analysis, we are going to distinguish three kind of works. First,
the works which define a new SLA model including the service description together
the parties guarantees, highlighting the domains where they were applied and the ex-
pressiveness of such languages. Then, we are going to analyse the works which focus
on the definition of performance metrics based on the domain and their utility regard-
ing SLA (in order to negotiate SLAs). These proposals either extend an existing SLA
to describe specific domain metrics or just focus on the definition of the quality of ser-
vice metrics (usually performance metrics) but without a complete SLA formalisation.
And, lastly, we analyse the proposals related to use the evaluation of the SLA accom-
plishment to make decisions about service execution (scale resources, review execution
plan,...).
3.6.1 SLA Models
The reviewed proposals in this subsection introduce or create a model to describe
the main elements in an SLA: Service description, metrics and guarantees. In the anal-
ysis, we have identified the domain where the proposal have been applied: if is limited
to a specific explicit quality vocabulary or it is service domain independent, the expres-
siveness of the SLA model (for example, if they include Templates or Compensations
functions), and if they provide some tooling support for the SLA lifecycle.
SLAng [38] is a language, created in 2003, for agreement modeling proposed by
University College London. This language intends to associate penalties with QoS
properties defined in the agreement. In addition, it allows applying these restrictions
dynamically at the time or by some state variable visible by all the parties to the agree-
ment. They propose to fill the gap of QoS to sign SLAs in computational domains, as
service descriptions are covered by other languages such as WSDL or business process
definitions are covered by BPEL.
SLA* [93] is part of the European project SLA@SOI, which concluded in 2011, which
sought to increase the automation and predictability of all phases of the agreement life
cycle. The syntax is domain independent and describes agreement templates docu-
ments and agreement documents through a generalization of other specifications such
as WS-Agreement, WSLA or WSDL. It is not especially focused on web services but
allows it to be extended with the requirements of each domain. As in other proposals,
7http://www.scopus.com
8http://shcolar.google.com
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an agreement template contains five sections: 1) template attributes; 2) the parties in-
volved in the agreement; 3) service description; 4) variable declarations; 5) terms of the
agreement and guarantees.
Service-Level-Agreement for Clouds (SLAC) [194] is a language, proposed in 2014,
to define SLA in a cloud environment. Since it is WS-Agreement inspired, it shares
many characteristics, structure and definitions. This language offers multiple prede-
fined metrics, inspired by cloud computing, e.g. better multi-party support, group
definitions, and parties involved for each term. Unlike other agreement models, SLAC
does not differentiate between service description terms and QoS requirements.
rSLA [171] is a language, created in 2015, for specifying, monitoring and enforcing
SLAs for cloud services. The language describes basic metrics that are to be obtained
and how they are aggregated in terms of composite metrics. It is possible to define how
to proceed if SLOs are met or violated. The syntax is similar to Ruby language (because
of this the ’r’ in ’rSLA’). As WSLA, they use conditions-actions to define the guaran-
tees and they support renegotiation or compensations (actions after SLA violations).
They support metric definition through composition and negotiation and monitoring
of SLAs
Linked-USDL Agreement [70] is an extension to Linked-USDL [69]. It can cap-
ture agreement terms, business aspects, liability, compensations, and time constraints.
Specifically, Linked-USDL Agreement is designed to be used to establish and share
agreements among customers and providers that seek to perform automated service
trading in a web context. They describe 2 examples: A business process outsourcing
and a cloud service example. And provide tooling support for Document lifecycle
including RDFa analysis (a subset of RDFservice).
Quality Requirements Language (QRL) [157] (published in 2002) is a fully fledged
and expressive language to describe quality requirements of products. The quality
requirements and the products can be considered as the SLOs and SDTs in the WS-
Agreement specification, respectively. As WS-Agreement proposes the use of service
properties and metrics to be used in the SLOs, QRL, similarly, describes a catalogue of
attributes with their metrics to be used within the quality requirements.
Collaboration-Protocol Profile and Agreement Specification (CPPA) [135] (which
was published in 2002) was proposed by OASIS based on an electronic commerce col-
laboration standard language called ebXML [137]. It is based on previous works de-
veloped in projects as Unified Business Agreements and Contracts (UBAC), performed
in 2002 by the United Nations Centre for Trade and Facilitation and Electronic Busi-
ness (UN/CEFACT). The main objective of ebXML is to obtain a setup document to be
used at runtime called ebXML Business Service Interface Configuration. Thus, ebXML
is a complete approach which wraps all necessary aspects to define the information
exchange in SOA systems. The starting point to obtain the setup document is to per-
form the ebXML business process (ebXMLBP) [136], which is based on business pro-
cesses standard languages as BPMN. Then, it is necessary to study the collaborations
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between the interested parties by means of different OASIS specification languages.
For the business collaboration context they propose to use the Collaboration-Protocol
Profile (CPP) specification. CPP describes the agreement party capabilities, including
information about: each party, communication protocol, security, document exchange
protocol, retries, and other information necessary for an autonomous interaction be-
tween parties. Once described the CPP, it is mandatory to define information system
terms and constraints to allow the electronic exchange. Such terms and constraints
are specified by the ebXML agreement specification called Collaboration-Protocol and
Agreement (CPA). CPP and CPA are included in the Collaboration-Protocol Profile
and Agreement Specification (CPPA) [135]. Since the CPPA specification is focused in
electronic services, they provide only a limited set of domain-specific quality of ser-
vice constraints on the kind of messages, certificates, protocols, etc. Therefore, the
differences in the scope of CPPA and WS-Agreement specifications make negligible a
comparison between them.
Rule-Based Service Level Agreement Language (RBSLA) [143] (published in 2005)
is a declarative rule language which enhances the XML-serialised RuleML9 language
with useful constructs to express SLA terminology. RBSLA support to express predi-
cates, event condition action rules, and rule priorities, that describes concepts similar
to the SLOs, QCs, and relative importance of BVL, of the WS-Agreement specification.
In addition, RBSLA supports specific vocabularies defined externally (e.g. in RDF-
S/OWL ontologies10, or Java class hierarchies) for elements such as metrics, pricing
policies, rights and obligations. A great advantage is that off-the-shelf RuleML engines
already exist for the processing of such SLAs in order to validate the SLA rules.
CC-Pi specification [20] (published in 2007) proposes a theoretical framework for
mapping SLAs to service constraints. The CC-Pi model is, however, tightly coupled
to the negotiation and monitoring process. This leads to the lack of concepts such as
agreement parties or service interfaces. Nevertheless, CC-Pi supports to describe vari-
ables and constraints that connect the involved variables, as the metrics and SLOs of
WS-Agreement specification. CC-Pi defines a validity criteria to reach and validate
agreements using Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) that considers SLA require-
ments imposed by the involved parties.
A number of proposals have appeared with the rise of cloud services. At this re-
gard, Stantchev et al. [168] propose to connect a set of guarantee terms defined with
non-functional properties (metrics) and goals (SLOs) with specific performance issues
in real cloud platforms. They are not very precise about how to handle the variabil-
ity of platforms. From the formalisation of SLOs they propose to negotiate SLAs and
enforce them when the connection for them is defined. Wieder et al. [194] define a Ser-
vice Oriented Architecture with their own SLA model. The model has to be refined on
each specific domain and there is an independent proposal to define measurements.
Son et al. [167] introduce a full lifecycle SLA management for Cloud services with their
9http://ruleml.org/
10http://www.w3.org/TR/rif-rdf-owl/
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quality own vocabulary (allocation region, time response, price...). The syntax of the
SLA is a set of constraints with required performance levels (the common properties in
cloud platforms). They use these offers to negotiate and, then, signing the agreement
according to an utility function.
There are different proposals to model contracts for specific domains. This is the
case of Daly [34] et al. , who propose a simple SLA language for CRMs. They describe
metrics as customer satisfaction or utility, as the relationship between accomplishment
and customer satisfaction. Augenstin et al. [7] propose a language to describe logistic
services. They mainly focus on functional aspects. The performance quality is named,
but none attribute or related language are proposed. They propose to model service
descriptions from a BPMN using a model to model transformation. Nguyen et al. [133]
propose align the SLAs for the different services/tasks with different layers: business,
people and technology. So they describe different categories for SLOs and for SLA in
the different layers and check how they align the other layers. Chau et al. [29] proposes
to define performance metrics and goals based on business processes. they relates
SLAs and business process artifacts where guarantees over the process are defined
through process events.
Other proposals focus on different phases of the SLA lifecycle, so they define a
model with a language with ease these phases. Therefore, Uriarte et al. [175], intro-
duce a formal language based on CSP to describe SLA together different protocols for
negotiation and monitoring. They highlight the advantage of using their language
for service brokering and they provide a comparison between different generic SLA
languages. Kotsokalis et al. [99] propose a syntax for describing guarantees in SLAs
based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) as the models proposed by WSLA or WS-
Agreement do not include semantics for service description. They propose mapping
qualifying conditions to conditions, and service terms as facts and guarantees as con-
ditions. Dastjerdi et al. [35] proposed that the SLAs include semantic information so
they are fully understood by all the parties. They also criticise the importance of the
deployment time in Cloud services and, as the relationships between different layers
(IaaS, SaaS, ..) are not described, they propose using Web Service Modeling Ontology
(WSMO) for composing descriptions (between layers) and monitoring the deployment
of service. Goo et al. [75] discuss about the role of SLA in service outsourcing and how
to define metrics, and targets values. They also consider that the agreement metrics
should not provided alone themselves, but also with the measurement procedure and
what happens in case of violation (penalties or rewards). Grzech et al. [79] analyze the
impact of performance on the service cost from a functional point of view. They view
a service as a number of tasks that are described in the SLA, so the cost depends on
how to manage these tasks. They model service composition as a more complex ser-
vice (with more tasks) and they propose a model to analyse the execution order of the
different tasks.
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3.6.2 Specific domain SLA metrics
In this subsection, we analyse the different proposals related to the definition of
a quality and performance vocabulary together with the SLA creation based on this
vocabulary. We also highlight if they use an existing language they use to describe the
metrics (as the ones in previous section) or use an ad-hoc language for the sake of their
proposal.
Sauvé et al. [161] propose a methodology to calculate SLO thresholds to sign IT
services SLAs according to service function cost from a business perspective. In all
these cases, guarantees are proposed upon computational metrics (e.g. response time
or availability). Therefore, it is useful only for SLAs that apply to the software infras-
tructure that support business processes and not for the business processes offered as
a service.
Kieninger et al. [95] describe a categorization of IT services and outline a mechanism
to obtain efficient SLOs for them. However, they do that in a conceptual level and do
not detail how they can be formalised to enable their automated management.
Daly et al. [34] propose an SLA model based on the different elements in the service
provision, i.e. application, servers, network, etc, related to service provision system.
Cardoso et al. [25] propose a description language for services that include business
characteristics together with technical or operational parameters. This work is focused
on managing services including business perspective. in this domain, there is a limited
amount of work. The solution of Augenstein et al. [7] introduce a platform based on
service-oriented- approach for managing contracts on 4PL business. The proposed so-
lution itself is mainly focused on coordinating the business process conducted among
these different partners.
Another example is the work introduced by Bing and Zhongying [15]. They define
in mathematical terms the parameters of a contract in transport & logistics collabo-
rative business process. Mai and Teo [83] also followed a mathematical approach to
define and analyse contracts in the collaborative business process in transport & lo-
gistics. Nevertheless, none of the aforementioned solutions focus on the conformance
check of the agreements among the partners.
In [78], Grubitzsch et al. focus on the definition of multiple objectives in Service
Level Agreements to provide a management document for flexible services which
adapt performance according to these multiple levels to avoid violations and can-
celling of SLAs. They define different quality thresholds to enable SLA renegotiation or
SLO update depending on the situation. They propose a pricing model for the different
execution levels and penalties to take decisions about choosing provider.
In [133], Nguyen et al. propose to align the metrics guaranteed in the SLA to the
actors related to the metric in manual processes (such as actors to satisfaction metrics
or costs to used applications).
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Bar-Isaac et al. in [10] describe a business scenario with cost, customer expectations
and reputation variables where reward function follows a non-monotonic behaviour
(based on satisfying preferences from different customers). Similarly, Fenghui Ren
et al. analyse in [152] how utility function is obtained from customer objective func-
tion (i.e., customers timetable preferences affect how transactions distribute through
commercial opening hours).
Correia et al. [32] relate SLA Lifecycle to BPMN lifecycle and they propose a table
of relationships between SLA and BPM (e.g. A SLA Contract is related to a Process).
Terry et al. [172] propose an architecture to provide a storage service based on dif-
ferent storage providers according to a consistency metric. The consistency is based
on data integrity, so storage services are databases. At the end, the proposed storage
service selects the best service according an utility function based on this consistency
evaluation together other common properties, such as latency or response time.
Again, there are also a number of proposals related to the cloud specific domain.
Messina et al. [117] propose a multi-agent system to negotiate contracting over SLA
based on performance metrics (CPU, Availability, Time to boot, response time, ...) and
then propose a protocol for SLA selection with the agents. Omezzine et al. [140] de-
scribe requirements for SLA negotiation in cloud environments where there are dif-
ferent layers (IaaS, SaaS) with different terms categories to discuss. They propose an
architecture and flexible procedure to calculate an utility measure to select the best re-
sources in a Cloud. Wu et al. [196] proposes a broker for cloud services based on a
cloud performance metrics (such as availability, response time, price or customer sat-
isfaction level) and an algorithm to negotiate the optimal SLA dynamically. The SLOs
are based on WSPolicy. Lam-Son et al. [103] propose decompose a service described
by its high-level business goals to elementary constituent services so their elementary
goals can be precisely defined and analyse as common basic utility properties (avail-
ability, inputs, outputs...) and then compose these properties. Zulkemine et al. [201]
defines a protocol to negotiate SLAs based on the SLA goals. They differentiate be-
tween fixed terms, e.g. response time or free layer depending on VIP customers, and
performance metrics with goals, like availability or price. The negotiation is performed
by a Negotiation Broker and uses SLAs and a Knowledge Base to get an utility mea-
sure. Voorsluys et al. [187] introduce the cost of virtual machines live migration to the
analysis of availability in order to relate the IaaS from the provider with the provided
SLAs by the IaaS consumer to their SaaS customers. Yaqub et al. [198] propose a ne-
gotiation mechanism based on common quality metrics for cloud SLAs (availability,
backup and performance) where different bidding strategies are applied to get the best
deals.
3.6.3 Decision making based on SLA Analysis
In this section, we review the proposals which consider the evaluation of SLA to
make decisions regarding service execution and, therefore, propose different strategies
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to enforce service based on the analysis of the accomplishment of the SLA (including
the cancelling of the SLA in case of its violation). These proposals address how op-
timising the costs of resources planning or modelling complex scenarios to obtain an
utility function to optimise the making decisions.
Hani et al. [86] review the different stages in SLA Management to (with related
literature review) to conclude that renegotiation is better than cancelling SLA after
SLO violation, so they propose different strategies for renegotiate SLA terms, based on
theory’s game or Bayesian learning. At this regard, Czajkowski et al. [33] provide a
protocol to manage SLAs for resources planning. They relate the resources assignment
with the negotiation mechanisms.
Tokairin et al. [173] propose use QoS and context information to optimize service
bandwidth. They describe a protocol for presence and image detection to recognize
when young/old people come into some place. Tan et al. [169] propose a mechanism
to take decisions over business process execution based on its monitoring (in the con-
text of Business Process Intelligence). They propose different metrics around abstract
metrics and at different process perspectives (Cost, time, ...). Bobroff et al. [17] analyze
a specific cloud scenario to allocate virtual machines in servers following a proposed
strategy to ensure that SLA is not violated.
Buyya et al. [22] propose an architecture to allocate jobs from users in a Cloud envi-
ronment considering the user QoS requirements (in the form of SLA) and infrastructure
services (Amazon EC2 in the scenario). Buyya et al. [21] complement it with an allo-
cation strategy for VMs based on SLAs from different providers and requirements as
multi-objetive function based on different metrics (price, performance..) and different
providers (Amazon, Azure...). In a similar scenario, Y. Gao et al. [67] propose a model to
save energy based on job predictions, SLAs (mainly response time requirements and
possible violations), power costs, to manage resource in a data center environment.
They introduce different mechanisms to avoid NP-hard planning cost.
Also in the cloud domain, Lorido-Botran et al. [110] make an analysis of different
techniques to scale virtual machines based on different mechanisms. These techniques
are basically based on action-reaction following different criteria, such as the SLA of
Cloud services. And Garg et al. [72] propose a mechanism to distribute server load
to maximize their use using SLAs documents from providers. The idea is preparing
servers in advance without over provision. Linlin Wu et al. [195] propose an strat-
egy to plan resources for new users in a SaaS environment. Their strategy considers
two different SLA layers (SLA from user requirements/penalties and the SLA for re-
source provision) and a profit model based on the cost to execute the plan. Kailasam
et al. [92] propose how to optimally manage Cloud resources considering public and
private clouds (or different data centers), execution times of tasks, and transfer time.
They use some quality measures, included in an SLA to propose an scheduler to make
decisions about the processing of tasks in the cloud platform queue. X. Li et al. [108]
provide a mechanism to monitor trust over the performance of cloud computing ser-
vices, guided by SLAs. They also provide in [109] an architecture to manage multime-
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dia personalized services based on QoS. They use an SLA broker who analyses cus-
tomer requirements and provided QoS in SLAs (they use WS-Agreement) to choose
the best platform and monitor it.
Emeakaroha et al. [58] propose an architecture to measure metrics and detect SLA
violations in scenarios related to computing services. They define abstract metrics re-
lated to performance metrics: CPU availability, RAM and Storage, and different target
values. They map performance abstract measures that are guaranteed in the SLA, like
Availability, to specific monitoring variables, like Server Downtime in order to mea-
sure them without ambiguity. Similarly, Brandic et al. [19] propose a mapping based
on WS-Agreement and XSLT. from abstract SLA metrics to the real taken measures.
Hedwiq et al. [88] propose a model for dynamic SLA management. They consider
that the SLA is important for planning and providing resources based on the pricing
and penalty model and it is required to adapt to the service using (the example are
related to evolution of Wikipedia workload) so it is a kind of renegotiation of SLA as
they propose to update SLO targets in runtime. They also relate this proposal to the
changing pricing model in Amazon computing units.
Leitner et al. [104] propose monitoring SLAs in runtime to predict SLA violation in
simple and composed services.
3.7 SUMMARY
In this chapter we have introduced the SLA structure according to WS-Agreement
and iAgree, as extension to provide a more human-readable language. We also de-
tailed the SLA phases in which SLAs may be during its lifecycle with the aim of de-
scribing how these phases are considered in the agreement creation and their status
proposed by WS-Agreement. We have provided the most common scenarios of the
WS-Agreement protocol about SLA lifecycle. In turn, regarding the management of
this lifecycle we have cited the most common operations to support it. Specifically, we
have described the different states that agreements and guarantees may have during
the WS-Agreement protocol. Such states ease the evaluation of agreements and guar-
antees at monitoring in order to detect violations. However, domain-specific moni-
toring techniques are not provided by WS-Agreement specification due to its domain-
independent purpose. Such a domain-independence of the specification boosts the ap-
pearance of a plethora of tools with a diverse support for the creation and monitoring
of WS-Agreement documents. At the end of the chapter we have provided informa-
tion about most important of these tooling support approaches. Furthermore, we have
detailed an extensible framework, Governify, which provides an enriched-text editor
for the creation of iAgree documents with edition templates and a dashboard to mon-
itor external systems based on the performance measuring and the SLAs. Lastly, we
provide an extensive review of works related to the automated analysis and evalua-
tion of SLAs. As we discussed, SLA management has been extensively researched in
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the computational domain. A diversity of languages and tools have been developed.
However, in non-computational domains domains, SLA management is just beginning
to be applied. The SLA management in other domains involve the increasing digitiza-
tion of SLA documents together with the need to properly manage the information in
the SLA to enforce business services.
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Everything I do and everything Pixar does is based on a simple rule: Quality is the best business plan, period.
John Lasseter (1957–),
2009
4.1 INTRODUCTION
As we have introduced, non-computational services are process-oriented and the
software that supports them is usually a process-aware information system (PAIS) such
as ERPs, Service Desk Management Systems, CRMs, or business process management
systems (BPMSs). However, unlike computational services, there is little work related
to the extension of PAISs with SLA-aware capabilities to support non-computational
services. A PAIS with SLA-aware capabilities, i.e. an SLA-aware PAIS, is a PAIS that
uses explicit definitions of SLAs to enable or improve the automation of certain tasks
related to both the SLAs and their fulfillment such as performance monitoring, human
resource assignment or process configuration [179].
In this chapter, we formalise the SLAs for BP as a first step to enable such SLA-
aware PAIS. To this end, after analysing the modelling requirements of such SLAs,
four main aspects involved in their formalisation have been identified, namely: 1) the
description of the business process provided by the service; 2) the SLOs guaranteed
by the SLA; 3) the penalties and rewards that apply if the guarantees are not fulfilled;
and 4) the definition of the metrics used in these guarantees. These SLAs are usually
described in natural language so we provide a formalisation for aforementioned as-
pects using computational SLAs and techniques used to model the service description
together with the process performance indicators and goals. Furthermore, we validate
our approach through the modelling of several real BP SLAs.
The contribution of this chapter regarding the scope of this dissertation is high-
lighted in Figure §4.1.
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4.2 AN EXAMPLE SCENARIO
IT maintenance tasks are commonly outsourced agreeing to an SLA. We take as an
example of these SLAs the definition of statements of technical requirements (STR) of
a public company which belongs to the Andalusian Autonomous Government, from
now on APC, acronym of Andalusian Public Company. Statements of technical re-
quirements are described in natural language and include information about the ser-
vices required as well as their SLA. The statement of technical requirements docu-
ment of this example is defined for the Technical Field Support for the Deployment
of the Corporative Telecommunication Network of the Andalusian Autonomous Gov-
ernment. It is presented in a 72-page document written in natural language including
the SLAs defined for five of the required services, namely: 1) field interventions; 2)
incidents; 3) network maintenance; 4) installations and wiring; and 5) logistics. In par-
ticular, we focus on the field interventions (FI) service. The term field intervention refer-
ences to the fact of requiring the presence of a technician at any headquarter of the APC
for different reasons: troubleshooting technical assistance, installations supervision or
restructure. From a high-level perspective, the FI service is performed as follows: the
APC requires an FI, which can have different levels of severity, from the contractor
staff. Then, the contractor plans the FI and performs it at the infrastructure location.
In some cases, the contractor must provide some required documentation and, if such
documentation is considered incomplete or inadequate by the APC, it needs to be re-
submitted by the contractor until it fulfills the APC’s quality requirements.
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For this service, the statement of technical requirements (STR) document presents
the following information: 1) the committed times by the contractor (see Table §4.1);
2) the general objective defined for FIs —the SLO of the SLA— represented as AFIP >
95%, where the AFIP (accomplished FIs percentage) metric is defined as:
AFIP =
# accomplished FIs
# FIs
× 100
and 3) the penalties applied in case of the SLO is not accomplished (see Table §4.2).
These penalties are defined as a percentage over the monthly billing by the contractor
for the FI service. In addition, the STR document describes the following definitions
for the referred times in Table §4.1:
Response Time: Elapsed time between the notification of the FI request to the contrac-
tor and its planning, including resources assignment, i.e. technicians.
Presence Time: Elapsed time between resource (technician) assignment and the be-
ginning of the FI, i.e. technician arrival.
Resolution Time: Elapsed time between the technician arrival and the end and closure
of the FI.
Documentation Time: If documentation, i.e. reports, is required, it is defined as the
elapsed time between the end and closure of the FI and documentation submis-
sion. If the APC considers this documentation as incomplete or inadequate, it
will be rejected and sent back to the contractor and documentation time is again
activated and computed.
The different stages of the service during the process are supported by different
tools. These tools are not BPMSs but Process Aware Information Systems, where the
different events in the service are tracked and orchestrated with the users interaction.
Criticality
Level
Response
Time
Presence
Time
Resolution
Time
Document
Time Timetable Calendar
Critical 0.5 4 2 4 8:00 – 20:00 Local
High 2 8 4 12 8:00 – 20:00 Local
Mild 5 30 6 24 8:00 – 20:00 Local
Low 5 60 8 48 8:00 – 20:00 Local
Table 4.1: Committed times by the contractor (in hours) for the FI Service SLA
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AFIP Penalty
94%≤ AFIP< 95% -1%
93%≤ AFIP< 94% -2%
92%≤ AFIP< 93% -3%
91%≤ AFIP< 92% -4%
90%≤ AFIP< 91% -5%
AFIP< 90% -10%
Table 4.2: Penalties definition (in monthly billing percentage) for the FI Service SLA
4.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELLING SLAS OF BPS
Based on the analysis of the state of the art in SLAs for both computational and
non computational services, and more than 20 different BP SLAs developed by 4 dif-
ferent organizations, we conclude that four elements must be formalised in SLAs for
non-computational services, namely: 1) the business processes; 2) the metrics used in
the SLA; 3) the SLOs guaranteed by the SLA and how to evaluate each SLO by filter-
ing different parameters (e.g. region); and 4) the penalties and rewards that apply if
guarantees are not fulfilled or over fulfilled. Next we describe each of them.
4.3.1 Business Processes
An SLA is always related to one or more specific services. The way such services
must be provided is usually defined by describing the underpinning business process,
and this is often done in natural language. Consequently, the formalisation of SLAs for
non computational services requires the formalisation of the business process itself.
Note that it is not required for the SLA to detail the low level business process that
will be enacted by the provider’s PAIS since most SLAs do not delve into that level of
detail and just focus on main activities and the consumer-provider interaction (cf. Fig
§4.2 for the high-level business process of the motivation scenario). The Field Inter-
vention process follows a simple task sequence: Plan the Field Intervention, Perform
and Document it (in the case it is required). The customer reviews the documentation
submitted and can require corrections so the last task would be repeated. The process
description can be as simple as a single sequence of tasks where tasks are executed and
the deliverable of one or more tasks is evaluated to decide wether to continue with the
following task or go back to execute a previous task in the sequence. Therefore, the
service could be described with a generic language such as BPMN or in other cases
with state machines, Event Process Chains, etc.
Task sequences are currently supported by a number of PAISs without requiring
a generic BPMS. There are PAISs which support well-known and configurable work-
flows, such as Issue & Project Tracking System Jira or systems which support generic
pipelines for project management, such as Trello and Liquid Planner.
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Figure 4.2: BPMN model of Field Intervention (FI) service
4.3.2 SLA metrics
The SLA metrics are measures that need to be computed so the fulfillment of the
SLA can be evaluated. For instance, in the running example, the response time, the
presence time, or the AFIP are examples of such metrics. The mechanism used to define
these metrics must have three main features. On the one hand, it must be expressive,
i.e. it must allow the definition of a wide variety of metrics. On the other hand, it must
be traceable with the business process so that it enables their automated computation.
And, lastly and more important, it has to be computable. In addition, it is convenient
that the metrics are defined in a declarative way (i.e. defining what is measured instead
of how to measure it) because it reduces the gap between the SLA defined in natural
language and the formalised SLA and decouples the definition of the metric from its
computation [47].
4.3.3 Guaranteed SLO
SLAs include assertions, namely Guarantee Terms, over the aforementioned met-
rics that are guaranteed by the SLA and, hence, must be fulfilled during the execution
of the service. For instance, the running example defines AFIP > 95% as an Service
Level Objective (SLO) for AFIP metric of the FI service. In general, SLOs are guaran-
tees defined as mathematical constraints over one or more SLA metrics. The fulfillment
of these constraints can be delimited to a specific time period which also can match the
billing period. In the introduced example, the guarantee AFIP ≥ 95% refers to the
monthly billing period. Therefore, when the AFIP is less than 95 just for a week, the
SLO is not considered unfulfilled (although preemptive management could consider
this situation as potentially risky). Furthermore, the SLO can be evaluated as a whole
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or it is can be evaluated regarding a more specific scope. For example, if the APC has
offices in different regions and requires to monitor the fulfillment of the AFIP SLO for
each region.
4.3.4 Compensations
Guarantee terms usually include the compensations that are applied when the SLO
is not fulfilled or is improved, respectively. An example is shown in Table §4.2, which
depicts the penalties that apply for the FI Service SLA in our running example. The
specification of penalties and rewards requires the definition of a mathematical func-
tion, whose domain is one or more SLA metrics and whose range is a number which
represents the penalty or reward. The compensations are usually defined as a percent-
age over the billing. This percentage can be applied to the billing period when the SLO
was not accomplished or to a future billing (e.g.: when the compensation is claimed).
In the example scenario, when the expected times are not average fulfilled over a 95%,
the contractor is penalized with an increasing reduction of the billing up to a 10% over
the monthly billing.
4.4 SLAS FOR BP SERVICES WITH IAGREE
From the identified requirements, we conclude that the structure of SLAs for non-
computational services can follow a similar structure to the SLAs defined for compu-
tational services. For instance, Amazon EC2 SLA1 also includes a definition of the
service; some metrics like the monthly uptime percentage (MUP); a guarantee defined as
MUP ≥ 99.95% with a penalty based on the MUP and defined in terms of a percentage
over the price paid in the last month. Therefore, the definition of guarantees is similar
for computational and non-computational services.
In contrast, the description of the service and the definition of the metrics of non
computational and computational SLAs presents significant differences. The main rea-
son is that, unlike computational services, non computational services are process–
aware and, hence, their description and their SLA metrics are based on that process.
Based on the similarities and differences between non computational SLAs and
computational SLAs, we propose modelling non computational SLAs by combining
the agreement structure and mechanisms for the definition of SLOs, penalties, and
rewards that have been already proposed for computational SLAs, such as iAgree
[122, 125] and notations used to model the processes and Process Performance Indica-
tors (PPIs), such as [41, 49, 145, 149, 193], which were introduced in Chapter §2.
In the following we describe the specific information added in the different sections
in the iAgree Configuration to support the business process domain. iAgree Configura-
1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla/
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Figure 4.3: Class Diagram for Modelling SLA of a BP service
tion was described in Section §3.2.3 as the specification of the languages used in each
section in the SLA structure. Specifically, we extend iAgree [126, 127], to support the
requirements identified for our scenario, i.e. define the provided business process and
its related metrics and guarantees. For such a goal, we propose BPMN as the language
to model business processes and PPINOT [41] as the mechanism to model PPIs. These
proposals have been chosen because of two reasons. Firstly, they are amongst the most
expressive proposals of their kind, which is necessary to model the different scenar-
ios that appear in BP SLAs. Secondly, they have a formal foundation that enables the
development of advanced tooling support that can be reused in SLA–aware PAIS en-
vironments: (i) Governify, which was introduced in section §3.5 and (ii) PPINOT Tool
Suite [42], which includes the definition of PPIs using either a graphical or a template–
based textual notation [44], their automated analysis at design–time, and their auto-
mated computation from event logs. The class diagram for such extension is depicted
in Figure §4.3, which extends the diagram §3.2 to support this scenario.
To follow the extensions we are going to use the running example, which is de-
picted in Figure §4.4 and fully described in appendix §C.2 but we illustrate also sepa-
rately each relevant fragment of the SLA.
4.4.1 iAgree extension
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1 id : FI_Service_SLA
2 version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
3 type : agreement
4 contex t :
5 process :
6
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7 d e f i n i t i o n s :
8 schemas :
9 MonthlyFeePercentage :
10 descr ipt ion : Percentage a f f e c t i n g next monthly b i l l
11 type : in teger
12 uni t : ’% ’
13 scopes : { }
14 computers :
15 responsetime :
16 u r l : ’ ht tp : //ppinot . computer . chap . governify . io : 8 0 8 0 ’
17 apiVersion : ’6 ’
18 terms :
19 metr ics :
20 AFIP :
21 schema :
22 descr ipt ion : Average F i e l d I n t e r v e n t i o n s f i n i s h e d on time
23 computer :
24 $ r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /computers/AFIP ’
25 type : consumption
26 guarantees :
27 − id : G1
28 of :
29 − o b j e c t i v e : AFIP > 95%
30 with :
31 window :
32 type : s t a t i c
33 period : monthly
34 p e n a l t i e s :
35 − over :
36 MonthlyFeePercentage
37 of :
38 − value : ’95 − AFIP ’
39 condi t ion : 90% <= AFIP < 95%
40 − value : ’10 ’
41 condi t ion : AFIP < 90\%
42 . . .
Figure 4.4: Excerpt of the FI service SLA in iAgree syntax
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Context
The service description can be provided in terms of the underpinning business pro-
cess and included in the context section. This description could be formalised with a
generic process notation, such as EPC, finite-state machine or BPMN (Business Process
Model and Notation), as in the example service (lines 5–11 in Figure §4.4). BPMN is a
well-known standard to model Business Process with extensive tooling support. We
depicted the abstract BP without considering execution information, which is usually
BPMS dependent, for exemplification criteria, but it is not limited to it. It is common
that the public BP is a business view of the deployed BP but the level of detail that
consumer and provider agree. For example, specific endpoints for message commu-
nication could be included or the role assignment to user tasks. As BPMN can also
address these implementation details, we base on it for the complete service descrip-
tion.
Metrics
In non computational services, these metrics can be specified using a PPI–oriented
approach. Specifically, metrics are defined using PPINOT measure definitions (de-
scribed in Section §2.3). The PPINOT measure is defined as a metric computer with
provides an endpoint that is referred in the SLA, so the metric becomes independent
of the details of its processing.
Therefore, in the SLA document we find the metric name with the reference:
AFIP :
schema :
d e s c r i p t i o n : Average F i e l d I n t e r v e n t i o n s f i n i s h e d on time
computer :
$ r e f : ’#/ context/ d e f i n i t i o n s /computers/AFIP ’
type : consumption
where the attribute type indicates that we have to make requests by pooling to the
endpoint indicated by $ref attribute in the schema, which refers to the computer at-
tribute in the context, to get the performance values.
And this url points to a document with the full PPINOT measure definition for the
SLA (which is included in the appendix §C.2.1). Templates to describe PPIs are pro-
posed in [44] in order to structure the information in a fixed form, reducing ambiguity,
promoting reuse and also serves as a guide to avoid missing relevant information. Ac-
cording to these templates the PPI description can be described as:
AFIP : The PPI value i s c a l c u l a t e d as the funct ion
AFI_Measure/FI_Measure x 100 ,
where AFI_Measure i s the sum of accomplished FIs
and FI_Measure i s the number of FIs
PPINOT Derived measure refers an math or logic operation over other measure/s.
In this case, the number of accomplished FI on time divided by the total number of FIs
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as a percentage. This metric is included in the only guarantee term (line 20 in Figure
§4.4).
Guarantee Terms
To define SLOs, we use the predicate language defined in iAgree [126], which in-
cludes relational, logical and common arithmetic operators. As apart from a concrete
syntax, iAgree also provides semantics to define SLOs expressions as logic constraints,
it enables the automation of analysis operations on SLAs such as detecting conflicts
within an agreement document [126] or explaining SLA violations at run–time [129].
Furthermore, the scope attribute can be used to parameterise guarantee and their eval-
uation. For example, in the IT maintenance scenario, the guarantees for User Support
are commonly scoped to three variables: region, node and priority. The service provided
covers a wide geographical area, so the customer organizes the service in 8 different
main regions. As these 8 main regions are known and statically defined, 8 different
guarantees could be explicitly defined, but using a scope variable as facility enable us
to define the SLO only once. Nodes are small offices which can be created during the
SLA validity period so if we define a single different guarantee for each node in the
SLA, the SLA would have to be updated each time a new node is created. When agreed
guarantees can be applied to new nodes (for example under certain limitations such
as new node within a city limits), the scope variable enables to define a single SLO
for all the nodes without including the explicit domain for the node variable or listing
exhaustively all the nodes. And, lastly, guarantees for this contractor are also scoped
by priority. In this case, the SLOs for different Priorities are different (i.e.: Committed
Response Time for Critical priority issues is lesser than for Normal priority issues).
Therefore, the definition of a guarantee has different SLOs for different priority values
although other commons attributes in the guarantee can be used, as the other scope
variables or compensations.
In the running example, there is only one guarantee, regarding the previous defined
metric AFIP (and line 29 in Figure §4.4):
− id : G1
scope :
{ region , node , p r i o r i t y }
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : AFIP > 95%
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
. . .
This percentage is measured according to a monthly static window, i.e. natural
month. Time windows were described in section §3.2.2 as static (e.g.: natural weeks)
or dynamic (e.g: the next or previous 7 days from a specific day). Although the com-
mitted times for each FI depends on the severity, the guarantee expects a global 95% of
accomplished times, without considering which was the specific committed time for
each FI (95% of total FI must accomplish their committed time).
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Compensations
Concerning penalties and rewards, they are defined with iAgree syntax as well to-
gether with the notion of compensation function defined in [127] and referred in Section
§3.2.2.
Regarding the existing modelling proposed in section §3.2.2, there are no significant
extensions to the compensations definitions.
In our example, as depicted in Table §5.2, when the AFIP is under 95% a penaliza-
tion value is applied. This value goes from 1% to 5% percent when the AFIP is from
94% to 90%, respectively (reverse proportion) and a 10% is applied when the AFIP is
under 90%. This percentage is regarding to the Monthly Fee, which is consistent with
the monitoring period:
Guarantees :
− id : G1
. . .
with :
. . .
pena l t i e s :
− over :
MonthlyFeePercentage
of :
− value : ’95 − AFIP ’
condi t ion : 90% ≤ AFIP < 95%
− value : ’10 ’
condi t ion : AFIP < 90%
4.4.2 Modelling the SLA
The SLAs are usually completely described in natural language. We describe here
some considerations to formalise the natural language description to iAgree. First,
some legals aspects, such as exclusion situations because natural disasters, are not cov-
ered by our formalisation and are out of the scope of this dissertation. Then, in order
to model the SLA we differentiate among the service description, the service metrics
and the guarantees.
Service description
We base our proposal in describing the service with BPs. However, sometimes the
natural language description is ambiguous so there is no a precise formalisation into
business processes and it requires from a business expert to support this modelling.
Furthermore, this description is usually an abstract modelling without execution de-
tails for the sake of understanding the service. Therefore, in some scenarios is even
possible not modelling the full process, just the relevant events for the performance
monitoring of the SLA. Performance metrics are addresses in next subsection.
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Metrics
The formalisation of performance metrics into PPI metrics also requires a domain
expert. This formalisation is based on the business process modelling. In order to
describe the PPIs, it is only require to properly identify the significant events for the
metric. For example, in the Field Intervention scenario, the Response Time metric re-
quires identify the corresponding starting and finishing event to measure this time.
The events, tasks or decisions that are executed between these two events are not rel-
evant for describing the metric. In fact, as we introduced, it is usual that the business
process described in the SLA is abstract so it is not executed. However, a precise cor-
relation between the described metric and the real executed events is required in order
to properly measure it. For enable, this would enable to perform monitoring from an
event log as we describe in next chapter §5.
Guarantees
SLOs, as a fundamental part of the SLA, are usually straight forward defined. For
example, "the availability of the service aims to be over 99%". However, in some cases,
this goal has no compensation functions definition in case of underfulfillment which
hinders how to manage the violation of the SLO. In other cases, the SLO is not di-
rectly described, just the compensation definitions. In these last cases, following the
discussion in appendix §A, the SLO can be defined using the limit of the compensation
region (e.g.: if it is defined a penalty for availability under 99%, we define the SLO as
"availability >= 99%").
4.5 APPLICABILITY OF OUR APPROACH
In this section we describe how we have validated our proposal. In particular, the
goal of the validation was to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: How expressive is our SLA language in comparison to real-world ser-
vices?. We want to know whether our service model is expressive enough to
describe a wide variety of real-world services and which are the characteristics
of the services that we are not able to express.
• RQ2: Are we able to model the metrics in real-world SLAs with our SLA lan-
guage? Real-world metrics are expressed in natural language with complex con-
siderations. Therefore, we examine the exceptions that may appear to measure
them.
• RQ3: Which difficulties appear when modelling SLAs? SLAs are expressed in
natural language with different parameters. The analysis of the SLAs is a funda-
mental goal of this dissertation, so we want to know whether real-world SLAs
can be modelled and the problems that may appear to fully support them.
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Scenario Service Metric Des. Sc. Excluded
1. IT Systems User Support 9 X 3 Calendar & work hours
by APC Gehronte 10 X 1 Calendar & work hours
2. Telecomm. Field Intervention 1 X 0 Calendar & work hours
Network Incidents 1 X 0 Calendar & work hours
by APC Net. Maintenance 1 X 0 Calendar & work hours
Installations 1 X 0 Calendar & work hours
Logistics Service 2 X 0 Calendar & work hours
3. Project Performing Tasks 4 X 0 Time offsets
Management Staff Replacement 3 X 0 Time offsets
by APC Availability 1 X 0 Human resources
4. Systems in Reporting 3 X 0 X
Northwest User Support 8 X 1 Calendar & work hours
Territories App Enhancement 8 X 1 X
Table 4.3: Analysed Scenarios
In order to validate the applicability of our approach, we have used it to model the
SLAs of 13 different services designed by 4 different organisations, with a total of 52
metrics and related guarantee terms. All these SLAs were published on Internet. The
modelled SLAs are available at https://github.com/isa-group/sla4bpdatasets. In
the case of the first scenario for IT Systems, we have not only modelled it but applied
in the context of two transfer of technology projects, collaborating with private com-
panies. For that reason, detailed real data about that scenario can not be provided.
The comparison table of this analysis is depicted in Table §4.3. The first column
indicates the scenario modelled where APC indicates an Andalusian Public Company
which acts as the contractor. The second column, Service, names the different services
in the scenario. The third column indicates the number of KPIs defined for each ser-
vice. The fourth column, Des., indicates if the Service DEScription could be completely
described with BPMN. The fifth column, Sc., indicates the number of scopes defined
in the scenario. And the sixth column, Excluded, indicates if the metrics described in
the Guarantees could be completely described with PPINOT or there were limitations
to be further handled, which are expressed in the cell.
4.5.1 RQ1: Service Expressiveness
We propose using a formal BP language, such as BPMN, for the service description
together PPINOT for the metrics and iAgree for the general SLA structure together
with the guarantees. As BPMN provides enough expressiveness to model process se-
mantics involving task flows and orchestrations and user or computational tasks, all
the analysed services could be described with BPMN in the context section. As we
introduced in the Section §4.3 common maintenance scenarios follow a single task se-
quence with simple control flows as executing one of the tasks in the sequence or not,
or go back to a previous task. The only issue is that the service is usually described
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with natural language, so the formalisation of the SLA requires that a domain expert
supports the definition of the BPs without ambiguity.
4.5.2 RQ2: Metrics
Concerning SLA metrics, although most of them could be successfully modelled
using PPINOT, there were a few types that could not be represented properly. As far
as we know, this limitation is not specific to PPINOT, since there is not any other PPI
modelling approach that can model all of the metrics that appear in the analysed SLAs.
We believe that the main reason why we have found this limitation is that, although
related, the purpose of PPIs and SLA metrics are slightly different. PPIs are used in-
ternally by the organisation that performs the process as a mechanism to improve its
performance. In contrast, SLA metrics are aimed at providing service–level guarantees
to the service consumer or defining penalties when guarantees are not met. As a con-
sequence, SLA metrics are much more focused on the customer and its expectations
than the former.
Previous to this dissertation, parameters such as work calendars, were not sup-
ported by PPINOT but it was extended because they appear in all the SLAs analysed.
Specifically, we found three types of metrics that cannot be modelled neither with
PPINOT nor with most of the other PPI modelling approaches:
Metrics which involve complex date definitions It is common that in order to mea-
sure dates and times, we have to consider idle times, such as office working
hours, or holidays (or just weekends) so the measure is correct. In other cases,
it is also common taking an Event trigger as reference (i.e. the start of a Task) but
use some specific delay or advance for that Event (i.e. the duration between "2
hours before a Task starts" and "2 hours after it finishes").
Metrics that involve human resources These metrics are used in SLAs in which the
task performer profile must be taken into account when applying penalties, so
that a different coefficient is applied, according to the different profiles, to calcu-
late the penalty. For instance, in one of the studied scenarios, the general penalty
of each metric had to be multiplied by the monthly profile rate of the person
involved in the non-fulfillment. This metric is again closely related with the cus-
tomer. In this case, with the fact that the customer expects a fair compensation
depending on the task performer profile that failed to fulfilled the guarantees.
However, current PPI modelling approaches do not support any metric that in-
volve information related with the human resources that performed the task.
Metrics that involve different processes Some SLA metrics have to be defined over
two or more process instances. This happens when a metric require execution
information from two different processes to be computed. An example was found
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in one of the analysed BPO SLAs, where the number of incidents post production
had to be obtained, and this metric required information from the incidents and
the software delivery processes. Again, this metric cannot be modelled using
current PPI modelling approaches, since a PPI focuses on just one process by
definition.
These limitations could be easily addressed in PPINOT just by doing minor changes
in its metamodel. Complex time metrics are supported just by defining filters over
time measures, so that idle time, suspend time, calendars or timetables can be taken
into account when computing the time for the measure; and by adding a new type of
measure, time instant measure, that measures the date and time in which an event takes
place instead of the duration between two events.
However, others are left as future work since they require more significant changes.
The metrics that involve human resources can be partially addressed using an exten-
sion to PPINOT to define resource–aware PPIs [43]. Finally, the metrics that involve
different processes can be defined as a derived measure that relates measures in each
process instance, but it is necessary to include information on how to correlate process
instances when defining them, which is something that will be addressed in future
work.
4.5.3 RQ3: Difficulties modelling SLAs
After modelling the iAgree documents and the 52 metrics with PPINOT, we found
some limitations concerning the definition of metrics, whereas iAgree and the models
used to define business processes, SLOs, penalties, and rewards proved to be capable
to model all possible situations.
The application of the proposed approach for defining SLAs of BP services to real
scenarios showed up that the parameterising of the guarantee has to be carefully anal-
ysed. The scope has provided to be very useful in several SLAs, as SLOs are defined
once but they are applied to multiple scopes. Specifically, when the domain of a pa-
rameter is not completely known before defining the SLOs it would not be possible to
define a single SLO for each parameter value (e.g.: Node variable in the example).
4.6 RELATED WORK
Regarding the analysed proposals for the modelling of SLAs in chapter §3, we
compare the proposals relevant for the modelling of SLAs for BPs. In Table §4.6,
we compare the significant features in our scenario. That is, the set of attributes re-
quired to model it. First, we identify if they provide a vocabulary for the modelling of
non-computational services or just computational, including the description and also
the performance metrics. Then, we check if they provide a template model, as WS-
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Agreement, to derivate new SLAs from a template. We also evaluate if they define
compensation functions to penalize or reward overfulfilling or overfulfilling of SLOs.
And last, we check if they provide tooling to support the design and creation of such
SLAs.
Among the analysed proposals, we have generic purpose proposals, together some
of the domain specific ones. As specific domain proposals, we find Daly [34] et al. ,
which propose a simple SLA language for CRMs. They describe metrics as customer
satisfaction or utility, as the relationship between accomplishment and customer sat-
isfaction so they are ad-hoc defined for the proposed domain. Augenstin et al. [7]
propose a language to describe logistic services. They mainly focus on functional as-
pects. The performance quality is named, but no any attribute or related language is
proposed. They propose to model service descriptions from a BPMN using a model
to model transformation. Bar-Isaac et al. in [10] describe a business scenario with
cost, customer expectations and reputation variables where reward function follows a
non-monotonic behaviour (based on satisfying preferences from different customers).
The domain is specific to the scenario proposed and it cannot be extended. Cardoso
et al. [25] propose a description language for services that includes business charac-
teristics together with technical or operational parameters. Unlike our proposal of
managing a business process as a service to define their SLA, this work is focused
on managing services including business perspective.
There are a number of proposals which are independent of the domain, but they do
not address business processes or non-computational domains. These are SLA* [93],
which is a domain independent language generalizing other specifications such as WS-
Agreement, WSLA or WSDL. The document structure is similar to WS-Agreement and
it can be extended with the requirements of each domain. However, as far as we know,
there is not domain proposal to describe non-computational services. Rule-Based Ser-
vice Level Agreement Language (RBSLA) [143] supports specific vocabularies defined
externally. They provide an SLA document structure supporting guarantees with com-
pensations but there is no proposal with a business domain vocabulary to validate the
proposal. Forster et al. [63] propose a model for business processes and quality require-
ments as temporal logics problems. However, they do not handle with other kind of
measures and they do not provide a compensation language. Sauvé et al. [161] pro-
pose a methodology to calculate SLO thresholds to sign IT services SLAs according to
service function cost from a business perspective. However, this proposal is focused
on the cloud domain and how the cloud performance metrics relates to business costs.
Kieninger et al. [95] describe a categorization of IT services and outline a mechanism to
obtain efficient SLOs for them. However, they do that in a conceptual level and do not
detail how they can be formalised to enable their automated management. Therefore,
the service description and SLOs are limited to the proposed services.
And among the proposals which specifically address business processes descrip-
tion and metrics are Linked-USDL Agreement [70], which specifically addresses non-
computational and computational domains. They use ontologies to describe service
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Proposal BP Metrics GT Template Comp. Tooling
SLA* [93] [34] x x X X X X
Linked-USDL
Agreement [70]
X X X X X x
CPPA [135] X X X x x X
RBSLA [143] x x x X x X
Daly [34] x x X x x X
Augenstin [7] X x X x x X
Nguyen [133] X x x x x X
Chau [29] X X X x x X
Forster et al. [63] x x X x x x
Sauvé [161] x x X x x x
Kieninger [95] x x X x x x
Cardoso [25] X x x x x X
Bar-Isaac [10] x x x x X x
Our Proposal X X X X X X
Table 4.4: Metric definition models for BPs
and metrics together with constraints for the guarantees. However, the scenarios mod-
elled are syntetic and they do not provide tooling support to monitor SLAs. Nguyen
et al. [133] propose aligning the SLAs for the different services/tasks with different
layers: business, people and technology. So they describe different categories for SLOs
and for SLA in the different layers and check how they align with the other layers.
However, they do not provide a generic language for service description in non compu-
tational domains. Collaboration-Protocol Profile and Agreement Specification (CPPA)
[135] (which was published in 2002), which complements ebXMLBP for commerce col-
laboration. They focus on electronic collaboration so they provide a specific language
for electronic tasks, such as document exchange protocol, message system, secure com-
munications, etc. Chau et al. [29] propose to define performance metrics and goals
based on business processes. they relates SLAs and business process artifacts where
guarantees over the process are defined through process events.
The namely attributes in the table are: (i) BP, if the proposal enables to describe the
non-computational services and business processes or it is related to a specific com-
puter domain, (ii) Metrics if they provide performance generic metrics for non compu-
tational services (if they are defined ad-hoc, we considered that they do not support
non computational metrics), (iii) GT if they provide a language to describe guarantees
over metrics in non computational services (iv) Template, if they consider the creation
of SLAs derived from a Template, (v) Comp., if they provide compensations definitions
and (vi) Tooling, if they provide tooling support to create SLAs.
As we can see in the comparison table, just some of the proposals provide a lan-
guage to describe non-computational services or business processes and, amongst them,
only three [70],[135],[29] provide a language to describe metrics over them. Further-
more, almost none of the agreement models consider the definition of compensations.
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Therefore, in summary, none of the proposals cover the required expressivity for our
model, including service description, performance metrics and compensations, neither
give support to the lifecycle.
4.7 SUMMARY
With this proposal, BP SLAs can be modelled by combining mechanisms for mod-
elling computational SLAs with mechanisms to model business processes and PPIs.
Furthermore, our proposal to model SLAs combines well founded approaches and
standards for modelling computational SLAs and PPIs. Specifically, we rely on WS-
Agreement [6], which provides the general SLA structure, BPMN [138], which is used
to model the business process related to the service, PPINOT [41], which allows the
definition of metrics, and iAgree [126], which provides a language to define SLOs and
penalties.
The application of the proposed approach to a number of real scenarios allowed
us to conclude that our approach is able to model all possible situations in these sce-
narios except for some identified limitations concerning the definition of SLA metrics.
Some of them could be solved by applying minor changes to the PPINOT metamodel.
However, other limitations require more significant changes that shall be carried out
in future work.
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Never promise more than you can perform.
Publilius Syrus ( 85 BC - 43 BC),
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, we discussed the model to describe SLAs for Business Pro-
cesses. There are a number of tools to support the execution of business process (or
are aware of process flows). However, although some current existing PAISs (Pro-
cess Aware Information Systems) support multiple customers (e.g. BonitaSoft1), they
do not provide facilities to manage their SLAs as a first level citizen. In this chapter,
we analyse how to provide automated support to the SLA lifecycle in PAISs. A PAIS
with SLA–aware capabilities, i.e. a PAIS that manages explicit definitions of SLAs, can
enable the sharing of monitoring mechanisms, process configuration [179] or optimise
the management of shared resources used by different parties.
We focus on the late phases of the SLA lifecycle (described in Subsection §3.3.2) as
the SLA creation phases have been deeply analysed by Resinas [153], Pablo Fernan-
dez [60] and Muller [122]. Regarding these stages, after reviewing the scenarios, we
analyse the impact of deployment of the SLA in order to describe how (i) configure the
service according to the SLA and then we identify the requirements to (ii) monitor the
accomplishment of SLA during the fulfillment phase. Then, we propose how to extend
PAISs to support these operations through SLAs.
On the one side, regarding monitoring, we propose extend an SLA–aware system
to instrument the monitoring of the metrics for different parties and SLAs. Doing so,
we can provide different dashboards for each customer, aggregated stats for the system
provider, or create alerts based on the accomplishment of the SLOs. On the other side,
regarding configuration, we describe an architecture to extend a BPMS that configure
the process execution to meet the SLA terms. We specifically consider BPMS platforms
because the process execution depends on the supporting system. This architecture
1http://www.bonitasoft.com
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Figure 5.1: Contributions background
has been developed as a prototype in Open Source BPMS Camunda. Other operations
could be considered during the deployment and fulfillment phases, such as optimiza-
tion, but it is out of the scope of the current dissertation, although some initial results
are included in Appendix §B.
The contribution of this chapter regarding the dissertation is highlighted in Figure
§5.1.
In the previous chapter, we focused on the formalisation of SLAs such as the one
described in the STR document proposed by APC for IT maintenance outsourcing, that
is then discussed with the potential contractors. As a result, the required performance
goals (e.g. maximum times to solve different tasks) or the service execution options
(e.g. executing documenting task or human assignments for certain tasks) are nego-
tiated with each contractor and different agreement offers are proposed which result
in different final agreements with each contractor (after the public contract tendering).
The agreement offers have to be consistent with the STR, which means they should
guarantee similar or even more restrictive performance terms but they can differ from
one contractor to another. The required goals and related penalties are again depicted
in Figures §5.1 and §5.2.
In this scenario, the APC provides different tools which act as PAIS to support the
task execution for all the contractors and capture all the service relevant events (plan
interventions, start of related tasks, ...). As the terms agreed with each contractor vary,
when the SLAs are deployed, the supporting tools have to be aware to their different
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Criticality Critical High Mild Low
Response Time 0.5h 2h 5h 5h
Presence Time 4h 8h 30h 60h
Solving Time 2h 4h 6h 8h
Doc. Time 4h 12h 24h 48h
Timetable Office Office Office Office
Calendar Local Local Local Local
Document
required N/S N/S N/S N/S
PlanFI HR N/S N/S N/S N/S
Table 5.1: Committed terms for the FI Service SLA
AFIP Penalty
94% ≤ AFIP < 95% -1%
93% ≤ AFIP < 94% -2%
92% ≤ AFIP < 93% -3%
91% ≤ AFIP < 92% -4%
90% ≤ AFIP < 91% -5%
AFIP < 90% -10%
Table 5.2: Penalties definition (in monthly billing percentage) for the FI Service SLA
terms so they are instantiated and executed properly for each party (e.g.: executing the
documenting task only when it is required for a contractor).
Once the SLAs are deployed and service instances are executing, the APC evaluates
their fulfillment. This evaluation of the SLAs requires retrieving performance informa-
tion and processing it regarding the involved party and their targets (i.e.: monitoring
guarantees, providing resources to achieve goals, etc.). And, lastly, the common man-
agement of the different processes could be used to optimise the process execution.
5.2 SLA MONITORING
The monitoring information is useful for different purposes. First, to evaluate the
accomplishment of the SLOs and apply penalties in case they are not fulfilled. Sec-
ond, to provide visual dashboards for managers and business domain experts. Then,
a system of alerts based on the monitoring indicators could be provided. And last,
they would be required to make decisions about optimizing service execution (e.g.
resources management) in runtime. Regarding this last purpose, the monitoring infor-
mation is the basis for systems that predict the evolution of performance supporting
the decision making.
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In order to describe this operation we, first, formalize its definition:
Definition 5.1 - Monitoring Operation.
Let SLA be the SLA to monitor, M the performance information from the supporting systems,
T a time period and ST a set of states of the SLA. Thus, we define Monitoring as a function
which for each value of SLA, M and T returns a set of states ST of SLA for that time period T.
The relationship between performance information, M, and the guarantees is de-
scribed with the metrics. The expressiveness of a metric is related to, on the one side,
the metric domain, that is, if we can use just built-in metrics in the PAIS (e.g: Metric
#SolvingTime: Duration of a single Task) or they can be defined in a generic way for
business process domain (e.g.: Metric #SolvingTime: Duration from the status Start of
Task #1 to the status End of Task #2). On the other side, related to math, logic or aggre-
gated operations, that is, if we can define metrics deriving a base metric with additional
operators, such as a Metric that calculates the Average of the Metric #SolvingTime for
all the process instances. Existing solutions do not provide generic definitions for the
business process domain or more complex operators.
5.2.1 Status of the SLA
The aforementioned status is referred to the SLA status introduced in the Section
§3.3.2. The status of the SLA is monitored during the Observed phase and it depends
on the state of its guarantees, which possible states are again depicted in Figure §5.2.
The monitoring operation retrieves the performance information to compute the
metrics included in the guarantees. Once the metric value is obtained, then it has to be
evaluated regarding the SLO. If the value accomplishes the target included in the SLO,
then the SLO and its corresponding guarantee are considered in the status Fulfilled.
Fulfilled is one of the possible Guarantee Term states depicted in Figure §5.2. If the SLO
is not accomplished, then the guarantee is considered Violated. When the guarantee is
violated, the compensations defined for that guarantee have to be applied. In the Fig-
ure §5.3 we describe different examples of SLA status depending on the performance
value.
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In practice, the scope in the guarantee multiplies the number of guarantee evalu-
ations per the scope domain. In the example in Figure §5.3 (A), the scope office has 4
possible values: Huelva, Sevilla, Cádiz, Córdoba so the metric has 4 different values,
one per scope value, and the guarantee behaves as 4 different guarantees, with their
own status.
Regarding the guarantee window, it also impacts how the status of the guarantee is
evaluated. In the example in Figure §5.3 (B), with a static monthly window, the metric
value, 96.9%, for January does not accomplish the SLO objective so the Guarantee is
Violated, but in February, the status is reset (Not Determined) until the month finishes.
Then, when the month finishes, it is evaluated again and then the metric value is 99.9%,
so the SLO is accomplished and the guarantee is Fulfilled. Therefore, a guarantee with
a scope with 10 possible values and a static monthly window, will require 120 evalua-
tions of its state in a full year (12 months X 10 scope values). For the sake of simplicity,
we do not consider in this discussion or in the Figure §5.3 that the guarantee can be
evaluated Violated or Fulfilled even before the defined Window finishes (e.g.: in an SLO
of 99.9% of Availability in a month and the service has been unavailable more than
0.1% of the month duration, no matter what happens during the rest of the month, the
SLO will not be accomplished) but it has to be properly evaluated in any moment.
SLA
...
guarantees :
  -id : G1
   of :
     objective:         
       Availability > 99.5%
       with:
         window:
           type: static
           period: monthly
        scope:
           {office}
office: {Huelva, Sevilla, Cádiz, Córdoba}
Availability 
99.9%
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Figure 5.3: Metric values and Status of Guarantee Terms
In the Appendices, Subsection §C.2.1, we list the metric computers for this agree-
ment.
5.2.2 Infrastructure specification
Business processes are usually supported by different tools to handle user interac-
tion, orchestrate tasks, automate processing, etc. Although there are BPMS to manage
generic BP, each system has their own information management and storage. Some
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tools, such as the Camunda BPMS, provide an API to query executed events and pro-
cesses. In other cases, the information is accessible reading the executed event logs
or even only through querying database. Specifically, in the example scenario differ-
ent tools are used to support process execution. So, in order to properly evaluate the
performance, it is required to include information to handle this tooling heterogeneity.
Our proposal is using an homogenous event log that is fed by each supporting tool
and process this log. In the following excerpt, we depict the sections in the context of
the SLA that include the URL of the event log in the Infrastructure section and some
parameters about the log structure. Amongst these parameters are the event attribute
corresponding to the id of the process instance, instanceIdColumn, the name for the pro-
cess event (which task, gateway, etc.), actionColumn, or how to identify the event that
corresponds to the end of the instance, terminator.
context :
. . .
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e :
. . .
logs : ’ ht tp : //naos . logs . chap . governify . io/api/v1 ’
logs :
naos :
d e f a u l t : t rue
u r i : ’ ht tp : //naos . logs . chap . governify . io/api/v1/logs ’
s t a t e U r i : ’ ht tp : //naos . logs . chap . governify . io/api/v1/count ’
measures : ’ ’
s t r u c t u r e :
instanceIdColumn : INCIDENT_ID
timestampColumn : CREATION_DATE
actionColumn : SID
terminator : >−
[ { " column " : "ACTION" , " values " : [ " SDK_HIST_TRANS_PHASE " ] } , { " column " :
"VALUE" , " values " : [ " Cierre d e f i n i t i v o " ] } ]
We have to remark here that when the log is processed only the finished instances
are considered, because, in some cases, the intermediate events can produce errors in
the measure because as long as the instance is running, the supporting tools enable
to go back in the process to previous stages so, if we consider these instances, values
previously processed could change.
5.2.3 Monitoring component
We propose the architecture depicted in Figure §5.4 for the processing of perfor-
mance. We assume that there is a REST API (Performance Information in the Figure
§5.4) where to connect for a batch query or to receive an event stream. After the pro-
cessing, the monitored data are also provided as a service (SLA Monitor API in the
Figure §5.4). The components and their responsibilities in this architecture are:
SLA Monitor API. The API just exposes the operations related to the monitoring
of an SLA, that is, given an SLA, returning the result of evaluating their fulfillment of
its SLOs and the timeline of metric values. This evaluation is performed by the SLA
Monitor component.
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Figure 5.4: Monitoring Architecture
SLA Monitor. This component processes SLA terms, which include SLOs with
metrics and target values. The metric values are retrieved from the Metric Computer.
and this component uses them to evaluate their SLOs accomplishment regarding their
targets to determine the status of Guarantee Term in the SLA. This component also
applies the possible compensations if the Guarantee Term is violated.
Metric Computer. This component encapsulates the processing and storage of met-
ric values with both batch and runtime processing (it can be configured). In the stream
processing model, the temporal monitoring information is stored in a repository of
Metric Values. The metrics to process are described with the Metric Definitions related
to an SLA. When the SLA Monitor requests the evaluation of a metric, this component
receive performance information from the PAIS with the Metric Adaptor and process
it according to its Metric Definition.
Metric Adaptor. This component makes the monitoring independent of the mech-
anism provided by the PAISs to retreive information. The adaptor can either connect
as listener to receive events as they are dispatched from the PAIS either make a query
to the API provided by the PAIS to query a set of events.
In the following subsections, we exemplify the two implemented approaches for
the type of processing. The method to choice depends on supporting infrastructure
capabilities or performance criteria, as both approaches are similar in terms of expres-
siveness.
5.2.4 Alternatives for Monitoring
In this scenario, we focus on the definition and development of PAIS independent
operations to compute measures over business process executions. To achieve this, we
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use the set of tools and techniques defined for PPINOT [40]. Computing measures
as non-intrusive methods depends on supporting infrastructure and the facilities to
retrieve information from it.
Regarding the processing of performance data, there are usually two different ap-
proaches to process them: (i) Batch and (ii) Stream processing. Both approaches are
compared in Figure §5.5 for the processing of average time of process instances. The
performance information is depicted with events of start (green colour) and end (red
colour) of different process instances (PI #1, #2, ...).. On the one side, the batch pro-
cessing is performed capturing at once all the performance. In the upper side of Figure
§5.5, there is batch capture of five events, the start of process instances #1, #2 and #3
and the end event of process instances #1 and #2. As the instance #3 is not finished, is
not used for the average processing (although it could be used considering the current
time). We obtain the average with the normal processing: the different between the
sum of end event times and the sum of start event times, and dividing the result by
the number of instances (e.g. two). On the other side, the stream processing is per-
formed as the events appear sequentially. In the lower side of Figure §5.5, the stream
processing is depicted. When the first event in the stream appear, i.e. the start event
of process instance #1, it is processed. As there is no information about the end time,
no duration can be calculated and it has to be internally stored until the related end
event appears. Then a second start event from process instance #2 appears that has
to be also internally stored. Then, the end event of process instance #1 comes and the
duration of process instance can be processed as the first average time. And this pro-
cessing continues as the events appear. Batch processing can be demanding on CPU,
depending on the amount of data processing but it can be requested on demand, as for
example, daily at 0.00 when the work load is low. On the opposite side, stream pro-
cessing usually requires less computation as the events are processed iteratively one by
one, but it requires a constant use of resources, such as memory to maintain the pro-
cessing state. These approaches are detailed in the next subsection §5.2.3, describing
their implementation.
We can also consider the mechanism provided to extract performance information
from the PAIS, that can be based on querying an API or event listening. The mechanism
could be related to the processing approach but they are independent. We can perform
a query to the API to get a set of execution events but store them in a log instead of
processing as a batch, and later processing the log as a stream. And, reversely, we can
listen events and process them directly as a stream, or store them and process them
later as a batch.
Batch processing in a BPMS: Camunda
BPMSs usually provide an interface to query performance information. This is the
case of Camunda API, which offers methods to retrieve any activity (task, gateway or
event) information so we can easily get timestamps for time indicators or account tasks
executions with the Camunda History Service.
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Figure 5.5: Stream vs Batch Processing
The Batch example illustrated in Figure §5.5 to compute the average Time Measure
for process instance duration, is implemented requesting to the Camunda History API,
the events start and end, from the proper process instances. As we get all the process
instances that have finished, we just sum all the timestamps for event start on the one
side, the timestamps for event end on the other side, then substract the former to the
latter and, lastly, divide the result by the number of instances.
Stream processing
In other scenarios, the stream of events processing is used. So we process the events
as they are received, filtering the activities for metrics of interest. The processing of av-
erage Time Measure for process instance duration is calculated as we listen the events
start and end and follow the processing depicted in Figure §5.5. When we receive an
event start for a process instance #i, it has to be registered without processing until
we receive the event end of that process instance #i. Then we calculate the instance
duration (end event time - start event time), and process the average, considering the
previous average and number of process instances computed.
In real scenarios with massive process instances, the processing of metrics in both
approaches can degrade performance, either because memory requirements either be-
cause performing a massive number of metric processing computing at once. Nowa-
days, improving big data processing is a research goal so a number of techniques and
tools have been developed focusing on this topic. We take advantage of these tech-
niques to enrich our proposal [87].
On this regard, we use incremental calculation technique. This technique is im-
plemented by a number of tools to provide scalable processing in big data scenarios
(such as Apache DataFu over Apache Hadoop). For the introduced metrics, we have
to calculate average times on static 30 days window. A full month measure requires
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processing full data for 30 days. However, if we want to monitor this measure daily,
we can store intermediate times so future processing can be made faster if we consider
only the different day intervals. Therefore, if we monitor one week and calculate av-
erage for that week, monitor 3 days later only requires adding data for these 3 days.
Incremental calculation is described below.
Let InstDayi the number of process instances in a day i and TimeDayi the accumu-
lated Develop Time for all the process instance in a day i:
InstDayi = N (5.1)
Total Develop Time per Day:
TimeDayi =
N
∑
j=0
DevelopTimej (5.2)
Accumulated Process Instances in the last 7 days:
AccumInstDayi =
j
∑
j=i−7
InstDayi (5.3)
Accumulated Develop Time in the last 7 days:
AccumTimeDayi =
i
∑
j=i−7
TimeDayj (5.4)
Average Develop Time in the last 7 days:
AverageTimeDayi =
AccumTimeDayi
AccumInstDayi
(5.5)
If we store intermediate accumulated and daily number of instances, and total pro-
cess time for the given day i, we can incrementally calculate the average for the follow-
ing day i+1:
AccumInstDayi+1 = AccumInstDayi + InstDayi+1 (5.6)
AccumTimeDayi+1 = AccumTimeDayi + TimeDayi+1 (5.7)
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AverageTimeDayi+1 =
AccumTimeDayi+1
AccumInstDayi+1
(5.8)
This process is depicted in Figure §5.6, where a window time is computed for the
first 3 days and intermediate results are stored (Intermediate Stage 1). In our example,
these intermediate data are accumulated process time and accumulated number of in-
stances. On the fourth day, instead of computing full measures for previous days, we
reuse previous results and add the day 4 execution data and get the new result. So,
measure calculation leverages this technique to simplify queries, and avoids unneces-
sary data processing.
Figure 5.6: Time Window calculation
5.2.5 Applicability of our proposal
This proposal has been applied on two real projects of transfer of technology to
provide the computation of more than 20 KPIs described by iAgree and PPINOT inde-
pendently of the supporting tool for the processes. These projects were in collaboration
with the Andalusian Health System, AHS, and Andalusian Finance Council, AFC.
A monitoring component has been developed following the event stream approach
based on querying a log. This component has been deployed in the Governify 2 plat-
form, which already provides different visualizations for REST API monitoring. The
Metric component was developed in Java while the rest of the platform is in Node.js.
The dashboard acts as the consumer of the endpoints defined for the metric schemas
(defined in Previous Chapter §4). By doing so, Governify provides a complete ecosys-
tem to: (i) create SLAs with iAgree syntax with some analysis operations to avoid man-
ual errors and (ii) monitor the processes performance with the proper metric schema
and infrastructure information included in the SLA. The code of the platform is pub-
lished in Github: https://github.com/isa-group/ppinot.
The supporting PAISs are heterogeneous tools with heterogeneous data storage and
mechanisms to retrieve performance information, such as Trello, JIRA or Dropbox.
2http://www.governify.io
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Therefore we developed wrappers for the different tools to export the corresponding
performance information to a log storage. Therefore, in this scenario, the metrics de-
fined in the SLAs are shared with these wrappers to export only the relevant informa-
tion. This architecture is displayed on the Figure §5.7, that depicts the integration of
wrapped tools together the SLA processor for the AHS dashboard.
Figure 5.7: Log processing
In our component, the Metric Adaptor processes this log as a stream which is pro-
cessed by the Metric Computer with the metric definitions from the SLA. In the proto-
type, the log included millions of events (with Gigabytes of size), which were filtered
by monthly periods because the metric definitions. The SLA included 12 KPIs, so con-
sidering the different scopes for each KPIs (the scope domain multiply the number
of computations) so in a normal month we processed half millions events for a total
of 3000 KPI computations. A graphic dashboard is displayed with the evaluation of
the SLA in the Figure §5.8, where we blur the text because confidentiality issues. This
graphic component requires some additional information to configure the graphic wid-
gets. An excerpt of this information is described in the Table §5.3. The fields required
are: (i) Title, the displayed Name, (ii) Name, the identifier of the data, (iii) Mandatory, if
the value is always displayed, (iv) Format, to indicate the data type and (v) Description
to provide a human readable description of the data.
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Figure 5.8: Project Dashboard
Title Name Mandatory Format Description
Unit Value KPI UNITKPI YES Text Unit used to measure KPI
Frequency FREQUENCY YES Integer Frequency to measure months
Init cycle Day INITDAY YES Integer Day to start the cycle
Table 5.3: Excerpt of Widgets configuration
5.2.6 Related Work
There are a number of systems that can support the management of business pro-
cesses, including monitoring. However, these systems usually manage business pro-
cesses instances from different parties as independent models and instances and pro-
vide a simple support for SLAs such as defining sets of simple event metrics directly
on a dashboard.
In the service of our scenario, the supporting systems are heterogeneous for each
party and do not provide SLA-Aware monitoring mechanisms. Even in existing BPMSs
the monitoring mechanisms to store or log common process events, such as Task Status
changes (with Business Activity Monitor, BAM, or similar) do not process more com-
plex indicators, such as our example SolvingTime and have to be externally defined
and processed. Furthermore, existing BPMSs commonly monitor performance with
ad-hoc metrics while our proposal with PPINOT is generic, which is specially useful
when we have to use an heterogeneous number of tools as in our scenario.
Regarding non-computational services, some of the models introduced in previous
chapter, [93], [70], [29], [63] are considered a first step to automate the management
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of non-computational SLAs but they do not propose any monitoring architecture or
mechanism.
There are also a number of proposals related to the monitoring of services which
are usually related to Cloud platforms. Amongst these, we find X. Li et al. [108], who
define a mechanism to monitor Trust over the Performance of cloud computing ser-
vices, guided by SLAs. This proposal is specific for cloud computing and they do not
address how the performance is retrieved. rSLA [171] is a language for specifying,
monitoring and enforcing SLAs for cloud services. They discuss about the advantages
of using conditions and actions for the definition of guarantees and compensations but
they do not address how the monitoring is performed. Emeakaroha et al. [58] propose
to map performance abstract measures that appear in SLA, like Availability, to spe-
cific monitoring variables, like Server Downtime to measure them without ambiguity
but they do not specify how the real measures are obtained. Brandic et al. [19] also
propose a mapping from abstract SLA metrics to the real taken measures from cloud
infrastructure but they do not specify how the real measures are obtained.
In order to monitor domain independently, Leitner et al. [104] propose monitoring
SLAs in runtime to predict SLA violation in simple and composed services. Their en-
gine use Complex Event Processing of event streams to perform the evaluation of per-
formance metrics. They support complex measures but they do not provide a domain
language for business processes.
And as an example of BPMS, Bonita BPM suite 3 provides its own performance
monitoring system based on activities events (Business activity monitoring, BAM),
such as event duration but without generic complex indicators (e.g.: sum of (a) av-
erage Time Measure from Start of a Task #2 to End of a Task #1 and (b) average Time
Measure from Start of a Task #4 to End of a Task #3).
In the table §5.4, we analyse the comparison of these proposals related to moni-
tor the performance and SLA. To compare the proposals, we consider first the Domain
where they apply, computational (x) or non computational (X) domains. Then we
evaluate their Expressiveness, i.e., if the proposal considers just event metrics (x), such
as a single Task duration, or they provide more complex metrics, as operating with
a set of event metrics or involving different events for a metric, such as the duration
from the start of an event to the end of another event (X). Regarding the processing
Mechanism, we check if they support batch processing, stream processing, both or un-
known if the monitoring proposal only discusses the evaluation of the metric but not
the developed approach. As different SLAs can share the metrics, we evaluate if the
proposals support monitoring Multiple SLAs from the same metric definition or not.
And, lastly, we evaluate if the proposal applies or not some Compensation regarding to
the result of evaluating the monitored SLOs.
As a result of this comparison, we can highlight that while some of the proposals
provide the definition of complex metrics [58] or [19], they do not address how extend
3http://www.bonitasoft.com/
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Proposal Domain Expressiveness Mechanism Multiple Compensation
X. Li [108] x x unknown X x
Bonita BPM suite X x both x x
Leitner [104] X X stream x x
rSLA [171] x x unknown x X
Emeakaroha [58] x X unknow x x
Brandic [19] x X unknown x x
Our Proposal X X both X X
Table 5.4: Expressiveness of SLA Monitoring
a system to retrieve them. And, reversely, while some proposals handle the processing
of monitoring performance (Bonita BPM or [104]), they not provide a generic language
to define complex metrics. Both perspectives are addressed by our proposal.
5.3 BPS CONFIGURED BY SLA
When different contractors sign different SLAs with the APC, the SLA terms can
vary not only in guarantees but also in the service execution. The model to describe
the service business process has to support the process configuration to provide this
variability likewise the supporting PAIS has to be aware of this variability to configure
the deployed or executed business processes for each party. As WS-Agreement tem-
plates aim to provide a common document for the SLAs with different parties, we can
use it as the document to model the STR. Tables §5.5 and §5.6 describe the committed
service terms by two contractors, A and B, to the APC. SLA with contractorA commits
more restrictive times to solve incidences than the STR and requires documenting Crit-
ical and High Severity interventions, while SLA with contractorB requires even more
restrictive times to perform tasks, documenting all the issues and requires that task
Plan FI can only be performed by person with the manager role. These differences
imply, on the one hand, that the PAIS has to support these multiple parties, e.g.: to per-
form or not the documenting task depending on the contractor SLA, and, on the other
hand, monitor consistently the performance of their related process instances to detect
SLA violations, take preemptive decisions, etc, which was addressed in the previous
section.
In this section, we address the adaptation of process execution to the different par-
ties. In order to describe this operation we, first, formalize its definition:
Definition 5.2 - Configuration Operation.
Let SLAt be an SLA template for BPs and C a configuration for such BPs. Thus, we define
Configuration as a function which for a value of SLAt and C returns a configured version of the
BPs in SLAt for that configuration C.
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Criticality Critical High Mild Low
Response Time 0.5h 2h 5h 5h
Presence Time 4h 8h 15h 30h
Solving Time 2h 4h 6h 8h
Doc. Time 4h 12h 24h 48h
Timetable Office Office Office Office
Calendar Local Local Local Local
Document
required All All N/S N/S
PlanFI HR N/S N/S N/S N/S
Table 5.5: Committed terms by the Contractor A for FI Service SLA
Criticality Critical High Mild Low
Response Time 0.5h 2h 4h 4h
Presence Time 4h 8h 15h 30h
Solving Time 2h 4h 6h 8h
Doc. Time 4h 12h 24h 24h
Timetable Office Office Office Office
Calendar Local Local Local Local
Document
required All All All All
PlanFI HR Manager Manager Manager Manager
Table 5.6: Committed terms by the Contractor B for FI Service SLA
This configuration depends on, on the one side, different agreed service terms, such
as the Documenting Task in the FI service, which is always executed for Contractor B
(Table §5.6), while depends on the intervention severity for Contractor A. And, on the
other side, the process provider can manage different process models or instances for
two different customers because of internal rules that are not explicitly included in
their SLAs, derived for the need to adapt execution to customer needs. We focus on
the first situation with public terms in the SLA.The configuration can affect directly
to the business control flow (e.g. in our example, if the Documenting Task is always
required, the decision taking gateway is omitted), impact on the resources allocation
(e.g.: increasing the computation resources for a VIP customer) or modify the execution
of a service task (e.g.: configure a service endpoint depending on the customer). The
service configuration can be considered either in the deployment either in the fulfillment
phase.
Furthermore, as BPs for different SLAs can be reused, it is required that the BPMS
properly correlate each BP instance with their corresponding SLAs in the fulfillment
phase.
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Task1 Task1
Customized BP ModelConfigurable BP Model
customization
Based on:
- decisions
- transformations
Figure 5.9: Customizing a BP
5.3.1 Modelling configurable BPs based on SLAs
In previous chapter, we introduced how to extend iAgree with BPMN and PPINOT
to specify an SLA for BPs. However, variability or configuration aspects were not
considered, so we extend the former specification to support the definition of SLA
templates for business processes. The template has to support the configuration infor-
mation described in the scenario, that is: (i) control flow variations, (ii) process data,
(oii) resources assignment or allocation, (iv) configuration data. These configuration
options are precisely what the configurable processes provide [155].
There are a number of proposals to define configurable business processes, that
can be considered for this purpose [12], [76], [147], [155]. The common approaches to
configure process are four: (i) identify configurable nodes (i.e.: tasks) that are optional
or can be modified in the configured process [183], (ii) annotate with predicates some
elements in the process so the evaluation of these predicates configures the process
[12], (iii) specialise some elements in the process so these elements can be instantiated
for their related specialised fragment [164] and (iv) describe operations that can be
performed over the activities in the process to get the configured version (e.g.: delete a
task) [84]. In all these approaches, there is configurable model for BPs and a procedure
to configure the process using decisions and transformations (depicted in the Figure
§5.9). In our proposal, the configurable BP is included in the SLA template with a
simple notation proposed in the following. The decisions for the configuration options
are described with pair attribute/values as service terms in the specific SLA, which can
be named simply as the configuration.
In the Figure §5.10, an excerpt of the SLA template for our example extends the
context of the proposed model in section §4.4, introducing two added configuration
variables. First, a variable #DocRequired (line 8), which can be initiated with a value to
constraint the minimum severity of the tasks that have to be mandatory documented.
The configuration can include a default value, in case is not configured in a specific
SLA. In the example template, the default value is none, which means that unless the
SLA configs a more demanding criteria, no task is required to be documented. And, as
the human resources responsible to perform the task Plan FI could be required to have
a specific role, such as manager, we have a second configuration variable to indicate
it. This variable role refers the property responsible of the task PlanFI, meaning that the
human resource assigned to perform Plan FI is required to have the role indicated by
this variable. By default, the role indicated in the SLA template is manager, but it can
be different in the corresponding SLA for each contractor. Furthermore, the process
defines different communication tasks with the contractors: (i) FI request, (ii) Correction
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1 id : FI_Service_SLA
2 version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
3 type : agreement template
4 contex t :
5 process :
6
C
on
tr
ac
to
r
APC
FI request
Plan FI Perform FI
Create and 
submit FI 
documentation
Documentation
accepted
FI closed
Correction 
request
No
FI documentation Correction
request
FI documentation
acceptation
FI documentation
requested?
FI.severity < #DocRequired#
#role#
7 c o n f i g u r a t i o n s :
8 DocRequired : [ d e f a u l t : none ]
9 PlanFI . r e s p o n s i b l e : [# role # ; d e f a u l t : manager ]
10 Timetable : O f f i c e
11 Calendar : Local
12 d e f i n i t i o n s :
13 schemas
14 DocRequired : . . .
15 Timetable : . . .
16 Calendar : . . .
17 terms :
18 metr ics :
19 . . .
Figure 5.10: Excerpt of the FI service SLA Template in iAgree
required and (iii) Documentation accepted. The specific endpoints for each contractor (url,
communication protocol, etc.) have to be configured in order to enact the process.
In the Appendices, section §C.2, we list the complete example of the proposed SLA
Template together with the related metrics referred in previous section and the exam-
ple of configure SLA.
5.3.2 Configuring BPs based on SLAs
In order to apply the described configuration process of two different parties and
SLAs to the underpinning processes, two approaches can be followed, which are de-
picted in Figure §5.11.
On the one hand, each party can use its own deployed and configured process
models. This case is depicted in Figure §5.11 (b) Design-time adaptation. When a
new party signs a new SLA based on the SLA template (Steps 1 and 2), its business
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Figure 5.11: Creating Configured BPs
processes are configured for each SLA (Step 3). As these models are exclusive for each
party, when a new service instance is required, the BPMS only needs to create a new
process instance (Step 4) as no correlation are required. Although the deployed pro-
cesses are independent for each party, the BPMS could include common information
in the models, to ease monitoring or optimise resource management.
On the other hand, different parties can share the deployed configurable process
models included in the SLA template, which is described in Figure §5.11 (a) Run-time
adaptation. First, each customer checks the SLA template (Step 1) to propose a SLA
with specific configuration based on it (Step 2). This SLA is related to the common de-
ployed business processes for all the SLAs of this Template. As the deployed processes
are shared by all the related SLAs, it is required to configure and correlate the process
instances on runtime. Therefore, when a party starts a new service instance (Step 3),
the process instance is created taking into account the related SLA configuration. In
our scenario, in the processes instances for the Contractor B (Table §5.6), the decision
variable DocRequired values #Low means that all the issues have to be documented.
This value can be provided in the instantiation of the new process instance (Step 3) or
postponed until the decision has to be taken. This mechanism configures service in-
stances in runtime and requires handling the correlation of service instances and their
SLAs.
Summarising, we identify two different mechanisms to manage the set of BPs from
different SLAs.
• Handle the different set of BPs agreed in each SLA (although based on the same
original BP) as different BP models. This configuration mechanism is performed
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in design time (e.g.: no decision gateway for a specific Contractor).
• Handle a single set of BP for different SLAs which requires providing a mech-
anism in order to the process instances can query SLA terms (e.g.: Checking if
Documenting Task is required) and configure execution.
For the sake of simplicity, we apply the first approach, design-time adaptation, but
both mechanisms can be applied depending on the case. Configuring and deploying
different sets of BPs for different SLAs simplifies correlation but hinders that process
engine applies techniques to optimise resources for all the instances of the same set of
BPs (that is one of the proposed advantages of a SLA-aware BPMS), as it handles each
set of BPs independently.
Correlating instances
As effect of deploying the same BPs for different parties (run-time adaptation), any
technique (e.g.: allocation planning) applied to share resources will increase its impact
but it is required to enforce the relation between specific process instances and their
parties as the process model are reused. Therefore, we need to add explicit informa-
tion in the instances about their corresponding SLA. A simple mechanism would be
to include the SLA identification when a process instance is created so when this in-
stance requires to access SLA terms, it can identify the corresponding SLA. However,
correlation is not only required to query SLA terms in runtime, but also to provide any
mechanism to interact with the specific process instances of a specific SLA. If the cor-
relation is just managed through process instances variables, the opposite operation,
that is, identifying the process instances related to a specific SLA would require select-
ing all the process instances related to the SLAs sharing deployed BP and filtering the
process instances by the SLA identification process variable. This processing can de-
crease the process engine performance so additional mechanisms to correlate process
instances and SLA could be considered (such as an explicit relationship map). These
correlations will be further discussed in the next subsection.
5.3.3 Architecture
In this subsection we propose an architecture to handle configuration extending a
BPMS to enhance it with SLA-aware capabilities. Our proposal for monitoring is not
linked to use a BPMS because the processing of performance indicators relies on the
events related to them, which can be generated from the existing information. How-
ever, the management of BPMN requires a tool which is aware of these models, such
as BPMSs. The proposed architecture decouples the responsibilities to fulfill the afor-
mentioned requirements described in this chapter section into different components.
We also describe the necessary interface required in order to the involved parties, con-
tractor and customer, manage the full BP lifecycle (no matter who provides the process
execution supporting system).
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Figure §5.12 depicts the components in architecture to manage the artifacts re-
viewed in the previous section. We integrate the monitoring components (grey coloured)
described in Section §5.2 to provide the full solution. The additional components and
their responsibilities in this architecture are:
BP Manager. It is responsible for managing and validating Business Process Mod-
els, including abstract or executable ones (and not in the extended BPMS). The han-
dling of BP models in the BPMS is wrapped by this component.
SLA Manager. This component manages Template and SLA documents modelled
together with their related process models. It is responsible for storing agreement doc-
uments, validating them and managing the business process related to them, that is
through the BP Manager.
BP Configurator. This component handles the configuration of the BPs included in
the public SLAs with their corresponding BP artifacts: configured deployed BPs and
BP instances.This component would have to be extend to support complex configura-
tion and correlation on run-time.
The system provider can handle their SLA templates together with their config-
urable and/or executable processes using a private API. A second public API is pro-
vided so external parties (customer or provider, depending on the responsible for pro-
viding the supporting system) can interact with the service. The interface for such API
is
In the next listing, we summarize the main operations to manage SLA of the public
API.
/sla -- Operations related to SLAs
POST /newsla/()/ -- Add an SLA to the system
DELETE /{$ID}/ -- Cancel an SLA with given ID
PUT /{$ID}/ -- Update an SLA with given ID
GET /{$ID}/start -- Starts a new instance related
to the SLA given by ID
POST /{$ID}/{$PID}/{} -- Provide a message to the process
instance PID of the SLA given by ID
GET /{$ID}/evaluation -- Retrieve the evaluation of the SLA
given by ID
Document 5.1: Java code of the getAgreement operation
5.3.4 Applicability of our proposal
We have developed a prototype with the proposed components and interfaces as
an extension to an open source BPMS, Camunda4. We describe some of the implemen-
tation decisions. Camunda provides two different interfaces to interact with processes.
4https://camunda.org/
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Figure 5.12: Architecture
A Java interfaces and a REST API provides operations to deploy business models, start
new process instances or monitor instances runtime information. Although our ar-
chitecture would increases decoupling using the REST API, for network performance
reasons, we have developed the prototype with the JAVA service interface.
As we use BPMN to describe BPs our SLA documents include these XML mod-
els. The BP models are stored in BP repository and managed by SLA manager. As the
provider can define business processes before relating it to an SLA or template, BP doc-
uments are managed by BP Manager. As common BPMSs have their own storage sys-
tem for deployed BPs, when SLA manager requests the deployment of an executable
BP in the BPMS, it also registers the identification of the deployed BP model to correlate
SLA and deployed BP model. This correlation is required to initiate, handle or monitor
service process instances. Therefore, the BPMS is decoupled of the SLA management
but as it is completely unaware of it, if the BPMS updates model identification, the cor-
relation between SLAs and deployed BP models would be broken. To avoid this, we
could include mechanisms to keep correlation in the BPMS storage. A simple mecha-
nism is using an universal identifier for deployed BP model which includes the related
SLA identification, such as:
#deployedBPID = #BPID@#slaID
where #slaID is the unique identifier of the SLA and #BPID, the unique identifier of
each business process included in the SLA.
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Doing so, we also avoid some interaction with BPMS, i.e. querying the executable
process model related to an SLA template in order to include it in a new SLA. An
executable BP commonly includes other resources apart of BPMN documents, there-
fore the executable BP related to an SLA includes not only BPMN documents but any
other information required for deployment such a code sources files (e.g. .java files in
Camunda BPMS) or images (BP model).
In the previous subsection §5.3.2, we described different choices to configure busi-
ness process according to the SLA. In our developed prototype, each configuration
parameter, such as DocRequired, is mapped as a process variable and its values are
included in the deployed process model using the design-time approach. This mecha-
nism is only valid if the specific SLA includes the specific configuration value. If this
value requires run-time processing through the SLA lifecycle, additional mechanisms
should be provided. In our running example, in order to be consistent with this ap-
proach, the decision gateway related to execute or not the documenting task has to be
based on this process variable, DocRequired.
A full example of the use and responsibilities of these components is described in
Figure §5.13, where an example of the main activities in the SLA lifecycle are depicted.
In Step 0 in Figure §5.13, the service provider defines a SLA template, #T1, which
includes a simplified version of the example process, #CBP1, with a Task and decision
gateway, and a guarantee term, DocTime lesser than 4 hours. This process is defined
with BPMN and this metric, DocTime, as the time difference between the process starts
and the Task is finished. The decision gateway depends on the configuration option,
DocRequired. The provider uses the Private API to register the template. Then the
API uses the SLA manager to check and register the SLA template (Step 0.1). The SLA
Manager extracts the business process and requests to BP Manager to evaluate and
register it (Step 0.2). As it is a configurable processes is not deployed in the process en-
gine. Once the SLA template and related processes are registered, potential customers
can query them with a public API to analyse and negotiate possible SLAs (Step 1 in
Figure §5.13).
When a customer signs a new SLA, it is registered with the public API. In the Step 2
in the Figure §5.13, a new SLA, #S1 is proposed based on the SLA Template #T1, where
the DocRequired has the value of all, which means that the Task is always executed,
and a guarantee term with a similar metric to #T1, DocTime, but more restrictive target
value, 2 hours. This SLA is managed by SLA Manager (Step 2.1) and then processed by
BP Configurator. This component checks the SLA document and included process and
requests to the BP Configurator (Step 2.2) to evaluate the SLA terms and the process
to propose a deployable process. In the example, the process included in the SLA is
similar to the SLA Template but, as the Task is always execute, the decision gateway
is not required. As the process model in the template could be reused in different
SLAs, BP Configurator defines a configured process, #ABP1, which is handled by BP
Manager (Step 2.3), component and deployed in the Process Engine, through its BPM
API (Step 2.4).
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In a similar way, when a new service execution related to SLA #S1 is requested
through public API in the Step 3, the request is received by SLA Manager (Step 3.1).
This component uses BP Configurator to properly correlate with the BP model (Step
3.2) to be executed. In the example, the term Required Task in #S1 has to be included as
a variable in the process execution so the decision gateway included in the deployed
BP is properly evaluated. Then, BP Configurator requests to BP Manager to start a new
process instance of #ABP1 (Step 3.3) and this component uses the BPM API to initiate
the process instance (Step 3.4). The identification of the process instances has to be
managed by the BP and SLA Manager to correlate the SLA with its process instances.
We have to highlight that, in order to simplify the scenario, we log all the process
instances events so any performance information can be queried in any future moment.
In a real environment where resources overuse can decrease performance, the metrics
included in #S1 should be considered to only log the relevant events for its metrics
(process start and end of Task events).
Although it was covered in previous section, we also include the corresponding
SLA evaluation stage in this diagram. When it is requested to evaluate the SLA #S1
accomplishment through the Public API in the Step 4, this request is handled by SLA
Manager (Step 4.1), which uses BP Configurator to correlate the SLA terms with the
deployed BP model and instances (Step 4.2). And this component asks the SLA Moni-
tor to evaluate the SLA terms, such as DocTime < 2h (Step 4.3). To evaluate this metric,
it is required to compute the value of DocTime, what it is performed using the logged
events and the Metric Computer (Step 4.4). The result of the evaluation is returned
through the Public API.
In our running example, the initial service template is proposed by APC, the service
customer, so the party responsible to review template and propose a specific SLAs and
configured business process are the potential contractors. In a BPaaS scenario, the
responsible to define the template is the service provider and the potential customers
are responsible to propose their configured SLA.
5.3.5 Related Work
Current BPMSs provide mechanisms to support process instances related to dif-
ferent parties, but their support for SLA is limited. IBM Process Standard 5 provides
a notification system based on SLAs. These SLAs are sets of performance indicators
over the process instances. Notification helps to take preemptive actions or decisions
on runtime but these actions are manual and automatic actions has to be made as an
extension to this engine. There is no mechanism to automatically customise process
execution based on their so-called SLAs.
Some research proposals also address the configuration of executable business pro-
cesses. Gottschalk et al. [76] and van der Aalst et al. [183] propose a mechanism to
5http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/business-process-manager-family
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Figure 5.13: Use of Management and Monitoring APIs
define configurable business processes or workflows which can be configured for each
node based on different attributes on design or execution time. They do not consider
named SLA with SLOs. Kumar and Yao [102] use logic language to describe rules
which customize the process instances before executing them on a workflow engine.
Their goal is provide a robust process design that makes it easier to accommodate
changes to business policy. And, lastly, Acher et al. [5] use feature models to describe
a family of services in such a way that allows reasoning about the compatibility be-
tween connected services to ensure their consistency and propagating the variability
choices when configuring services. All these proposals focus on providing configura-
tion mechanisms but they are based on the SLA so we could extend our proposal to
include them.
5.4 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we address the management of lifecycle of SLA for BPs, introduced
in the previous chapter. Regarding the late stages in SLA lifecycle (Deployment and
Fulfillment), we identify three operations of interest: monitoring, configuration and
optimization, although the latter is out of the scope of this dissertation. With respect
to monitoring, after analysing the different approaches to process performance data
we provide a reference component to monitor SLA accomplishment which is indepen-
dent of the supporting PAIS. This proposal enables the run-time evaluation in different
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PAISs of performance indicators defined and has been applied to a real monitoring sce-
nario. Furthermore, some mechanisms are proposed to increase efficiency.
Regarding the configuration of BPs for different parties, we provide a mechanism to
support the creation of configured BPs based on an SLA template and specific configu-
ration for each party. These configured BPs are deployed and executed corresponding
to their related SLA. The application of the proposal is developed through an architec-
ture to extend an existing BPMS and it has been validated through the implementation
for an open source BPMS, Camunda. In order to properly validate that this proposal
is independent of the supporting BPMS, it should be extended to a wider range of
systems. This effort shall be carried out in future work.
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This is an era of specialists, each of whom sees his own problem and is unaware of or intolerant of the larger
frame into which it fits.
Rachel Carson ( 1909 - 1965),
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Certain scenarios of outsourcing of non computational services, such as IT devel-
opment projects or transport&logistic services (T&L), are ruled by a frame agreement
for a time period or for a budget limit. This frame agreement defines the characteristics
of the services provided and some commitments between the parties within that pe-
riod. However, in contrast with the scenarios previously analysed, in this context each
service instance has its specific agreement that regulates the aspects that are specific to
it.
This is the case of a new transportation request in the T&L context, where large
transport companies can operate 100.000 transportations in a random month or IT
development contracts where each work order has its own agreed resolution times.
These frame agreements are usually described with natural language, so supporting
their evaluation requires developing ad-hoc mechanisms.
In this dissertation, we provide a model to formalise frame agreements supported
by process-aware-information-systems (PAIS) so the global commitments or the ones
related to single actions or service instances can be automatically monitored. We had
previously analysed in [81] the conformance between aggregated and specific metrics
in terms of constraint programming. In this chapter, we reinterpret the problem in
terms of an SLA for Business Processes.
The contribution of this chapter regarding the dissertation is highlighted in Figure
§6.1.
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6.2 AN EXAMPLE SCENARIO
We identify here two different scenarios where the frame agreements are described
with different scopes. On the one side, when transport & logistics enterprises out-
source transport services, it is common that they sign an agreement for a long validity
period, such as a natural year, although each specific transport provision has different
execution terms. On the other side, in IT development contracts, companies usually
outsources the development of a component given a limited budget but each iteration
on the development of the component is managed with a single work order with their
own performance requirements. In this section, we describe these two scenarios.
6.2.1 Service Agreements in Transport and Logistics
In the case of agreements in transport & logistics between international parties, a
forwarder, which regularly sends good from Asia to Europe, contracts a shipper for
annual periods so they are guaranteed that certain terms are held for the whole year,
such as price per container, although they specify a new specific agreement per ship-
ment where they include specific conditions for that shipment such as dates for de-
livery. These frame agreements usually define other limitations to their scope apart
from validity period, such as maximum number of shipments of appliance or con-
tainer contents (e.g.: not biologic contents) so the pricing per container is constant for
the considered frame agreement. The evaluation that the agreement for a single ship-
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ment or the shipment itself is consistent with the frame agreement, i.e. the required
number of containers to be shipped does not exceed the scope defined in the frame
agreement, is manually performed at the end of the agreement so preemptive actions
cannot be taken if a single shipment violates the frame agreement and the checking of
consistency for the whole year is a tedious, error-prone task. This scenario has already
been analysed with an approach to handle agreement conformance in our proposal in
[81].
The scenario described in that work is based on real life situations described by do-
main partners of the European FInest project [114] and it is illustrated in Figure §6.2.
A shipper establishes in the end of 2011 a frame agreement #A with a forwarder. This
frame agreement defines that the forwarder will organize the shipments of the goods
with a certain set of SLOs. In this example, the SLO maximal transit time is defined with
value 25 days, as well as the SLO max containers which determines that maximum 1000
containers could be transported for the same agreed price during the validity period of
frame agreement #A. For each execution of a transport & logistics process associated
with the frame agreement #A, a specific agreement is created. In this example, three
specific agreements were established during the year of 2012 for each time the ship-
per requested a service. One request at the beginning of 2012 originates the specific
agreement A#1. A second request originates the specific agreement A#2 and another
one creates the specific agreement A#3. At the beginning of 2013, both shipper and
forwarder analyze their business operations during the past year to identify eventual
violations.
In the case illustrated in Figure §6.2, one violation happened. According to the
frame agreement A, only 1000 containers could be transported under this agreement.
However, at the time the specific agreement A#3 was created, the cumulative trans-
ported cargo under A was 550 containers (the aggregated value of the SLOs called
Containers in specific agreements A#1 and A#2). The remaining amount of allowed
cargo was 450 containers, but the shipper transported 600 containers as described in
the specific agreement A#3. Thus, the shipper violated the frame agreement A by hav-
ing extra 150 containers transported for the same price of the allowed 450. Penalties
upon this partner will be enforced very late after the actual losses in the perspective of
the forwarder were suffered. This happens because the conformance checking in trans-
port & logistics agreements is currently a manual process executed typically every 6 or
12 months [114]. Such manual process could be viable in a small company, but in large
companies with high volumes of specific agreements such manual processes becomes
very costly. Hence, new online, automated conformance checking mechanisms can
drastically improve the violation detection in transport & logistics SLAs and this could
lead to cost reductions.
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Figure 6.2: Frame agreement for transport & logistics
6.2.2 Service Agreements in IT Development
Similar to annual contracting in transport & logistics, we find the outsourcing of
development services, where an agreement is signed with the development company
at the beginning of the project. In this agreement, they define terms such as dead-
lines for development tasks or the maximum total budget. Each time a new work
order (WO) is requested, the service provider plans and estimates specific terms for
this work order, such as expected finishing times or estimated budget for this work
order. These terms for a single work order should take into account the agreement
because the maximum budget could be insufficient so the work order should be can-
celled or redefined. When agreement is signed, some terms specific to each single work
order could also be specified, such as the maximum time to solve each one. This global
restriction could be mandatory watched in the each service execution or they could
be just a default term (e.g.: maximumsolvingtime < 2d) to be redefined in a new work
order, as more restrictive constraint (e.g. maximumsolvingtime< 1d), more relaxed con-
strained (maximumsolvingtime< 3d) or even discarding the constraint.
The abstract process for work orders is depicted in Figure §6.3. When the validity
period of the agreement starts, new work orders must follow the defined BP. When a
new work order is requested, the provider plans the work effort for this work order.
The result of the plan is a specific agreement just for this request and includes the
estimated cost or tasks deadlines for this work order. When the plan is approved, the
provider develops and then documents the work order. Lastly, the work order is delivered
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Figure 6.3: Business process for work orders
into the customer infrastructure.
In Figure §6.4 there is an example of status for outsourcing with different instances
of work orders. Before starting the IT outsourcing, the signed agreement #A defines
a budget of 1000 e for the outsourcing and constraints that all the requested work
orders have to be developed in a maximum of 3 days. A first work order #1 was
requested, planned (with an estimated cost of 200 e) and developed in 2 days so it is
consistent with the agreement. A second work order #2 was requested, planned (with
an estimated cost of 400 e) but development took 4 days to finish so this execution it
is violating the agreement. A third work order #3 was requested and planned (with an
estimated cost of 300 eand it is currently in development). And a fourth work order #4
has been requested but it has been planned with an estimated cost of 400 e. Although
these four work orders have not been finished, their total estimated costs sum 1200 e,
200 e over the planned budget, so the plan for the work order #4 cannot be approved.
Therefore, a decision over the execution has to be taken, as cancel or replan the work
order #4. The process could consider review estimated costs in any stage of the rest of
work orders and the real final cost should be considered when the work order process
is finished. Furthermore, when a new work order is planned, the required Deliver Date
is specified as a deadline for the delivery of the developed work order. The delivery
date is a guarantee included in each specific agreement and each one is independent of
the rest of the specific agreements. If there were a general constraint for every work
order (e.g.: the time from starting the work order to the delivery has a common limit
for every work order), it could be included in the frame agreement.
6.3 FRAME AGREEMENTS
In this section, we are going to analyse how to model the SLAs for the introduced
scenarios using the model proposed in the previous chapters for non computational
services. As in these scenarios two level of SLAs appear, we also evaluate the impact
of their relationships in the SLA lifecycle and how to address the operations related to
the different phases of the SLA lifecycle.
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Figure 6.4: Example of SLA Hierarchy for work orders
6.3.1 A conceptual model for frame agreements
The example scenario introduced in the previous section (Figure §6.4) includes a
cascade of commitments between parties which exchange a service (usually, consumer
and provider). We establish the relationship between a frame agreement (FA), and a
specific agreement (SA), in three points, that are depicted in the conceptual model in
Figure §6.6. First, the traceability between a FA and its SAs (relation between Agree-
ments). Second, a FA can include general requirements for all the service instances
(e.g.: Develop Time < 3d), so they will be included in each related SA. These are atomic
terms. And last, aggregated metrics in the FA (e.g.: Budget = 2000e) should be related
to the corresponding metric in the SA (e.g.: instance cost = 500e). In more complex sce-
narios, a specific agreement can also be frame agreement of more specific actions in its
scope. For example, the development activity could be composed of different subtasks:
(i) purchase required equipment, (ii) planned onsite implementation and (iii) later re-
mote verification; and each of these subtasks could have a more specific agreement
ruled by the SLA of the work order, which acts as its frame agreement.
Recursively, more specific agreements could describe subprocess and extend the
SLA hierarchy, as it is depicted in Figure §6.5, where three layers of SLAs are displayed.
Within the context of a frame agreement, A, such as the SLA for IT outsourcing, more
specific agreements, A1, A2 and A3, can appear, one for each kind of tasks in the IT
outsourcing: development, maintenance and IT training, and each kind of tasks can
have more specific agreements for each task instance (e.g.: a specific training period),
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Figure 6.5: SLA Hierarchy
Figure 6.6: Conceptual Model for frame agreements
A1-1, A1-2, A2-1 and A3-1.
6.3.2 Lifecycle of the agreements
Now, we review the interaction between FA and SA and the required operations
to properly manage them. As the specific agreements are related to specific service
instances in the context of the frame agreement, they are only created when the frame
agreement is already created and deployed, that is, during the fulfillment phase of the
frame agreement. The lifecycle of a specific agreement is depicted over the SLA Life-
cycle, which was introduced in Chapter §3, in the Figure §6.7. First, the creation of a
specific agreement is one of the first activities in a new service instance (e.g.: the first
activity of a work order is planning it). It is created according to the atomic inherited
guarantees from its frame agreement. After its creation is on the pending state. If there
is conformance between frame and specific agreement (e.g.: the available Budget in the
frame agreement has to be greater than the estimated cost for a work order), the spe-
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cific agreement is considered valid and it is in the Observed phase. During this phase
we observe the specific agreement fulfillment. And, finally, the executed terms have to
be evaluated not only regarding specific agreement but also with frame agreement (e.g.:
the final Cost can be higher than the estimated Cost, so the available Budget after the
work order execution would decrease). Therefore, we identify three different opera-
tions to support SA Lifecycle: (i) creation of new specific agreement based on a frame
agreement, (ii) conformance between specific and frame agreement, (iii) evaluation of
execution regarding specific and frame agreement.
6.4 OPERATIONS
In this section we are going to detail the operations defined in the previous one. A
simple example for each operation is depicted in the Figure §6.8.
6.4.1 Creation of a specific agreement
When a new service instance is created in the context of a frame agreement, a new
specific agreement has to be defined. The terms in frame agreement that impact single
service instances are inherited in the specific agreement. The Figure §6.8 (1) depicts
the creation of a new specific agreement S#1, related to the frame agreement A#1 and
which inherits the goal Develop Time < 2d.
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Figure 6.8: Examples of Operations between frame and specific agreements
As a result of this operation, a new specific agreement is created referring to a frame
agreement.
6.4.2 Conformance between frame and specific agreements
Once the specific agreement is completely defined, the conformance between the
frame and the specific agreement can be analysed, not only including inherited terms
but also other terms related to aggregated terms (e.g.: The Estimated Cost that has to
be considered for the aggregated metric Budget). We consider that a frame and specific
agreements are conform if:
• (i) In atomic guarantees that are related between specific and frame Agreement,
the former implies the latter. That is, the SLO in the specific agreement has to
be, at least, so restrictive as the SLO included in the frame agreement. For ex-
ample, as depicted in Figure §6.8 (2), if the frame agreement defines a guarantee
DevelopTime≤ 2d, the specific agreement can define a guarantee DevelopTime< 2d
or DevelopTime≤ 1d but not a guarantee DevelopTime≤ 3d.
• (ii) Regarding to aggregated SLOs, frame and specific agreement are conform if
considering the related metric values for previous specific agreements and the
current defined specific agreement, the aggregated SLO is fulfilled (e.g.: If the
frame agreement defines an SLO Budget = 1000 and two work orders have fin-
ished with a cost of 400e and 300e, respectively, a new work order that esti-
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mated a cost of 300e is not conform, as the sum of finished costs, 400e + 300e,
and the estimated one, 300e, overcomes the budget, 1000e.
A detailed description of conformance and Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs)
to solve this operation is included in our previous work [81].
This operation returns a boolean (conform or not conform) and a negative result
can determine that the specific agreement is out of the scope of the frame agreement or
it is replanned.
In Figure §6.9, we describe in detail the evolution of Budget aggregated value re-
garding specific agreements (estimated cost) and service execution (real cost).
6.4.3 Evaluation of specific instance execution
During service instances, their execution has to be monitored in order to properly
evaluate SLAs accomplishment, both its specific and frame agreement. The evalua-
tion should be addressed regardless of the conformance between specific and frame
agreement. The expected evaluation is that execution holds both specific and frame
guarantees, but it could happen that execution matches specific agreement guarantees
and does not match frame agreement guarantees. Fro example, if the frame agree-
ment defines a guarantee DevelopTime< 4days which is even constrained by the specific
agreement to DevelopTime < 2days, both agreements are conformance. But if the real
Develop Time is 3 days, the execution would be not valid in the context of the specific
agreement but it would be valid in the context of the frame agreement. Evaluating the
execution is similar to the conformance but using specific execution values (e.g. De-
velop Time = 2 days) instead of the guarantee constraints (e.g. Develop Time < 2 days).
In Figure §6.8 (3), there is an example of execution values, with DevelopTime = 20h and
Cost = 500 e. These values can be directly evaluated against the constraints in specific
and frame agreements. In the case of Develop Time, it accomplishes both guarantees
(DevelopTime < 2d in frame agreement and DevelopTime < 1d in specific agreement).
And, once the instance is finished and we have the final Cost, the Estimated Cost of
that instance is not relevant for the processing of Budget.
After evaluating the metric values together with the objective, different SLO sta-
tuses can result. If all the SLOs are fulfilled, the specific agreement is considered ter-
minated and the frame agreement would be still being observed. However, if one of the
SLOs is not fulfilled, different situations can happen. On the one side, when the real
Develop Time is 3 days, both the atomic SLO DevelopTime < 2d in frame and specific
agreement are violated. On the other side, if atomic SLO in specific agreement is more
restrictive than in frame agreement, it could happen that the atomic SLO in specific
agreement is violated and the one in the frame agreement is not. In the aggregated
metrics, the metric in the service instance is not guaranteed by the specific agreement
so the final metric value could unfulfill the aggregated SLO in frame agreement al-
though the specific agreement is fulfilled (e.g.: when the available Budget is 300eand
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of Metrics
a new work order that estimates a cost of 200e is approved. If the final cost is 400e,
the aggregated SLO would be unfulfilled). In any case, as a result of this evaluation,
a manual decision could consider that the specific agreement and the related service
instance are out of the scope of the frame agreement, so neither the specific agreement
neither the service execution has impact in the frame agreement status (e.g.: if we have
an available Budget of 300e and a new work order costs 400e, it could be considered
out of the scope, so the available Budget would still be 300e).
6.5 INTERPRETING FRAME AGREEMENTS AS SLAS FOR
BP
We propose modelling frame and specific agreements with our SLA model for BP,
introduced in Chapter §4. First, the services described can be modelled with BPs. Sec-
ond, atomic metrics and related guarantees can be defined with metrics of base mea-
sures in PPINOT. And, last, aggregated metrics can also be defined with aggregated
measures in PPINOT. Therefore, we interpret these scenarios as an SLA for Business
Processes and we formalise specific and frame agreement with our proposed model.
Then, the SLA for a single work order includes only single instance metrics and the
frame agreement both atomic guarantees for each single process instances and aggre-
gated metrics for the whole service.
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In order to address the identified lacks and support the proposed architecture, one
choice is developing an extension to our SLA management tool, Governify 1, to support
the frame and specific agreements and the operations proposed in this chapter.
Therefore, given the requirements of our scenarios, where the specific agreements
do not redefine the atomic guarantees but just instantiate the metrics, we take an in-
terpretation to use one single SLA level, that we describe in this subsection (e.g.: if the
frame agreement defines an SLO of DevelopTime < 2d, the specific agreement defines
a deadline for the development 2 days later than the start of development as a conse-
quence of the SLO in frame agreement). If we consider the frame agreement as our SLA
for BPs and a specific agreement as a single service instance that we need to monitor,
the frame agreement is described with our SLA model, and the specific agreements are
defined as the events that are monitored using the Infrastructure element in the SLA.
The guarantees and performance values of the specific agreements are stated as process
data and included in the events. With this interpretation, the applicability is simplified
as all the operations are performed over the same agreement but we have to differenti-
ate between the events related to the specific agreements and the real executed events
for the service. Therefore, the metrics should have to be described to consider both
events. We consider both creating two metrics, one for the estimated metric values and
other for the executed metrics values. An example of this interpretation is explained
and depicted in next subsection, where a frame agreement is modelled as an SLA for
BP and the specific agreements as the monitored events.
The model that we introduced in Chapter §4 only lacks of the expressiveness to ex-
plicitly relate the frame and specific agreements and describe the relationship between
terms from frame and specific agreements (e.g.: the relation between the atomic guar-
antee Develop Time < 2d in the frame agreement and the corresponding in the specific
agreement, or the relation between aggregated metric, Budget, in the frame agreement
and the related metrics, Estimated Cost or Final Cost, in the specific agreement).
6.5.1 Materialising the operations
The implementation the aforementioned operations using our interpretation would
have the following schema, which is depicted in the Figure §6.10 for our example. First,
the frame agreement defines the aggregated metrics as the aggregation of two different
atomic metrics: a metric in the specific agreement and a metric for the execution value
together with atomic ones (e.g. Develop Time in the Figure §6.10). Then, when a new
service instance is created with a new specific agreement, a new event is created with
the related data for the atomic metric in the frame SLA, which are inherited. Then,
when the work order is planned the specific atomic metrics are defined in a new Event
and the conformance between frame and specific agreement is evaluated as monitoring
the execution. When the work order finishes, the real value substitutes the estimated
one. The conformance and evaluation of execution are performed similar, checking
1http://governify.io
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Figure 6.10: Operative with one single document
that the monitored values of both, execution and estimated event, accomplishes the
aggregated SLO in the frame agreement.
In the example in the Figure §6.10, a Work Order has a Develop Time, which (in
order to simplify the explanation) is the total time since the Work Order starts until it
finishes, an Estimated Cost, which is the planned cost of the Work Order at its begin-
ning in order to manage resources, and a final Cost, which is the real Cost when the
Work Order has been performed. As it is depicted in the Figure §6.10, the frame agree-
ment limits the Develop Time of all the Work Orders to 2 days, which is an atomic SLO
and the total Budget for all the Work Orders to 2000e, which is an aggregated SLO,
defined as the sum of Estimated Cost and Cost. In the Figure §6.10 (1), a new Work
Order is request, and as it inherits the atomic SLO of 2 days for Develop Time, a new
event is created for this Work Order, where the expected Deadline for this new Work
Order #2 is 2 days after the start of the Work Order. In the Figure §6.10 (2), the Work
Order is planned with an Estimated Cost of 400eand a new event is created. The con-
formance between the Work Order is checked with the aggregated SLO, Budget, using
also the Cost from previous Work Orders. The evaluation at the end of the Work Order
is performed similarly, creating a new event and using the final Cost of Work Order #2
instead of the Estimated Cost.
The frame agreement is listed in the Appendices, Section §C.3, together with the
related metric computers.
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6.6 RELATED WORK
There are a number of proposals related to the creation and evaluation of services
in domains like transport & logistics or IT Maintenance. However, as far as we know,
none of the evaluate the existence of multiple levels of agreements. First, in our pre-
vious work, [81], we presented an analytic model to evaluate these multiple levels of
agreements, providing a definition and implementation of the conformance between
frame and specific agreements based on CSP. Then, in [115], Cassales et al. , extended
this proposal to provide an SLA Management Framework for Transport and Logistics
Services.
In the past years, there is an increasing amount of research efforts specifically try-
ing to bring into the transport & logistics domain technical solutions based on Service
Oriented Computing [199], [13]. Nevertheless, when it comes to SLAs management
there is a limited amount of work.
The work proposed by Zhu and Fung [200], for instance, define incentive con-
tracts based on principal-agent theory to provide solutions for cooperative relation-
ships among different partners in 4PL business. Another example is the work intro-
duced by Bing and Zhongying [16]. They define in mathematical terms the parame-
ters of a contract in transport & logistics collaborative business process. The solution
of Augenstein et al. [8] introduces a platform based on service-oriented approach for
managing contracts on 4PL business . The proposed solution itself is mainly focused
on coordinating the business process conducted among these different partners. Nev-
ertheless, none of the aforementioned solutions focus on the relationships among the
SLAs from different scopes. The work proposed by Leitner et al. [105] aims at pre-
dicting SLA violations in business process. The authors consider two types of SLOs:
instance-level, associated with each instance of a business process in isolation; and ag-
gregated, representing the execution of several instances of the same type of business
process. The violation prediction of aggregated SLOs is performed on values at the
same SLA level, i.e., the same type of document describing the SLOs of a business
process. In our case, in contrast, we need to aggregate information in the same level,
but compare this information to a different level of SLA document. Goel et al. [74] use
temporal logics of safety (DSF - Deterministic Safety Formula) to formalize the SLOs
and model checking to support the monitoring conformance of SLAs. Their solution is
able to detect and present to the user the occurrence of violations of the specified SLA.
The aforementioned approaches do not deal with the validity between frame and spe-
cific agreements and they have limited support for expressing aggregate information
in SLOs.
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6.7 SUMMARY
In this dissertation, a proposal to manage frame and specific agreements in non
computational scenarios such as IT Development or Transport & Logistics outsourc-
ing has been introduced using our computational techniques for managing Business
Process as a Service from the previous chapters. This proposal, together iAgree specifi-
cation, require extending tooling with enhanced models to support creation of specific
Agreements based on frame agreements and integrating them in an analysis tool. This
proposal supports the creation of specific agreements within frame agreement scope
and the evaluation of their conformance and their execution. These SLA hierarchies
appear naturally in other non computational scenarios so this enriched model can be
the basis to solve other two-level (or even more level) SLA scenarios. We have ad-
dressed these scenarios with our proposed models from previous chapters but it could
hinder the proposal of more complex hierarchies where guarantees in different layers
are defined with predicates.
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Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We have only today. Let us begin.
Mother Teresa (1910-1997),
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
As a main result of this dissertation, we have shown that non computational ser-
vices can benefit using models and techniques from computational services, [60, 122,
153], to support their management.
The research effort was aimed by the following four research questions:
Research question 1. How can we model a SLA for different domains supporting its
automatic management?
Research question 2. How can we model the relationships between frame and specific
SLAs together with the relationships that appear between their terms and goals?
Research question 3. How can we automatically configure and adapt the underlying
information systems based on the SLA for non-computational services?
Research question 4. How can we automate the monitoring of SLAs and their guar-
antees for non-computational services?
And these questions have been address with different proposals.
First, as proposal for Research Question 1, we provide an SLA model based on iA-
gree to describe different non-computational scenarios, including: (i) the description
of service operative based on Business Process Modelling Notation (bpmn), (ii) perfor-
mance metrics with a specific DSL for BPMN, PPINOT, (iii) the definition of guarantees
together compensation functions based on these metrics, and (iv) configuration of pro-
cesses to adapt them to different parties. Furthermore, we extend the SLA model to
relate different SLAs and terms in different service scopes, enabling the description of
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multilayer SLAs where one SLA for a long term service can be refined for each service
instance or more specific tasks and designing the operations related to (i) creation of
Specific SLAs based on a Frame SLA, (ii) conformance analysis between Frame and
Specific SLA. With these proposal, we address the Research Question 2.
Then, we provide a catalogue of analysis operations related to the deployment and
fulfillment phases in the SLA Lifecycle. At this regarding, we design the operations
related to (i) SLA monitoring and accomplishment evaluation, which addresses the
Research Question 3 and (ii) service configuration and adaptation based on the SLA
terms, addressing the Research Question 4.
And, lastly, in order to validate all the contributions, we provide a reference ar-
chitecture as extensions of existing PAISs. Specifically, we propose: (i) A monitoring
component which does not depend on the process execution system and it can be con-
figured to existing endpoints to retrieve performance information or process a log sys-
tem together the language PPINOT, to compute the performance indicators based on
events, (ii) An architecture to manage the process models and handle service execu-
tion driven by their SLAs as extension of an existing BPMS, i.e. a PAIS which explicitly
handles BPMN documents.
This dissertation has been applied to over 20 SLAs of non-computational services
and over 300 KPIs and guarantees to validate our proposal.
7.2 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
Some of the research results (total or partial) of this thesis can be applied to other
domains to solve similar or different problems. Specifically:
• The modelling of real SLAs together monitoring component can be integrated as
part of existing enterprise systems to improve existing ad-hoc monitoring com-
ponents which have long development cycles since the SLA are signed until the
monitoring component are operative (~months) and hinders the monitoring of
SLAs for short term changes.
• In traditional services where analysis of the SLA accomplishments are performed
after long term SLAs have terminated. In the case of transport & logistics service,
this means where the number of specific agreements to be checked by a large
company could reach up to 100,000 documents per month, the automated evalu-
ation of SLA accomplishment can leverage in the analysis costs .
• In addition, the formalisation of SLAs together the analysis of their validity with
the conformance operation between Frame and Specific Agreements or the eval-
uation of compensations functions, improve the design and correctness of SLAs
which is a tedious and error-prone task. The errors in the definition of metrics
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or compensations can introduce uncertain behaviours that could appear without
being detected.
In summary, we can affirm that, although computational and non-computational
services differ in operative, the SLA structure for them is similar. SLAs for both kind
of services have to include the context where the SLA is applied, such as the involved
parties in the service (usually consumer and provider, but other parties can appear),
the service operative or references to related services. Also, the levels of performance
guaranteed by each party, which are expressed with measurable properties, i.e. met-
rics, and expected goals in the form of Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Guarantees
usually include compensations rules in case of underfulfilling the SLOs to enforce their
accomplishment. Therefore, computational techniques can be applied to different non-
computational scenarios to improve their lifecycle.
7.3 LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
Despite our proposed validation techniques have proved to be useful in many real-
world SLAs, it still has some limitations that can focus our further research. Thus, we
plan to extend our model so that it covers all different real-world SLAs we have found.
We next present the main limitations and possible extensions identified for the re-
search work presented in this dissertation.
• Tool support. The contributions presented in this dissertation have been im-
plemented into Governify ecosystem, supporting the definition and automated
monitoring of SLAs. Nevertheless, other contributions of this thesis are not inte-
grated in the ecosystem. That is the case of the adaptation of BPs based on SLAs,
which is developed as an extension of a BPMS.
Extension: Extend Governify with the aforementioned features.
• Configurable SLAs. In the chapter §5, we introduced the need to provide a lan-
guage to configure BPs driven by SLAs and provided a simple mechanism for
the current scenario. However, in current research context, there are a number
of efforts related to provide different complex approaches to the configuring and
adaptation of BPs.
Extension: Apply configurable BPs techniques to our SLA model, so more com-
plex adaptation scenarios can be modelled.
• Resources Management. In the chapter §5, we propose to take advantage of man-
aging related processes instances to optimize the management of their resources.
Nevertheless, we did not provide any specific technique.
Extension: Apply techniques for the management of computational and human
resources to optimize the performance of BPs driven by SLA.
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• Abstract Process and Executable Process. In the chapter §5, we introduced the
need to configure BPs driven by SLAs for different parties. In real scenarios, the
processes which are executed include private details and differ from the public
agreed processes. However, some scenarios, such as auditing betting products,
requires that the executed processes are exactly or at least compliant with the
published processes.
Extension: Design and implement a compliant operation between private exe-
cutable processes and public abstract processes regarding their SLA.
• SLA Hierarchy. We have proposed a materialisation of the SLA Hierarchy with a
single level of SLAs and their monitoring. However, this proposal makes that the
inherited terms from the Frame SLA have the form of assignation in the Specific
SLA (e.g.: If the Frame SLA defines an SLO Transit Time < 25 days, it appears as
Transit Time = 25 days or smaller value in the Specific SLA) but we do not support
the definition and checking of a hierarchy of predicates (e.g.: Transit Time < 25
days in the Frame SLA and Transit Time < 15 days in the Specific SLA).
Extension: Extend SLA Model to support a complete SLA Hierarchy which pro-
vides related constraints in SLAs at different levels.
Apart from addressing the identified limitations, there are two lines of future work.
On the one hand, we want to build an SLA–aware PAIS that uses these models to im-
prove the automation of certain tasks related to both the SLAs and their fulfillment.
To this end, we plan to take advantage of the application of new computation tech-
niques such as machine learning for the analysis of these measures so more intelligent
information can be provided and the decision making to accomplish SLAs can be auto-
mated. First, these techniques can provide the identification of factors with big impact
in the performance, either positive, increasing efficiency, either negative, creating bot-
tle necks. Finding such factors can support the evaluation of the correctness of the KPI
goals and compensations described in the SLA. And, second, the current performance
displayed in the dashboards is analysed by business domain users to make decisions to
lead to improve performance (saving resources, increasing outcomes, etc...). However,
because the number of KPIs included in an SLA and the complexity of them, including
the management of human resources or multiple and heterogeneous devices (as Inter-
net of Things devices), this interpretation is too complex to be manually done. There-
fore, machine learning techniques can provide performance prediction and decision
making support which can no be performed with the current monitoring technique.
Regarding the model expressiveness, the model presented in this dissertation was
designed to allow the definition of the analysed scenarios. As we apply the model
to each new scenario, new requirements had to be considered that were not support
by initial versions (exceptions like local calendars, or standard languages to define
human assignment plans). However, based on the knowledge acquired in this context
in our research group, we think that the definition of new scenarios can benefit from
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the current techniques proposed in this dissertation so we plan the application of this
dissertation to new domains apart from the IT Development and Transport & Logistics.
On the other hand, we want to include additional information in SLAs to cover
not only performance guarantees, but other aspects that are relevant for the customer
such as compliance or audit–related issues [4]. In some scenarios, this information is
covered as part of the guarantees as violation actions. However, in our dissertation we
just focus on the compensation functions. At this regard, we plan the analysis of the
different legal aspects and how they can be formalised in the SLA for their processing.
7.4 SUMMARY
As a last summary and conclusion of this dissertation, we might affirm that we
have set the basis of the automated management of non-computational services. We
have extended iAgree as modelling language and Governify for the support of dif-
ferent proposed operations. We have left the prediction and decision taking analysis,
such as resources management on runtime, out of the scope of the analysis included in
this dissertation. We propose the further research to enhance this drawback and other
potential enhancements of the proposals included in the Phd.
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Never mistake activity for achievement
John Wooden (1910-2010),
A.1 INTRODUCTION
During the last years, the use of Service Level Agreements (SLA) to describe the
rights and obligations of parties involved in service provisioning (typically the ser-
vice consumer and the service provider) is on the rise. Amongst other information,
SLAs have associated a set of service metrics on which some Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) can be guaranteed to either the consumer or the provider; additionally, SLAs
usually define compensations as a consequence of under or overfulfilling their SLOs
(i.e. penalties or rewards). By means of these guarantees [6], one party (herein after the
guarantor) guarantees to another party (herein after the beneficiary) the fulfillment of a
Service Level Objective (SLO). For instance, Amazon as provider of its Elastic Com-
pute Cloud Service (AWS EC2) has a term that guarantees its consumers an SLO such
that availability >= 99.95%1. In addition, in real-world SLAs, guarantee terms typi-
cally have associated one or more compensations that represent the consequences of
underfulfilling (penalties) or overfulfilling (rewards) the SLO. For instance, Amazon is
penalised with a 10% in service credits if the availability of AWS EC2 drops below
99.95%. In a previous work we coined the concept of Compensable SLAs [128] to refer
to SLAs that include at least a compensation action, either a penalty or a reward.
Given the potential economic impact of compensations, it is of the utmost impor-
tance to validate that they are well defined in order to avoid undesirable consequences,
specially if the action derived from the compensation is automated. For instance, while
defining compensations is desirable to set a limit for the maximum compensation that
can be applied if the SLO is not fulfilled. Amazon does so by establishing that they
compensate consumers of the Elastic Cloud service (AWS EC2) up to a limit of the 30%
of the EC2 monthly billing. Such a limit helps to avoid mistakes like an automated
1http://aws.amazon.com/es/ec2/sla/
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penalty without a limit that was discarded in 2005 by the UK Royal Mail company
after causing a loss of 280 millions in one year and a half2.
However, despite the importance of checking the validity of compensations, it has
not been dealt with by current research proposals that use some form of compensation
in their SLAs [65, 106, 112, 119, 197]. Instead, they mostly focus on the optimisations
of service costs by finding a trade-off between compensation and operation costs or
on the automation of several parts of compensation management. As a matter of fact,
this focus on automation makes it even more relevant the need to ensure that com-
pensations are validated beforehand because they can be used to guide several aspects
during the service lifecycle such as the elasticity [130], cost [71] or offerings [66].
We aim at answering the question “How can compensations be automatically vali-
dated?” To this end, we build on the compensable SLA model proposed in [128] to
propose an automated technique to validate compensable SLAs. Furthermore, we also
present a tooling support that implements our validation technique. Our proposal
has been validated by modelling and analysing the compensations of 24 SLAs of real-
world scenarios including 319 guarantee terms. As a result, our technique has proven
to be useful for detecting mistakes that are typically derived not only from the manual
specification of SLAs in natural language, but also from the complex nature of com-
pensation definitions.
A.2 RUNNING EXAMPLES
Two of compensable SLAs found in real world scenarios are introduced as run-
ning examples. These two scenarios are a computing service and a human-driven IT
support service[61].
A.2.1 AWS EC2 SLA
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a service catalogue that has boosted the idea of
cloud computing in the industry. Amongst the services offered by AWS, the Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) represents a widely used Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The
aim of EC2 is to provide a scalable infrastructure to organizations that either have
variable needs or need to grow seamlessly without the investment for an internal data
center. In this context, the reliability of a virtualized infrastructure represents a key
point for IaaS consumers in order to choose a service like AWS EC2.
As a consequence, Amazon has published an SLA for EC23 that guarantees the
availability of the virtual resources requested by means of the Monthly Uptime Per-
centage (MUP) service metric. Specifically, the SLA defines a term that guarantees the
2Page 3 in http://goo.gl/o7gw6B
3Available at http://aws.amazon.com/es/ec2/sla/
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Figure A.1: Example AWS EC2: Penalties for Amazon as provider.
following SLO: MUP≥ 99.95%. The consequences of not meeting the SLO is defined in
two levels: in case the MUP drops below 99.95% and in case the MUP drops below 99%
percent. Figure §A.1 depicts the penalty function [106] of this scenario that is defined
as a percentage of discount in the next billing cycle (Service Credit Percentage or SCP).
In this scenario Amazon is not rewarded under any circumstance. Note that in Figure
§A.1 a dark point denotes the inclusion of the service metric value in the interval and
a gray point means the value exclusion.
A.2.2 GNWT SLA
The Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) of Canada outsources the IT
support. Specifically, the demanded services include issues related to: reporting, user
support, problem correction, application enhancement, process and application im-
provement, and other services. They provide a template for establishing an SLA with
an external vendor that provides the mentioned kind of IT support with the desired
service levels and penalties and rewards for the parties[30].
Four examples of terms with at least a penalty or a reward have been extracted
from its SLA template4. In the example GNWT-1 included in Figure §A.2 the GNWT
demands the delivery of quarterly reports. The government must receive such reports
not less than five days before scheduled review meetings under a penalty of 5% of
monthly invoice for the IT support provider.
The example GNWT-2 of Figure §A.2 depicts specific times for different milestones
that take place in the resolution of problems that have made a critical application
4Available at https://goo.gl/m0duhI
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Example GNWT-4
Example GNWT-3
Example GNWT-2
Example GNWT-1
Type Measurement Penalty
Quarterly Status 
Report
Delivered at quarterly intervals and not less than five 
business days before scheduled review meeting
5% of monthly 
invoice
Severity 
Code
Initial
Response
Estimation 
Response
Subsequent 
Responses Resolution
1 15 minutes 2 hours Every 30 min. 4 hours
Type Measurement Reward Penalty
Severity 1 Resolution
All Severity 1 problems are resolved 
in less than 2 hours.
10% of 
monthly fees 
NA
One or more Severity 1 problems are 
resolved in over 4 hours.
NA 10% of monthly 
fees
Type Measurement Reward Penalty
Maximum Problem Aging No problem is older than 60 days. 5% of monthly fees NA
Type Measurement Reward* Penalty
Project Delivery
Total elapsed days until delivery is 
more than 20% greater than 
planned.
NA 10% of the 
amount invoiced 
for the project.
Total elapsed days until delivery is 
20% less than planned.
5% of the 
amount invoiced 
for the project.
NA
Figure A.2: Compensation actions extracted from the SLA of GNWT.
function unusable or unavailable and no workaround exists (severity 1 code). Specifi-
cally, an initial response should be received within 15 minutes, an estimation response
should be ready in 2 hours, subsequent responses are expected every 30 minutes, and
the problem must be resolved within 4 hours. In this case, a reward for the provider
applies if all problems are resolved in less than 2 hours, and a penalty for the provider
applies if any of them is resolved in more than 4 hours. An additional clause reward-
ing than no problem is older than 60 days is included as example GNWT-3 of Figure
§A.2. A term like GNWT-2 that includes both penalties and rewards is called by us
as full-compensated term. If the term just includes either a penalty, like GNWT-1, or a
reward, like GNWT-3, we call it a half-compensated term.
Finally, the GNWT SLA also includes a term that relates the scheduled project de-
livery to the real project delivery that is shown in example GNWT-4 of Figure §A.2.
This term includes a penalty for the provider if the elapsed days until delivery is more
than 20% greater than planned but also a reward for the provider if the elapsed days
until delivery is 20% less than planned. Note that, if this latter sentence is taken liter-
ally, the reward could not make sense because it would apply if the delivery is exactly
20% less than planned and not if its less than that, e.g., 40% less. Such a problem would
be solved with the automated validation proposed in Section §A.5.
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A.3 COMPENSATION FUNCTIONS
Compensation functions are defined over service metrics, or simply metrics that
associate two types of compensations depending on the subject and recipient of the
compensations: on the one hand, a penalty represents a compensation from the guar-
antor to the beneficiary and, on the other hand, a reward represents a compensation
from the beneficiary to the guarantor. In this section we formalise the concept of com-
pensation function in order to analyse some interesting properties that would support
their automated validation.
A.3.1 Core Definitions
Definition A.1 - Metric Values.
Let m be a metric of the service, the set of all possible values of m is defined as follows: Mm =
{v1, ...,vn}.
In the examples of Section §A.2 we find several metrics such as MUP, interven-
tions, and urgent interventions, with the following bounded set of metric values Mm =
{0, ...,100}; and others with an infinite set of metric values such as resolution hours, or
elapsed days Mm = {0, ...,∞}.
Definition A.2 - Utility Function.
Let m be a metric; an Utility Function for m can be denoted as Um, and defined as a function
from Mm to R that associates an utility to each of the values; i.e. it defines which metric values
in Mm are more interesting for a given party.
For instance, Figure §A.3 includes two utility functions in §A.3(a)-(b) for the reso-
lution hours metric of GNWT-2 example (described in Figure §A.2); an utility function
for availability warranty from Amazon EC2 in §A.3(c); and an utility function for daily
hours of high availability, which aims at optimizing different customer goals, such as
a common office time of 8 hours per day of high availability, or fully 24 hours per day
of high availability, which are the two peeks in function §A.3(d)5. As shown in the
Figure, the parties may define different kinds of utility functions such as decreasing,
increasing, constant, or non-monotonic. Utility functions do not appear explicitly in
the SLAs because the value each party gives to a service metric is part of their pri-
vate information and they are usually not willing to share this information with other
parties.
5Example called "horizontal demand" in [10]
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Figure A.3: Different kinds of utility functions
Definition A.3 - Utility Precedence.
Let v1 and v2 be values of the metric values set Mm of a metric m, and Um an utility function
defined on the same metric; a precedence relation called utility precedence is defined on Mm by
Um. Thus, we denote that v1 is less interesting than v2 by v1 ≺ v2 when Um(v1) < Um(v2).
For instance, the example of Figure §A.3(a) may represent the utility of the benefi-
ciary of GNWT-2. In the utility precedence defined for such utility function, the higher
value of resolution hours, the less interesting it is for the beneficiary (e.g. 4≺ 2). On the
other hand, the example of Figure §A.3(b) may represent the utility of the guarantor in
the same scenario. In this case, the utility precedence defined for such a utility function
establishes that a lower value of resolution hours is less interesting for the guarantor
(e.g. 2≺ 4).
Definition A.4 - Compensation Function.
Let m be a metric; a Compensation Function for m can be denoted as Cm, and defined as a
function from Mm toR that associates a compensation to each of the values. Similarly to utility
functions, the compensation functions can be either decreasing, or increasing, or constant, or
non-monotonic.
As a normalised convention that is aligned with related work [106, 142] we establish
a positive compensation as penalties (that should be compensated from the guarantor
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to the beneficiary) and negative compensations as rewards (i.e. beneficiary should
compensate guarantor).
Figure §A.4 shows an example of increasing compensation function taken from
the full-compensated example GNWT-2. The function denotes: (1) a reward for the
guarantor if problems are solved in less than 2 hours; (2) no compensation applies in
problems which are solved between 2 and 4 hours, inclusive, and (3) a penalty for the
guarantor if the problems are solved in more than 4 hours. Another example is de-
picted in Figure §A.1. In this case, the compensation function does not take negative
values, which means that only penalties are applied.
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Figure A.4: Compensation function of GNWT-2 (CResolutionHours).
Definition A.5 - Compensation Regions.
Let Cm be a compensation function of a given metric m; up to three compensation regions can
be defined by such compensation function, namely: penalized, rewarded, and neutral.
Penalized(Cm) = {vi ∈Mm | Cm(vi) > 0}
Neutral(Cm) = {vi ∈Mm | Cm(vi) = 0}
Rewarded(Cm) = {vi ∈Mm | Cm(vi) < 0}
Figure §A.5 shows these three potential subsets. Thus, ∀vi < a in Figure §A.5 vi is a
rewarded value. ∀vi > b in Figure §A.5, vi is a penalized value. And ∀vi | a≤ vi ≤ b in
Figure §A.5, vi is a neutral value.
A.3.2 Validity of Compensation Functions
We consider a compensation function is valid if it fulfills two conditions.
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a b
Rewarded Neutral Penalised
Service Property0
Figure A.5: A generic example of increasing compensation function
1. It is consistent with the utility function of the party to whom the guarantee is
provided, i.e., the beneficiary.
2. It is saturated, i.e., it sets a limit for the maximum compensation (penalty or re-
ward) that can be applied.
Next, we formalise these concepts using the definitions presented in the previous
section.
Property 1 (ConsistentUCF). Let m be a metric and let U be the utility function defined for m by
the beneficiary, a compensation function Cm for m is said to be consistent if the compensation
for a less interesting value of the metric is greater or equal than the compensation for a more
interesting value, according to the utility precedence defined by the utility function U.
ConsistentUCF(Cm)⇔ ∀v1,v2 ∈Mm · v1  v2⇒
⇒ Cm(v1) ≥ Cm(v2)
Let us analyse the consistency of the compensation functions of AWS EC2 and
GNWT-4 examples if the beneficiary establishes in both cases that the higher the metric
value, the more interesting, i.e., the utility functions UMUP and UElapsedDays are mono-
tonically increasing. In the AWS EC2 example, the decreasing CMUP depicted in Fig-
ure §A.1 is consistent with the monotonically increasing UMUP. However, the non-
monotonically increasing CElapsedDays depicted in Figure §A.6 is not consistent with the
UElapsedDays in the GNWT-4 example because a 60% of elapsed days is a less interesting
value than 80%, but its compensation is higher.
Property 2 (Saturated). Let m be a metric, a compensation function Cm for metric m is said to
be saturated with respect to a threshold τ = (τmin,τmax), where τmin,τmax ∈R, if the threshold
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delimits the higher compensation, either penalty or reward.
SaturatedτCF(Cm)⇔ ∀vi ∈Mm,
Cm(vi) ≤ τmax∧
∧ Cm(vi) ≥ τmin
This property prevents the definition of unbounded compensations as a boundary
is defined by a threshold τ. One may think that it would be enough to check that
compensations do not grow infinitely. In practice, however, this is often not enough
because, although bounded, it does not guarantee that the compensation is reasonable
according to the problem domain. For instance, a compensation that grows linearly
with the number of minutes of unavailability in a month is bounded because the num-
ber of minutes in a month is finite. However, in practical terms, such a compensation
may be unreasonable for the provider. Therefore, we define the threshold as a way to
set a reasonable boundary in a domain-specific manner.
Based on the previous properties we can formalise the validity of a compensation
function as follows:
Property 3 (ValidU,τCF ). Let m be a metric, let U be an utility function defined for m by the
beneficiary, and let τ be a threshold for m, a compensation function Cm for metric m is said to
be valid, if it is consistent according to U and saturated with respect to τ.
ValidU,τCF (Cm)⇔ ConsistentUCF(Cm)∧
∧ SaturatedτCF(Cm)
According to this definition, the compensation functions of Figures §A.1 and §A.4
are valid. On the contrary, the compensation function of GNWT-4 example, depicted
in Figure §A.6, is not consistent and therefore, not valid.
A.4 COMPENSABLE SLA
As discussed in the introduction, a guarantee is a term of an SLA that guarantees
a certain SLO to a beneficiary (e.g. Response Time < 100ms or Monthly Uptime Percent-
age ≥ 99.95%). Following the terminology introduced by [128] we call a compensable
guarantee to any guarantee term that also includes the concept of penalties and re-
wards to compensate the underfulfillment or overfulfillment of the SLO, respectively.
By extension, we call compensable SLA to the type of SLA that includes at least one
compensable guarantee. Next, we formalise these concepts and introduce a set of prop-
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Figure A.6: Example of Inconsistent Compensation function of GNWT-4 (CElapsedDays).
erties to analyse the validity of compensable guarantees.
A.4.1 Core Definitions
Definition A.6 - Service Level Objective.
Let m be a service metric, SLOm is a Service Level Objective if it represents a predicate over m.
Examples of valid SLOs include Response Time < 100ms or MUP ≥ 99.95%.
Definition A.7 - Fulfillment Regions.
Let SLOm be a service level objective over the service metric m; SLOm delimits two regions over
the values of m, namely fulfilled and unfulfilled.
Fulfilled(SLOm) = {vi ∈Mm | SLOm(vi)}
Unfulfilled(SLOm) = {vi ∈Mm | ¬SLOm(vi)}
Definition A.8 - Compensable Guarantee.
Let m be a service metric, a compensable guarantee CGm defined over m is a tuple (SLOm,Cm),
where SLOm is a service level objective and Cm is a compensation function, that are defined
over the same service metric m. With CGm.SLO we refer to the SLO of CGm; and with CGm.C
we refer to the compensation function of CGm.
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Figure A.7: A generic example of compensable guarantee showing the fulfillment and
compensable regions.
Figure §A.7 shows a typical compensation function that depicts the relationships
between the fulfillment regions delimited by the SLO and the compensation regions
defined by the compensation function (c.f. Section §A.3.1). Moreover, as shown in this
Figure, it is important to highlight that fulfillment regions are not necessarily coupled
with compensation regions. Specifically, the Figure exemplifies a case in which metric
values between t and b are unfulfilled but not penalized, and similarly metric values
between a and t are fulfilled but not rewarded.
A.4.2 Validity of Compensable Guarantees
We consider a compensable guarantee is valid if it fulfills two conditions: its com-
pensation function is valid according to Property 3; and its SLO and compensation
function are consistent according to the following Property. Property 4 (Consistent). A
compensable guarantee CGm is said to be consistent if the fulfillment regions are coherent with
compensation regions, i.e. if there is no unfulfilled value that is rewarded, there is no fulfilled
value that is penalized, and there is at least one fulfilled value that is neutral.
ConsistentCG(CGm)⇔ Unfulfilled(CGm.SLO)
∩Rewarded(CGm.C) =∅
∧Fulfilled(CGm.SLO) ∩ Penalized(CGm.C) =∅
∧Fulfilled(CGm.SLO) ∩Neutral(CGm.C) ,∅
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Based on Properties 3 and 4 we can formalise the validity of a compensable guar-
antee as follows:
Property 5 (ValidU,τCG ). Let m be a metric, let U be an utility function defined for m by the
beneficiary, and let τ be a threshold for m, a compensable guarantee CGm is said to be valid if its
SLO and compensation function are consistent and it contains a valid compensation function
according to a threshold and the utility function of the beneficiary.
ValidU,τCG (CGm)⇔ ConsistentCG(CGm)
∧ValidU,τCF (CGm.C)
A.5 MATERIALISING THE VALIDITY CHECKING
The first requirement to materialise the validity checking of compensable SLAs is
to establish a specification language for the compensable SLAs themselves (cf. Section
§A.5.1). Next, we discuss some extensions that facilitate the validity checking in case
of missing information (cf. Section §A.5.2). Then, we propose a technique based on
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) to automate the checking (cf. Section §A.5.3).
A.5.1 iAgree as Specification Language
The previously defined validity properties for compensable SLAs deal with several
SLA elements, namely: service metrics (Mm), compensable guarantees (CG), service
level objectives (SLOs), and compensation functions (C). Thus, in order to provide an
automated validation technique we must use a specification language for the SLAs
supporting the aforementioned SLA elements. Given such requirement, we propose a
notation to specify compensations within iAgree [122, 126], a WS–Agreement-based [6]
language with precise semantics.
Figure §A.8 depicts an excerpt of the GNWT SLA in iAgree notation including the
GNWT-4 compensable guarantee. Specifically, an iAgree SLA includes two types of
elements, namely: a context and a set of terms. The context specifies who the consumer
and provider are and defines schemas that specify the domain and unit for the com-
pensations used in the SLA (we refer to the compensation value as c in the following
sections; c.f. InvoicePercentage in the example). The terms are divided into metrics and
guarantees. Metrics are specified by means of their schemas, which define their values
(Mm; c.f. elpasedDaysPercent in the example). Therefore, schemas can be seen as a func-
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GNWT_SLA:
. . .
context :
provider : Provider
consumer : Northwest T e r r i t o r i e s Government
v a l i d i t y :
i n i t i a l : ’2016−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
d e f i n i t i o n s :
schemas :
Invo icePercent : //compensation value " c "
d e s c r i p t i o n : Percent a f f e c t i n g next monthly b i l l
type : i n t e g e r ; uni t : ’% ’
minimum : −100; maximum : 100
terms :
metrics : // s e r v i c e p r o p e r t i e s d e f i n i t i o n s
elapsedDaysPercent : //metr ic name "m"
schema :
d e s c r i p t i o n : elapsed days u n t i l d e l i ve r y (%)
type : i n t e g e r ; uni t : ’% ’
minimum : −200; maximum : 200
guarantees :
id : GNWT−4
of :
o b j e c t i v e : elapsedDaysPercent < 120 //SLOm
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
i n i t i a l : ’2016−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
pena l t i e s :
over : InvoicePercent :
of :
value : ’10 ’ //Pc [ 1 ] . value
condi t ion : elapsedDaysPercent >=120//Pm[ 1 ] . cond
rewards :
over : InvoicePercent :
of :
value : ’−5 ’ //Rc [ 1 ] . value
condi t ion : elapsedDaysPercent ==80 //Rm[ 1 ] . cond
Figure A.8: GNWT-4 compensable guarantee term in iAgree syntax.
tion that returns the domain of either metrics or compensation defined as schema(m)
= domain(m) and schema(c) = domain(c), respectively. Guarantees include both: (i) the
SLO defined on a service metric (SLOm; c.f. elapsedDaysPercent < 120 in the example),
and (ii) the Compensation Function (Cm). Following the WS–Agreement specification,
Cm is defined by specifying penalties and rewards separately. Neutral values are not
explicitly specified and include those that are not part of any penalty or reward. For
each penalty and reward, the compensation domain is defined by means of element
over. The definition of the penalty (or reward) part of the compensation function is
done as a piecewise function through a set of (value,condition) pairs (we refer to it as
(Pc[i].value,Pm[i].cond) for penalties and (Rc[i].value,Rm[i].cond) for rewards, in the fol-
lowing sections; e.g. (′10′, elapsedDaysPercent ≥ 120) in the penalty of the example).
According to our definition of Cm, both penalty and reward are defined over the same
schema. It is important to highlight that, based on the analysis of SLAs in the industry
(c.f. Section §A.6), the usage of piecewise functions proves to be sufficiently expressive
to model a wide range of compensations functions in real-world scenarios.
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A.5.2 Inferring the utility function and the saturation limit
The consistency checking of a compensation function requires knowing besides the
compensation function of each compensable guarantee, both, (i) the utility function of
the beneficiary for each metric; and (ii) the threshold for the saturation property. These
elements are not usually public, and hence, they do not appear in the SLA. Therefore,
they must be provided by service domain experts during the validity checking. How-
ever, although the utility function is not explicitly described in the SLA, its structure
can be roughly estimated from the SLO so that it eliminates the need for providing
the utility function in simple cases. This is useful to avoid having to define the utility
function for the most simple cases.
After analysing up to 24 SLAs, 95% of their 319 compensable guarantees include
simple SLOs in the form of metric > target value or metric < target value. Therefore,
the intuitive related utility can be described as a monotone linear function directly
proportional (a greater value of the metric is more useful) or reverse proportional (a
lower metric value is more useful) to metric values, respectively. For instance, in the
SLO: Availability ≥ 99, the utility function can be described as UAvailability(x) = x, and
in the SLO elapsedDaysPercent ≤ 120 (c.f. SLO of Figure §A.8), the utility function can
be described as UelapsedDaysPercent(x) = −x. Therefore, to avoid manual modelling, we
apply this simple automatic criteria to define the utility function in our tooling. Of
course, this approach is not valid when there is no explicit SLO, the SLO is specified
as an equation instead of an inequation, or the SLO is more complex, but it covers the
95% percent of modelled agreements. In cases where the SLO is defined as an equation
(e.g. UnavailableMinutes == 0), we transform it, with no side-effects in validation,
to the SLO UnavailableMinutes <= 0, that allows to infer a proper utility function for
the metric.
Regarding the saturation property, there are different situations where the maxi-
mum (τmax) and the minimum (τmin) values are defined in the SLA. In some cases, as
in Figure §A.8, compensation is defined through constant values so the maximum and
minimum possible values are in fact saturation thresholds.
In cases where there are no explicit thresholds in the SLA and they are not included
in analysis, the default approach is using the domain of the compensation variable as
threshold. If the compensation can reach maximum or minimum domain value, it is
not saturated.
A.5.3 Solving Technique
The SLO and compensation expressions are commonly specified by means of con-
straints or functions of their related service metrics. Thus, a quite straightforward way
to interpret the checking of the introduced properties (c.f. sections §A.3 and §A.4) is in
terms of constraints satisfaction problems (CSPs). Similar techniques have been previ-
ously applied by the authors to analyse: the conflicts between agreement terms [126],
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Mapping for Compensation Function
mapCF(SLOm,P,R)
(Pm[1].cond⇒ Pc[1].value
Penalised AND ... AND
Region Pm[N].cond⇒ Pc[N].value)
AND
Rewarded (Rm[1].cond⇒ Rc[1].value
Region AND ... AND
Rm[N].cond⇒ Rc[N].value)
Neutral AND
Region (NOT(Pm[1].cond OR ... OR Pm[N].cond
OR Rm[1].cond OR ... OR Rm[N].cond)⇒ c == 0)
Table A.1: General Mapping from Compensation Function to Constraint
the SLA fulfilment at monitoring time [129], and the compliance between agreements
and agreement templates [123]. CSPs are defined as a set of variables, their domains
and a number of constraints, and there are a number of solvers that use satisfaction
method to find a solution for the CSP, if it exists. Our approach involves mapping
the iAgree SLA to a CSP and then using a CSP solver to check the validity properties.
Therefore, next we thoroughly explain this mapping, which is summarized in Tables
§A.1 and §A.2. In order to exemplify the CSP mapping we will use the SLA presented
in Figure §A.8 (GNWT-4) as a running example in the rest of the section.
Mapping the Compensation Function (CF): As a common element included in every
CSP used to analyse each property, we map the compensation function defined for
each CG to a constraint. Table §A.1 describes this mapping. Each (value,condition) pair
in penalties or rewards is mapped to a constraint of the form condition ⇒ variable
== value. As neutral compensations are not usually explicit, an additional constraint,
where compensation is zero outside the defined penalty and reward expressions, is
added. Finally, all these constraints are combined with an AND operator. Note that
this mapping corresponds to a well-defined piecewise function. A previous operation
to check that the compensation is a mathematical well-defined function could be per-
formed before compensation analysis.
Our running example (GNWT-4) includes a guarantee with a compensation func-
tion that expresses a penalty when metric elapsedDaysPercent is greater or equal than
120, and a reward when the same metric elapsedDaysPercent is equal to 80. There-
fore, the compensation definition for GNWT4 would be mapped to the next constraint:
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mapCF(GNWT4) = {
{(elapsedDaysPercent>= 120
⇒ InvoicePercent == 10) AND
(elapsedDaysPercent == 80
⇒ InvoicePercent == −5) AND
!(elapsedDaysPercent == 80 OR
elapsedDaysPercent>= 120)
⇒ (InvoicePercent == 0)}
This mapping is used as a base to create the CSPs to check the validity of CF and
CG, which are described next. In next CSPs, the metrics and the compensation variable
are the CSP variables and their corresponding domains are the CSP domains.
CSP for Consistent Compensable Function (Property 1): Since CSPs can only solve sat-
isfiability problems (i.e. exists a solution) and we have to check the accomplishment of
this property for all possible values, we verify this property by transforming it into an
existential constraint and check that the resulting CSP is not satisfiable. Furthermore,
in this CSP we duplicate the metrics variables so that we can check if two different vari-
ables with the same constraints (i.e.: same compensation function) have inconsistent
compensations. For instance, if the CF is defined on metric elapsedDaysPercent, we
define two different metrics, elapsedDaysPercent1 and elapsedDaysPercent2, with
the same compensation function to check the consistency. The property is evaluated
by adding a constraint that relates the two compensations and utilities for these vari-
ables so that one variable can have both a higher compensation (i.e. higher penalty)
and a higher utility than the other. If the resulting CSP is satisfiable, it implies that the
function is not consistent. Otherwise, it would mean that there are two values of the
metric variable for which one metric value has both higher penalty and higher utility
than the other value.
Considering our example, where the utility function (U) is the reverse of the previ-
ous metric, elapsedDaysPercent (and is inferred according previous subsection), as a
greater delay in delivery is less useful for the customer (and the opposite), we get the
following CSP:
cspCCF(GNWT4) = {
{elapsedDaysPercent1,elapsedDaysPercent2,
InvoicePercent1, InvoicePercent2},
{int[−200..200], int[−200..200],
int[−100..100], int[−100..100]},
{mapCF(GNWT4 − 1) AND mapCF(GNWT4 − 2)
AND (InvoicePercent1> InvoicePercent2) AND
(−elapsedDaysPercent1> −elapsedDaysPercent2)}}
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As this problem is satisfiable, the example compensation function is inconsistent.
This result is an effect of the wrong compensation definition, which only rewards when
the value for elapsedDaysPercent is exactly 80, but does not reward more useful val-
ues as elapsedDaysPercent = 60.
CSP for Threshold Saturated Compensable Function (Property 2): For this property, the
generation of CSP receives two additional input values, the saturation thresholds, so
we only check if the metrics are outside these two values. In this case, we consider it
not saturated. In our example, using 30 and -30 as input thresholds for saturation, the
CSP for checking the saturation in the example compensation function is:
cspTSCF(GNWT4,30,−30) = {
{elapsedDaysPercent, InvoicePercent},
{int[−200..200], int[−100..100]},
{mapCF(GNWT4) AND
(InvoicePercent> 30 OR InvoicePercent< −30)}}
As the compensation value cannot reach maximum or minimum values in any case
(its only possible values are 10, 0 and -5), the problem is not satisfiable and the com-
pensation is therefore saturated.
CSP for Valid Compensable Function (Property 3): A compensation function is valid if
it is consistent (Property 1) AND saturated (Property 2). In our example, the compensa-
tion is invalid (it is saturated but not consistent).
CSP for Consistent Compensable Guarantee (Property 4): To check the consistency of
compensable guarantees, we evaluate SLO accomplishment together with the compen-
sation function. This property involves checking one existentially quantified CSP, there
exists a value that is neutral and fulfilled, and one universally quantified CSP, no value
is fulfilled and penalised or unfulfilled and rewarded at the same time. Therefore, we
build two different CSPs. First, if there is a neutral compensation region (NCR) for an
SLO fulfilled value, and then if there is a positive compensation value (penalty) when
the SLO is fulfilled or a negative compensation value (reward) when SLO is not ful-
filled (consistent compensation regions, CCR). In our example, the CSPs for checking
the consistency between compensation function and SLO are:
cspNCR(GNWT4) =
{elapsedDaysPercent, InvoicePercent},
{int[−200..200], int[−100..100]},
{mapCF(GNWT4) AND (InvoicePercent == 0
AND elapsedDaysPercent< 120)}
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cspCCR(GNWT4) = mapCF(GNWT4) AND
{elapsedDaysPercent, InvoicePercent},
{int[−200..200], int[−100..100]},
{mapCF(GNWT4) AND (InvoicePercent> 0
AND elapsedDaysPercent< 120) OR
(InvoicePercent< 0 AND
!(elapsedDaysPercent< 120)}
As cspNCR is satisfiable and cspCCR is not satisfiable for the elapsedDaysPercent
metric, the compensable guarantee is consistent.
CSP for Valid Compensable Function (Property 5): If the compensable guarantee is
consistent with compensation function (Property 4) and the compensation function is
valid (Property 3). For our example, the compensation definition is invalid, hence the
compensable guarantee is also invalid.
A.6 VALIDATION IN REAL-WORLD SCENARIOS
In this section we describe how we have validated our proposal. In particular, the
goal of the validation was to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: How expressive is our compensations model in comparison to real-world
SLAs? We want to know whether the compensation model that we use is ex-
pressive enough to model a wide variety of real-world SLAs and which are the
characteristics of the SLAs that we are not able to express.
• RQ2: Are the compensations in real-world SLAs valid according to our notion
of validity? The validity of a CG is at the central part of this paper, so we want
to know whether CG of real-world SLAs follow this notion of validity.
• RQ3: Which difficulties appear when modelling SLAs defined in natural lan-
guage? All real-world SLAs are expressed in natural language. Therefore, before
checking their validity it is necessary to formalise them. With this question, we
examine the problems that may appear in this step.
To answer these questions, we have modelled with iAgree and evaluated up to 319
compensable guarantees that are described in natural language in 24 different scenar-
ios6 belonging to three different domains, namely: cloud service providers (e.g., Ama-
zon, Google, or Rackspace), non-cloud service providers (e.g., DHL, train companies
or telecommunication services), and B2B service outsourcing.
6Documents used to model SLAs are available at https://goo.gl/yLvxo5
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A.6.1 RQ1: Expressiveness
Regarding the expressiveness of compensable guarantees included in the 24 stud-
ied scenarios, we have found that our technique has two main limitations concerning
the expressiveness of compensation functions.
Firstly, the SLO must be specified with just one service metric, then its compensa-
tions have to be based on such metric so that its related utility precedence function can
be properly evaluated.
Secondly, the compensation conditions must be defined on the SLO-related metric.
Additionally, constant values should be involved in compensation conditions if and
only if they do not have an impact on validity conditions, expressed in section §A.4.
As an example, if we have a compensation defined as Penalty = monthlyBilling x
unavailablePeriod, the former value can be committed in validation analysis since it
does not change from a billing cycle to the next.
Despite these limitations, our tooling support can validate up to 242 compensable
guarantees (76% of reviewed).
A.6.2 RQ2: Validation result
After modeling the iAgree documents of the 24 real-world scenarios and using our
proposed automated validation technique we found that 9 compensable guarantees
were not properly defined in the original SLAs specified in natural language.
A.6.3 RQ3: Modeling issues
During the recent years, we have found that the use of natural language in the re-
viewed SLAs of real-world scenarios7 makes them susceptible to include semantic am-
biguities. Among others, we have found the following problems that must be solved
in order to obtain a formal iAgree model of the real-world scenarios:
1) Imprecise and misleading compensation conditions and/or SLO. One of our
examples guarantees an availability of 99,999% but compensations only apply for 1-
minute periods and starting after a 3-minute period of downtime. However, it is not
clarified if the "3-minutes" exception might be considered for every single failure, or
also in relation to the aggregated failure time. In our modeling we have considered
that the 3-minutes initial exception is affecting to the aggregated failure time. Thus, we
use to gather the compensation the accumulated unavailability defined as the aggre-
gated minutes of unavailability after the first 3 divided by total minutes in the month.
In addition, the SLO is not precisely defined because considering a 31-days month, the
7This study was comprised of 3 cases in [128], 5 in [26], and 24 in the current article. All of them are
available at: https://goo.gl/yLvxo5.
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100% of availability in minutes are 44640 minutes, and the 99.999% of availability just
permits 1 minute of unavailability that won’t be compensated due to the lack of an ini-
tial "3-minutes" exception. Therefore, as one compensation applies after 4 minutes of
unavailability, the total minutes of availability without compensations is 44636 (i.e. a
99.991% of availability) and thus, the actual SLO would be availability > 99.991%.
2) Usage of imprecise value. In some cases, the metric availability is expressed as a
percentage with integer values or float values providing just one decimal. However, it
is not clear whether they are simply rounding values for the sake of clarity, or not.
A side effect of representing in a machine-processable iAgree document the real-
world SLAs defined in natural language is that some modifications must be done to
face the two aforementioned modeling problems. In the following, we provide some
modeling best practices that an expert should consider in the process of writing an
iAgree document supported by our proposed technique:
As general rule, the expert should obtain a mathematical formulae for both SLO
and compensations. In case of SLOs specified as equations of the form Availability
= 100 or Unavailable Minutes = 0, as mentioned in section §A.5.2, they should be
transformed to an SLO of the following form: Availability ≥ 100 or Unavailable
Minutes ≤ 0, respectively, because this allows to infer an utility function for the met-
ric.
This general rule must be applied wisely by making decisions to solve the mod-
elling issues. These decision making could be as simple as in the following three
scenarios: (i) in the GNWT scenario, the iAgree document of Figure §A.8 is straight-
forwardly gathered from the GNWT4 term of Figure §A.2 by just considering that
elapsedDaysPercent == 100% is the scheduled delivery date; (ii) the aforementioned
imprecise compensation function definition of CloudLock scenario can be easily solved
by considering the metric monthly uptime percentage as a kind of availability
that is the SLO-related metric; and (iii) the exception condition of OVH scenario can be
solved by considering a new metric for a kind of unavailability that does not include
the first 3 minutes of unavailability, called accumulated unavailability. Regarding
the imprecise value definitions, we cannot model what is not expressed in the real-
world SLAs. Therefore, we propose to consider that the specified values are rounded
values despite of the impreciseness it implies in terms of compensations.
On the contrary, applying the general rule to other scenarios may imply to make
more complex decisions. For instance, in GoGrid, it is guaranteed the 100% of server
uptime so that the costumers are compensated with a 10,000% of the failure time (in
relation with the customer fee) in further service credits. As an example, a one hour
failure of a virtual server, whose cost of 1GB RAM is $0.08/GB Hour, will generate a
credit of $0.08 x 1 (GB) x 100 = $8. In this case, two considerations are required: i) the
customer fee should be omitted by our modelling because it is a constant value; and ii)
server uptime and duration failure, in total hours, must be amounted to in each com-
pensation term. This GoGrid scenario demonstrates that we must also include as best
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modelling practice the homogenization of metrics used in both: SLO and compensa-
tions conditions.
A.7 RELATED WORK
As far as we know, there is no proposal to model compensation in SLAs which
enables automating its validation to avoid wrong compensation definitions.
The proposal of Leitner et al. in [106] formalises the problem of finding the optimal
set of adaptations, which minimizes the total costs arising from SLA violations and the
adaptations to prevent them. In this work, a model for penalty functions is presented;
this formalisation has been the starting point of the characterisation model for com-
pensations presented in [128] and thoroughly explained in Sections §A.3 and §A.4. In
[142] the mentioned authors present an approach for optimally scheduling incoming
requests to virtual computing resources in the cloud, so that the sum of payments for
resources and loss incurred by SLA violations is minimized. The example relates the
penalty with a service property representing the duration of requests to virtual com-
puting resources in the cloud.
Buco et al. propose in [119] an SLA management system, called SAM that uses
penalties in a Service Level Management process to alert about potential cumulative
penalty cost. Grabarnik et al. propose in [65] a model that can be used to reduce total
service costs of composite services by considering a trade-off between penalty costs
and fulfillment cost at a design-time choice of service suppliers. Rana et al. identify in
[150] how SLOs may be impacted by the choice of specific penalty clauses; and they
specify the penalties using WS–Agreement specification. Paschke et al. [144] model an
SLA to automate its management. This SLA defines minimum and maximum thresh-
olds to compensate SLAs underfulfilling or overfulfilling, but this compensation is ad-
hoc modelled through event calls and without using any SLA specification with a pre-
cise semantics. Angelov et al. propose in [100] a formal representation for contracts to
detect and solve different kinds of conflicts. Although the proposed contracts repre-
sentation supports penalties and rewards by means of reparation clauses, they are not
validated against utility functions as proposed in the current paper. Recently, some
works can be found in which the authors propose models to calculate the penalty cost
of cloud services [112, 197]. Specifically, Xiaoyong et al. propose in [197] a competitive
penalty model and a corresponding penalty based profit maximization algorithm to
select the appropriate cloud providers for the consumers. In turn, Maarouf et al. pro-
pose in [112] a different formal model considering penalties of different metrics. Al-
though these works do not propose a model to automate the validation of penalties,
both mention the need for a penalty limit, that is one of our considerations to validate
compensations.
In business studies, utility function models are also analysed as they are strongly
dependent on customer preferences and behaviour. Bar-Isaac et al. in [10] describe
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a business scenario with cost, customer expectations and reputation variables where
reward function follows a non-monotonic behaviour (based on satisfying preferences
from different customers). Similarly, Fenghui Ren et al. analyse in [152] how utility
function is obtained from customer objective function (i.e., customers timetable prefer-
ences affect how transactions distribute through commercial opening hours).
Finally, in previous works of the authors [122, 126] the validity of SLAs is for-
malised by considering a set of conflict-free guarantee terms that define valid asser-
tions that can be fulfilled. In other words, an SLA is considered as valid in those works
if they are defined without conflicts between and within the SLOs (examples of con-
flicts are: Response Time < 100ms AND > 100ms; or MUP < 99.95%⇒MUP ≥ 99.95%).
However, the notion of validity introduced in these proposals does not consider com-
pensations.
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Property 1: CSP for Consistent Compensable Function
cspCCF(schema,SLOm,P,R,U)
Variables {m1,m2,c1,c2}
Domains {schemam,schemam,schemac,schemac}
mapCF(SLOm1 ,P1,R1) AND
Constraints mapCF(SLOm2 ,P2,R2) AND
(c1 > c2) AND (U(m1) > U(m2))
Property 1 == ! SAT ( cspCCF )
Property 2: CSP for Threshold Saturated Compensable Function
cspTSCF(schema,SLOm,P,R,τmax,τmin)
Variables {m,c}
Domains {schemam,schemac}
mapCF(SLOm,P,R) AND
Constraints (c> τmax) OR (c< τmin)
Property 2 == ! SAT ( cspTSCF )
Property 3: CSP for Valid Compensable Function (P1 & P2)
Property 3 == ! SAT ( cspCCF ) AND ! SAT ( cspTSCF )
Property 4: CSP for Consistent Compensable Guarantee
cspNCF(schema,SLOm,P,R)
Variables {m,c}
Domains {schemam,schemac}
mapCF(SLOm,P,R) AND
Neutral (c == 0 AND SLOm)
cspCCR(schema,SLOm,P,R)
Variables {m,c}
Domains {schemam,schemac}
mapCF(SLOm,P,R) AND
Constraints ((c> 0 AND SLOm) OR
(c< 0 AND NOT(SLOm)))
Property 4 == SAT (cspNCF) AND ! SAT ( cspCCR )
Property 5: CSP for Valid Compensable Guarantee (P3 & P4)
Property 5 == ! SAT ( cspCCF ) AND ! SAT ( cspTSCF )
AND SAT ( cspNFC ) AND ! SAT ( cspCCG )
Table A.2: CSPs to evaluate compensation properties for Compensation Functions and
Guarantee Terms
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Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much
Hellen Keller (1880-1968),
B.1 INTRODUCTION
Organizations conduct business processes with the support of different software
systems and different human teams. Teams are self-managed (individual composition,
skills, task solving plan,...) to adapt tasks requirements so they can be viewed and
modelled as Social Computing Units (SCUs)[56]. SCUs are virtual units representing
multiple expert human-based resources that use software services for executing com-
plex tasks, in scenarios which require adaptability, such as IT Maintenance services. In
these services, heterogeneous tasks are assigned on demand to SCUs so they cannot
be planned in advance. Service managers are responsible to assign SCUs consider-
ing, e.g., the current work load, tasks attributes or SCU expertise, to guarantee the
best possible overall service performance. As each SCU performance impacts in over-
all performance, managers require each team commits certain performance objectives
depending on the tasks to enforce overall service performance. These objectives are
defined through the relevant performance measures and their expected values. These
values can be different for each SCU.
Although different SCUs commit to similar performance measures (for tasks re-
lated to the same maintenance domain), they perform tasks with their own tools and
procedures. Therefore, to measure their performance and evaluate comparably the
accomplishment of each SCU commitment, managers require a system which deals
with their heterogeneity. In doing so, SCU performances can be compared to make
optimal decisions about the assignment of SCUs regarding to the overall and SCU-
specific performance. A poor commitment accomplishment implies resources waste,
delays or application of penalties. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an architec-
ture to manage and monitor the commitments, where the processing of measures is
decoupled from the extraction of performance information from different process-aware
information systems. With this architecture, we can extend the processing mechanism
to adapt different external tools independently of performance evaluation. And, lastly,
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the decision making regarding teams assignment can be based on this monitoring to
improve the achievement of service performance commitments. Our proposal is based
on the combination of different modelling languages (PPINOT [40] for defining metrics
and iAgree [122] for commitments) and the adaptation of the Governify ecosystem1 to
develop a commitment management platform. Overall, we contribute developing an
architecture to model, monitor and evaluate commitments from heterogeneous SCUs
and describing strategies to assign SCU based on runtime performance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, the ad-
dressed service is described together with current problems. Our proposal and archi-
tecture to manage the scenario is introduced in Section §B.3 and extended in section
§B.4 to describe the details of commitment monitoring and a SCU assignment strategy.
In section §B.5, we describe the supporting tools developed together the validation of
the assignment proposal. In section §B.6, we review the most relevant contributions
to address similar problems. Finally, conclusions and possible work extensions are
described in Section §B.7.
B.2 SCENARIO AND RESEARCH PROBLEMS
B.2.1 Maintenance Scenario
Public organizations manage different work teams to solve issues related with the
maintenance of information technologies in public services. The issues can be from
different expertise fields, such as network equipment maintenance, software operation
or computing infrastructure management. As teams are responsible for all stages in the
resolution of their assigned issues (planning, logistics and technical solution), they are
formed by multidisciplinary-skilled people. The composition of teams is self-managed
to dynamically adapt to their tasks requirements so they can be seen as SCUs. This
scenario is depicted in Figure §B.1.
To evaluate the service performance and support the SCU assignment decision
making, the managers define templates of guarantees related to different kind of is-
sues. Depending on their expertise fields, SCUs have to commit these guarantees
(Point 1 in Figure §B.1). A guarantee includes a clear definition of the concept to mea-
sure, the related metric unit and the expected goal values. They can optionally include
related penalties and rewards terms to enforce their accomplishment.
Table §B.1 describes two examples of guarantees. The former, K01, aims to avoid
that a number of issues remains too long open as it affects to work loads decision, re-
sources allocation, etc., regardless of the issue relevance. The latter, K02, focuses on
the expected resolution times and depends on the issue priority. Both of them include
penalties to compensate the public organization when the guarantees are not accom-
1http://governify.io
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Figure B.1: Maintenance Service
plished. The penalties in these examples are expressed as percentages of the issue
resolution cost but other types of penalties and rewards can be defined [162].
The service provision starts when an issue is detected and an intervention is re-
quested (Point 2 in Figure §B.1). Prior to its resolution, each issue is assigned to a
specific SCU (Point 3 in Figure §B.1). The assignment of SCUs is decided by the service
managers in accordance with (i) the type of incidents, (ii) geographical location, or (iii)
work load of the teams. To evaluate the commitments for each SCU, the performance
of their assigned issues has to be monitored in accordance with its measures (Point 4 in
Figure §B.1). Although SCUs can have similar objectives and guarantees, each one fol-
lows its own procedures to solve issues by using its own process management system,
such as Jira, HP Project and Portfolio Management Software or CA Service Desk Man-
ager and other custom software (Point 5 in Figure §B.1). Therefore, monitoring and
evaluating the status of commitments requires also tackling with these heterogenous
information sources (Point 6 in Figure §B.1).
B.2.2 Research Problems
The main research goal is to provide a platform to monitor and evaluate the com-
mitments in such above-mentioned scenarios, supporting the decision making of SCUs
assignment to improve overall service performance. However, the monitoring of a
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ID Term Priority Exp. Time Objective Penalties
K01 Rate of ≤ 2% ≤ 2,00%⇒ 0%
Open ≥ 2,00%⇒ 1%
Issues
over
a week
K02 Rate of Very High Time < 2h Rate≥ 95% Rate≥ 95%⇒ 0%
Closed 90%≥ Rate< 95%⇒ 2%
Issues 85%≥ Rate< 90%⇒ 3%
In Time 0%≥ Rate< 85%⇒ 5%
High Time < 4h Rate≥ 90% Rate≥ 0,90⇒ 0%
85%≥ Rate< 90%⇒ 1,5%
80%≥ Rate< 85%⇒ 2%
0%≥ Rate< 80%⇒ 3%
Normal Time < 10h Rate≥ 82,5% Rate≥ 82,5%⇒ 0%
77,5%≥ Rate< 82,5%⇒ 0,75%
72,5%≥ Rate< 77,5%⇒ 1,25%
0%≥ Rate< 72,5%⇒ 1,75%
Table B.1: Guarantees for Long-Time Open Issues and In-Time Closed Issues
measure requires, first, handling with the custom SCU systems which are related to
that measure and, then, evaluate comparably their accomplishment to present an over-
all picture of all SCUs performance. The commitments are reviewed periodically to
update guarantee goals or update measures so a commitment model independent is
required to avoid ad-hoc monitoring mechanisms and support the maintenance of the
monitoring systems. To achieve this goal we need to address the following challenges:
• R1: Define and formalize commitment from different SCUs where guarantees are
described independently of supporting tools and single SCU goals.
• R2: Handle with the heterogeneity of process management systems to monitor
homogeneously performance measures.
• R3: Correlate the performance of different SCUs and make decisions about as-
signments to enforce overall commitment.
B.3 ARCHITECTURE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF SCUS
B.3.1 Architecture
For the management and monitoring of commitments, we propose the architecture
depicted in Figure §B.2. In this architecture, we separate the management of commit-
ments (Commitment Manager), the computation of their related business measures
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(Measure Processor) and the extraction of performance information (Information Ex-
traction).
To support that commitments from different SCUs but similar guarantees (similar
guarantees have identical measures but can have different goal values) are processed
independently on the procedure each SCU performs, the measures are modelled with
abstract process events before registering them in the system (Commitment Modelling
in Figure §B.2). More details about this modelling is addressed in next section. Once
they are formalized in this abstract model, commitments are registered in the system
with the Commitment Manager (CM). This component also evaluates the accomplish-
ment of the guarantees included in the commitment document (support the decision
making for SCU assignment and composition). To evaluate guarantees, CM uses the
Measure Processor (MP) to monitor measure values. The processing of Measures relies
on the data retrieved by the Information Extraction component, which decouples the
access to the performance information from the processing of such information by MP.
Although MP requires the performance information on monitoring demand, there are
supporting tools where information cannot be retrieved on demand, but it is provided
as an event stream at runtime. In these cases, we can capture this information during
resolution process in an intermediate central log or repository so MP can query from
it on demand. This central store can use some standard language to describe events
(such as MXML or XES[80]) or data objects.
The Commitment Manager exposes the different operations to manage and monitor
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Commitments through two different APIs:
• Commitment Registry: Provides operations to create new, update existing or
delete commitments in the system. Evaluation of the consistency of commitments
is performed before deploying new or updated commitments.
• Commitment Monitor: The results of monitoring and evaluating KPIs can be
queried through this API. This API can be consumed for different purposes: (i)
Creating visual dashboard to make business management decisions, (ii) Auto-
mate claiming of penalties, etc.
Finally, the component SCU Monitor (SM) handles performance evaluation from
Commitment Manager, to support decision making for SCU management, such as SCU
assignment or composition. The operations computed by SM are provided through an
API (SM API). In this paper, we focus on the analysis of SCU assignment which is
developed in Section §B.4.
B.3.2 Abstracting Business Measures
Although each SCU solves issues with its own mechanisms, different SCUs can be
responsible to solve similar issues and commit similar guarantees, so we have to deal
with their heterogeneity. In order to achieve that, the guarantees in the commitments
have to be modelled with business measures independent on the issue resolution pro-
cess. Therefore, first step to formalize commitments is defining these measures in terms
of the abstract events related to them so we can develop the computation of measures
independent of the specific SCU.
For the guarantees introduced in Section §B.2, we identify the following events:
• Rate of Closed Issues in Time: To measure this, we require the timestamp when
Issues are open and when are closed to measure their duration. Therefore, we
identify two relevant events: "Open Issue" and "Close Issue" and their property
"Execution Time".
• Rate of Long-Time Open Issues: To measure this, we require the timestamp when
Issues are open and to know IF they are closed, so we also use the previously
identified events: "Open Issue" and "Close Issue" and data "Execution Time" for
"Open Issue".
Any event instance or data should include the case identification data, i.e. the pro-
cess instance identification, to properly process different events instances, counting
processes instances, etc. The Measure Processor bases measure computation on the log
of these abstract events and the wrappers map the specific events from each tool to the
abstract events. This computation is further discussed in Section §B.4.
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There are a number of proposals related to the abstraction of business processes,
which are reviewed in the Related Work Section.
B.4 COMMITMENT ANALYTICS AND SCU ADAPTATION
In this section, we detail the model handled by the Commitment Manager com-
ponent, how the measures are processed with the Measure Processor and Information
Extraction components and the decision making of SCU assignment by the SCU Mon-
itor component based on commitments accomplishment.
B.4.1 Commitment Management
Commitment documents are composed of a set of guarantees, which are defined
with their measures, target values and optional penalties. In computational domain,
there are a number of proposals related to the management of commitments between
service customers and providers, named service level agreements (SLAs). We use iA-
gree [122], a syntax consistent with WS-Agreement, a widely used standard for SLAs,
which supports the definition of guarantees with penalties and rewards clauses. WS-
Agreement also proposes the use of agreement templates, so the creation of new docu-
ments can be fastened by reusing and modifying existing commitment document and
avoiding manual errors as we can check the consistency of commitments with their
corresponding template.
To formalise measures with abstract events, we use PPINOT [40], a notation with
declarative syntax to define performance indicators over processes. PPINOT enables
the development of generic processors to compute measures based on the notation, as
in [45, 82]. These processors are related to PPINOT data model, where the following
base measures are defined: (i) the duration between two time instants (time measures);
(ii) the number of times something happens (count measures); (iii) the fulfilment of
certain condition in both running or finished process instances (condition measures);
and (iv) the value of a certain part of a data object (data measures). The base measures
can be aggregated for more than a single process case. Furthermore, new measures can
be defined as a mathematical function of one or more measures.
B.4.2 Monitoring and Processing Measures
Individual systems used by SCUs are very diverse so performance information can
be stored either in accesible database or provided via some API. However, in some
systems performance information persisted data is not accesible with provided API or
through querying database so they have be extended to get it.
Therefore, first step in information extraction is wrapping system to have access to
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the performance information. Wrappers are responsible for handling with the specific
mechanisms to extract information from each tool.
Once the information is retrieved, it should be consistent with the abstract events
defined in guarantee measures. In some cases, it can be directly matched with their
abstract events and used by Measure Processor (System B Wrapper in Figure §B.2)
but, in most of the cases, there is a conceptual gap between them. In these cases, we
require adapting it to our abstract events (System A Wrapper in Figure §B.2). In trivial
cases, the differences between the business process and the tool workflows are just
different status names (e.g.: "Open Issue" instead of "New Issue"). In other cases, one
single status in business process relates to a complex workflow in external systems or,
opposite, a business process fragment is just one step in the external system workflow.
Some proposals related to the matching of process models are described in the Related
Work section.
To evaluate measures, Measure Processor starts collecting their measure definitions
in Commitment Document to process the performance information.
Besides indicators, Measure Processor requires additional information to determine
how to connect to the proper information system to extract performance information.
This information is not included in the commitment documents, to decouple commit-
ment management from their measurement, so it is defined with a manifest or configu-
ration file. Through this configuration, Measure Processor connects to the correspond-
ing wrapper to retrieve performance information.
B.4.3 Assigning SCUs to Issues
Currently, assignment decisions are taken considering the SCU affinity to each issue
and its current availability. These two values are linked in Suitability expression and
the evaluation of this expression proposes the next assigned SCU. Suitability is defined
as:
Suitability = Affinity×Availability (B.1)
where Affinity is a value between 0 and 1 which relates the SCU expertise to a type
of issue (for example, a network maintenance SCU has an affinity value of 1.0 to solve
network issues while a microcomputer maintenance SCU can deal with these issues
but its affinity value is 0.3) and other criteria regarding static suitability for a specific
issue (e.g.: geographical suitability). The Affinity value is defined by service managers
considering previous experience and it is included in the commitment.
Availability depends on the SCU work load. This work load can be modelled as the
current issue assignments (t) regarding a predefined maximum work volume (n) per
SCU:
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Availability = 1−Workload = 1− t
n
(B.2)
where the current number of issues assigned to the SCU divided by the maximum
simultaneous issues is the current work load.
Assignments just based on Affinity and Availability do not consider current SCU
performance so corrective decisions cannot be automatically taken to increase the com-
mitment achievement rate. With our proposal to automatically monitor guarantees,
the automatic evaluation of their accomplishment can be used to evaluate Suitability.
Therefore, we propose a new Suitability expression to assign SCUs:
SuitabilityG = Affinity×Availability×GPerformance (B.3)
where GPerformance measures the success rate of Guarantees accomplishment. To
define GPerformance, a first approach is the current average Guarantee accomplishment
rate, but more complex approaches could include the number of agreed commitments
(if customer has signed a high number of commitments with the same SCU reflects
high "confidence") or ponder last n accomplishments (e.g.: last year evaluations are
more important than previous ones).
Simple GPerformance definition could be:
GPerformance =
n
∑
i=0
Ki ∗Gi (B.4)
where Ki is a constant value to ponder the importance of Guarantee Gi. To normal-
ize GPerformance value, ∑ni=0 Gi should be 1 and Gi should be a value between 0 and 1.
E.g. If the "Rate of Issues accomplished on time" has to be higher or equal than 95%,
the normalized value for Gi would be:
Gi =
{
1 if Rate≥ 95%
Rate
95 if Rate< 95%
B.5 TOOLING SUPPORT AND VALIDATION
This work is supported with a complete component stack inside Governify Plat-
form2. This stack includes the development of the proposed architecture, with Mea-
sure Processor, Commitment Manager and three Wrappers for required issue track
tools. The Commitment Registry API is integrated with an editor for commitments
2http://www.governify.io
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Figure B.3: Measure monitoring with Governify
and the Commitment Monitor API is consumed by an online dashboard to graphically
depict the KPIs values, the commitment status, etc.
The Governify editor supports SLA iAgree syntax and is integrated with the Com-
mitment Registry API to create, update or delete new commitment documents in the
system. In the Governify website, there is extensive information about commitment
modelling and analysis with a suite of the examples used in this work. Figure §B.3
depicts the main Dashboard of Governify, where the monitoring and evaluation of
commitments are graphically displayed.
B.5.1 Assignment Simulation
The advantage of including the performance information to increase commitment
achievement is evaluated through the comparison of the commitment achievement
rate with assignment based on monitoring performance or just based on availability
and affinity.
We consider the following simulation for this evaluation. A set of different SCUs
related to similar kind of issues (i.e. similar commitments) are assigned to appearing
issues through a year period. Time to solve each Issue follows a normal distribution
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(a) High Workload (b) Low Workload
Figure B.4: Comparison of SLA Achievement rate with Similar Affinity
with different average values to goal different average work loads to reflect different
situations. Average issues are defined daily so work load range for the full year signif-
icantly varies in different simulations. SCUs have different guarantee accomplishment
rate (from 0.6 to 0.95) defined at the beginning of the simulation and similar maximum
work loads. To simulate the impact of experience on productivity trend, we also con-
sider that when an SCU successfully solves a number of issues, 100, it improves their
accomplishment in a small percentage, 0.001.
The simulation goals measuring the improvement of the commitment achievement
rate considering performance with different Affinity and Work Loads. The overall
achievement rate is the average of achievement rate per issue.
Figure B.4(a) (a) depicts the results of the simulation for a set of SCUs with similar
affinity and a high issue load (over 70% of total maximum work load for all the SCUs).
Figure B.4(b) (b) depicts simulation with similar affinity and a low issue load (about
12% of total maximum work load).
With low work load, our proposal significantly improves the commitment achieve-
ment rate as the SCU with best performance gets the most of assignments so the overall
rate increases about 12% regarding the assignment considering just Affinity and Avail-
ability. However, when there is a high issue work load, the issues are assigned very
homogeneously as differences in Guarantee accomplishment is not so significant as
availability to impact in the assignment decisions. Therefore, the achievement rate is
just slightly higher (between 1-2%).
We also evaluate the the case where an SCU with lower predefined Affinity has
better accomplishment rate than SCUs with higher predefined Affinity (Affinity value
goes from 0.7 to 1.0).
Figure §B.5 (a) depicts the results of the simulation for a set of SCUs with a high
issue load (over 66% of total maximum work load for all the SCUs), and Figure §B.5
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(a) High Workload (b) Low Workload
Figure B.5: Comparison of SLA Achievement rate with Different Affinity
(b) depicts simulation with a low issue load (about 12% of total maximum workload).
With high issue work load, the commitment achievement rate is similar with or
without our proposal as Availability is more significant than Guarantee Accomplish-
ment or Affinity to assign issues. However, with low issue work load, our proposal in-
creases significantly increases accomplishment rate regarding the assignment based on
Availability, over 15%. Furthermore, the rate based in Availability decreases regarding
the same assignment with high work load. This behaviour is due to Affinity is defined
without considering current SCU performance so an SCU with bad performance but
high affinity decreases commitment overall rate. This situation should be considered
abnormal and it is partially solved with our proposal, as the current performance is
included in the assignment decision.
B.6 RELATED WORK
Approaches to handle service level agreements have been studied as part of the ser-
vice oriented architectures and to deal with heterogeneous processes as part of Busi-
ness Process abstraction and matching. The assignment of teams to tasks based on
different criteria have been also proposed in a number of works.
B.6.1 Managing Service Level Agreements
The analysis of performance in services has been handled in several works. In [14]
a quality model is proposed to describe service level agreements in computational ser-
vices architectures. Developing and extending this approach, we consider iAgree, a
framework to describe agreements and their terms (based on WS-Agreement recom-
mendation) with support for the different stages in the agreement lifecycle: analysis
of consistency in the agreement definition, compliance of agreement to provided tem-
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plates or evaluation of service execution [129], [126]. These works are used in [45], with
a notation to define process performance indicators, to propose an agreement model
for business process as a service (BPaaS). In [154] and [24], Riveni and Candra describe
quality models for SCUs and Hybrid Computing Units (Units composed of Software
and Human). These two works consider the quality attributes of singles units to dy-
namically compose in SCUs. The defined attributes for these kind of units are reliabil-
ity, willingness and reputation. Furthermore, this model are proposed to dynamically
create human units and adapt their provision to service requirements [61]. However,
they do not deal with the accomplishment of explicit commitments and how to enforce
them.
B.6.2 Business Process Abstraction and Matching
Regarding the matching of process models with other models, including sequences
of events, it has been extensively studied with a number of proposals using different
techniques in the last years. Van der Aalst et al. [178] analyse the matching between
event sequence and database schemas and proposes a model to map database to event
log. And, in [180], a model is proposed to classify different process cases or instances
related to temporal window or properties of interest. Baier et al. , [9], perform the pro-
cess matching based on CSP models to relate process fragments with events logs. The
consistency of these fragments with the events sequences provides a metric for process
matching. The work from Klinkmüller et al. , [96], defines and evaluates the results
of applying some techniques techniques for process model matching based on labels
identification. In [190], Weidlich et al. build a framework which a list of mechanisms
("searchers") to match two different processes. Then the results are processed to select
the best "matches".In the last years, surveys in the form of contest have appeared to
compare different proposals for process matching as [97]. As it mentioned before, the
issue information is captured in different information systems. These systems manage
information with explicit or implicit event sequence. Regarding to handling heteroge-
nous technologies, [82] proposes different mechanisms to extract information from
process-aware systems.
Smirnov et al. , [166], introduce a survey about proposals related to Business Process
Abstraction, analysing the different aspects considered in these proposals: motivation,
techniques and a list of common use cases considered for abstraction in the proposals
analysed. And Eshuis et al. , [59], discuss about the definition of different views of
a process based on privacy considerations. So they propose different process projec-
tions increasing or adding activities following different projection models: black box,
grey box, glass box, open box and white box. And defines a metric to measure the
relationship between the models.
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B.6.3 SCU Assignment
A number of works have proposed different strategies for team selection. Some of
them, [11, 23, 55], propose a model to allocate teams based on their capabilities, work
load and task requirements. Dorn et al. , [52], and Datta et al. , [36], include other
aspects as the bonds or cohesiveness between individual resources to compose teams.
However, none of them consider the current team performance so they can be only
considered to ponder affinity and work load to assign or compose teams.
B.7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present our architecture for the management of SCUs supported
by commitments. Our architecture decouples the extraction and processing of perfor-
mance information from heterogeneous tools and processes to monitor these commit-
ments. This proposal enables the creation and monitor of new commitments avoiding
the development of ad-hoc mechanisms to process their guarantees. We also detail
how to support the assignment of SCU based on the relationship of guarantees in or-
der to adapt to current performance. Our work presented in this paper is part of our
ongoing research on the enforcement and governance of services in public organiza-
tion. We plan to develop more complex decision taking strategies as ponder different
trends or dynamically reevaluate affinity to enforce these services during runtime.
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C.1 SLA FROM AMAZON EC2 IN iAgree SYNTAX
Amazon provides an SLA for all its cloud services. Here we include the example
of Amazon EC2, commented in the Chapter §3, which is the computation platform
service. As Amazon does not provide any facility to measure the guarantee metrics,
we can not include the mechanism to monitor them in the SLA.
id : Amazon_EC2
version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
type : agreement
contex t :
provider : Amazon
consumer : Consumer
v a l i d i t y :
timeZone : Europe/Madrid
i n i t i a l : ’2018−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
d e f i n i t i o n s :
schemas :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
descr ipt ion : Percentage to decrease in the next b i l l
type : in teger
uni t : ’% ’
scopes : { region }
terms :
p r i c i n g :
b i l l i n g :
period : monthly
i n i t i a l : ’2017−11−12T10 : 3 5 : 3 6 . 0 0 0 Z’
p e n a l t i e s :
− over :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
$ r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas / . . . ’
metr i cs :
MUP:
schema :
descr ipt ion : Monthly Uptime Percentage
type : in teger
minimum : 0
maximum : 100 .00
uni t : ’% ’
computer :
$ r e f : ’ ht tp : //aws/Amazon_MUP/ ’
guarantees :
− id : Amazon_GT
scope :
region : *
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : MUP >= 99 .95
scope :
region : *
with :
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MUP: { }
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
i n i t i a l : ’2016−07−13T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 0 0 0 Z’
p e n a l t i e s :
− over :
S e r v i c e C r e d i t :
$ r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas / . . . ’
of :
− value : ’10 ’
condi t ion : MUP >= 99 .00 && MUP < 99 .95
− value : ’30 ’
condi t ion : MUP < 99 .00
C.2 SLA FOR FI SERVICE IN iAgree SYNTAX
The SLA template for the Field Intervention service is exposed here. The metrics
refer to computer definitions which are included below.
id : FI_Service_SLA
version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
type : agreement template
contex t :
process :
Co
nt
ra
ct
or
APC
FI requested
FI request
Plan FI Perform FI
FI 
documentation 
required?
Create and 
submit FI 
documentation
Documentation
Accepted
Correction
required
FI closed
no
FI documentation Correction 
request
FI documentation
acceptation
Calendar : Local
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s :
DocRequired : [ d e f a u l t : none ]
PlanFI . r e s p o n s i b l e : [# $ r o l e $ # ; d e f a u l t : manager ]
Timetable : O f f i c e
Calendar : Local
d e f i n i t i o n s :
schemas :
MonthlyFeePercentage :
descr ipt ion : Percentage a f f e c t i n g next monthly b i l l
type : in teger
uni t : ’% ’
DocRequired : . . .
Timetable : . . .
Calendar : . . .
scopes : { }
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terms :
metr i cs :
AFIP :
schema :
descr ipt ion : Average F i e l d I n t e r v e n t i o n s f i n i s h e d on time
computer :
$ r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /computers/AFIP ’
type : consumption
guarantees :
− id : G1
scope :
{ region , node , p r i o r i t y }
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : AFIP > 95%
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
p e n a l t i e s :
− over :
MonthlyFeePercentage
of :
− value : ’95 − AFIP ’
condi t ion : 90% <= AFIP < 95%
− value : ’10 ’
condi t ion : AFIP < 90\%
The configured SLA for contractor A is exposed here.
id : FI_Service_SLA_ContratorA
version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
type : agreement
contex t :
. . .
terms :
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s :
DocRequired : high
PlanFI . r e s p o n s i b l e : manager
metr ics :
AFIP :
schema :
descr ipt ion : Average F i e l d I n t e r v e n t i o n s f i n i s h e d on time
computer :
$ r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /computers/AFIP ’
type : consumption
guarantees :
− id : G1
scope :
{ region , node , p r i o r i t y }
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : AFIP > 95%
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
p e n a l t i e s :
− over :
MonthlyFeePercentage
of :
− value : ’95 − AFIP ’
condi t ion : 90% <= AFIP < 95%
− value : ’10 ’
condi t ion : AFIP < 90\%
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C.2.1 Metric examples for FI service SLA in iAgree syntax
Here we include an excerpt of the computer definitions for the Field Intervention
SLA service. Regarding the metrics corresponding to the different levels of FI Severity,
we only include the computer for Low Severity interventions, LevelLow, as the rest, Lev-
elHigh, LevelHigh and LevelCritical, are very similar and they only differ in the precise
committed times.
"name " : " FI " ,
" descr ipt ion " : " Measures for F i e l d I n t e r v e n t i o n s SLA" ,
" d e f i n i t i o n s " : [
{
" kind " : " DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure " ,
" id " : " AFIP " ,
"name " : " Percentage of I n t e r v e n t i o n s f i n i s h e d on time " ,
" descr ipt ion " : " This metr ic i s the number of f i n i s h e d i n t e r v e n t i o n s which
were accomplished on time divided by the t o t a l number of
f i n i s h e d i n t e r v e n t i o n s . " ,
" func t ion " : " AFI_Measure / FI_Measure " ,
" includeEvidences " : f a l s e ,
" usedMeasureMap " : {
" FI_Measure " : {
" kind " : " AggregatedMeasure " ,
" aggregat ionFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" baseMeasure " : {
" kind " : " CountMeasure " ,
"when " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " FI c losed " ,
" s t a t e " : " t r i g g e r e d "
}
}
}
}
} ,
" AFI_Measure " : {
" kind " : " AggregatedMeasure " ,
" aggregat ionFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" baseMeasure " : {
" kind " : " DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure " ,
" func t ion " : " LevelLow AND LevelMild AND LevelHigh AND L e v e l C r i t i c a l " ,
" usedMeasureMap " : {
" LevelLow " : {
" kind " : " DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure " ,
" func t ion " : " Level = Low => ResponseTime < 5 AND
PresenceTime < 60 AND
ResolutionTime < 8 AND
DocumentationTime < 48 " ,
" usedMeasureMap " : {
" Level " : {
" kind " : " DataMeasure " ,
" dataContentSe lec t ion " : {
" s e l e c t i o n " : " S e v e r i t y "
}
} ,
" ResponseTime " : {
" kind " : " TimeMeasure " ,
" unitOfMeasure " : " hours " ,
" from " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
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" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " FI requested " ,
" s t a t e " : " t r i g g e r e d "
}
}
} ,
" to " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Plan FI " ,
" s t a t e " : " a c t i v e "
}
}
} ,
" timeMeasureType " : "LINEAR" ,
" considerOnly " : " $ { schedule } " ,
" computeUnfinished " : f a l s e ,
" f i r s t T o " : f a l s e
} ,
" PresenceTime " : {
" kind " : " TimeMeasure " ,
" unitOfMeasure " : " hours " ,
" from " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Plan FI " ,
" s t a t e " : " complete "
}
}
} ,
" to " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Perform FI " ,
" s t a t e " : " a c t i v e "
}
}
} ,
" timeMeasureType " : "LINEAR" ,
" considerOnly " : " $ { schedule } " ,
" computeUnfinished " : f a l s e ,
" f i r s t T o " : f a l s e
} ,
" ResolutionTime " : {
" kind " : " TimeMeasure " ,
" unitOfMeasure " : " hours " ,
" from " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Perform FI " ,
" s t a t e " : " a c t i v e "
}
}
} ,
" to " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
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" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " FI c losed " ,
" s t a t e " : " t r i g g e r e d "
}
}
} ,
" timeMeasureType " : "LINEAR" ,
" s ingleInstanceAggFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" considerOnly " : " $ { schedule } " ,
" computeUnfinished " : f a l s e ,
" f i r s t T o " : f a l s e
} ,
" DocumentationTime " : {
" kind " : " TimeMeasure " ,
" unitOfMeasure " : " hours " ,
" from " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Create and submit FI doc " ,
" s t a t e " : " a c t i v e "
}
}
} ,
" to " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Create and submit FI doc " ,
" s t a t e " : " complete "
}
}
} ,
" timeMeasureType " : "LINEAR" ,
" s ingleInstanceAggFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" considerOnly " : " $ { schedule } " ,
" computeUnfinished " : f a l s e ,
" f i r s t T o " : f a l s e
}
}
}
. . .
}
}
}
}
}
]
}
C.3 FRAME AGREEMENT FOR WORK ORDERS SERVICE
The Frame Agreement for the IT Development outsourcing is interpreted as a SLA
for BPs, where the Work Order Lifecycle is the service process, which is described as a
simple Task list (as a pipeline) and for the sake of exemplification, we only include two
different guarantees. One related to the aggregated metric constraint, Budget, which
constraints the sum of costs of all the work orders, and an atomic metric constraint,
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DevelopTime< 48hours, which is mandatory for all the work orders.
id : WO_Service_SLA
version : ’ 1 . 0 ’
type : agreement
contex t :
p i p e l i n e :
Plan
Develop
Document
Del iver
terms :
metr i cs :
Budget : 10000
DevelopTime :
schema :
descr ipt ion : Time to Develop a Work Order
computer :
r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas/developtime ’
type : consumption
EstimatedCosts :
schema :
descr ipt ion : Estimated Cost for unfinished Work Orders
computer :
r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas/ec ’
type : consumption
Fina lCos ts :
schema :
descr ipt ion : F i n a l Cost for f i n i s h e d Work Orders
computer :
r e f : ’#/ contex t/ d e f i n i t i o n s /schemas/rc ’
type : consumption
guarantees :
− id : G1
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : DevelopTime < 48
with :
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
− id : G2
of :
− o b j e c t i v e : EstimatedCosts + Fina lCos ts < Budget
with :
window :
type : s t a t i c
period : monthly
C.3.1 Metric examples for Frame Agreement in iAgree syntax
The metrics for the Frame Agreement are listed here.
"name " : "FA" ,
" descr ipt ion " : " Measures for Work Orders SLA" ,
" d e f i n i t i o n s " : [
{
" id " : " F ina lCos ts " ,
" kind " : " AggregatedMeasure " ,
" aggregat ionFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" baseMeasure " : {
" kind " : " DataMeasure " ,
" dataContentSe lec t ion " : {
" s e l e c t i o n " : " F inalCost "
}
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}
} ,
{
" id " : " EstimatedCosts " ,
" kind " : " AggregatedMeasure " ,
" aggregat ionFunct ion " : "Sum" ,
" baseMeasure " : {
" kind " : " DataMeasure " ,
" dataContentSe lec t ion " : {
" s e l e c t i o n " : " EstimatedCost "
}
}
} ,
{
" id " : " DevelopTime " ,
" kind " : " TimeMeasure " ,
" unitOfMeasure " : " hours " ,
" from " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Develop WO" ,
" s t a t e " : " a c t i v e "
}
}
} ,
" to " : {
" kind " : " TimeInstantCondit ion " ,
" appliesTo " : " Event " ,
" changesToState " : {
" EventSta te " : {
"name " : " Develop WO" ,
" s t a t e " : " complete "
}
}
} ,
" timeMeasureType " : "LINEAR" ,
" considerOnly " : " $ { schedule } " ,
" computeUnfinished " : f a l s e ,
" f i r s t T o " : f a l s e
}
]
}
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